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1. Introduction
After having closed 2017 at its highest level since May
2001, during the first months of 2018 annual headline
inflation fell significantly, consistent with the
expectation presented by this Central Institute in the
previous Quarterly Report. Indeed, annual headline
inflation decreased from 6.77% to 4.46% between
December 2017 and the first fortnight of May 2018.
This performance reflects the monetary policy
actions implemented by Banco de México, which
have contributed to prevent second-round effects on
the price formation process of the economy. Thus,
medium- and long-term inflation expectations
remained anchored, although above 3%, and the
Mexican peso adjusted in an orderly manner in light
of an uncertain environment, which has included
tighter external financing to the economy over the
last three years. In this respect, monetary policy has
operated, among other channels, through its effect
on interest rate spreads between Mexico and the
U.S., allowing the orderly adjustment in the exchange
rate market through the risk-taking channel. At the
beginning of the year, the exchange rate appreciated
in response to monetary policy actions, to the
weakness of the U.S. dollar in that period and to a
perception of improvement in the NAFTA
negotiations. However, during recent weeks the
Mexican peso weakened, which was associated to
higher external interest rates and the U.S. dollar
strengthening, as well as the uncertainty caused by
the NAFTA renegotiations and the presidential
elections in Mexico.
The decrease in headline inflation in the reported
period also reflects the fading of the effects on annual
inflation resulting from higher energy prices in
January 2017. Both core inflation and, especially, the
growth rate of merchandise prices, and non-core
inflation have shown a clear downward trend this
year so far.
In this context, during the period covered by this
Report, Banco de México focused on maintaining a
monetary stance that would preserve the anchoring
of inflation expectations and would reinforce the
downside trend of annual headline inflation towards
its target in the forecast horizon. Indeed, in view of
the deteriorated inflation outlook in late 2017 and
considering the estimated tighter monetary
conditions in the U.S. economy, in the February 2018

policy meeting the Governing Board decided to
recalibrate the monetary policy stance by raising the
target for the Overnight Interbank Interest Rate by 25
basis points to a level of 7.50%. Subsequently, in the
April and May policy meetings, the Governing Board
decided to maintain the target rate unchanged,
considering that the adopted monetary policy stance
was consistent with the declining trend of annual
headline inflation towards its target in the forecast
horizon.
Banco de México’s monetary policy stance during this
period was determined in a global environment of
greater uncertainty. Indeed, although in the first
quarter of the year the world economic expansion
remained solid and broad-based, and for the rest of
2018 and 2019 solid growth of the economic activity
is still anticipated, risks to the global economy have
increased in the medium and long terms. Among
these risks, higher volatility in international financial
markets stands out, given the possible additional
inflationary surprises across some advanced
economies, especially in the U.S., the escalation of
protectionist measures and the materialization of
certain geopolitical events. Some of these risks have
started to be recently reflected in greater volatility in
financial markets, higher interest rates, the
appreciation of the U.S. dollar against the main
currencies, a lower appetite for risk, a moderation in
capital flows to emerging economies and a
considerable depreciation in most currencies of these
economies, which are facing increasingly tighter
financing conditions.
Meanwhile, in the first quarter of 2018 domestic
economic activity maintained a more generalized
recovery, which stands in contrast with the
deceleration over the first three quarters of 2017 and
with the weakness in certain aggregate demand
components up to the third quarter of that year,
especially in investment. Going forward, following
the rebound in the first quarter of 2018, the Mexican
economy is expected to grow at a rate close to its
potential, reflecting a gradual growth of private
investment, greater spending on certain public
infrastructure projects and the expansion of exports
as a result of higher dynamism in the U.S. industrial
production. Thus, slack conditions in the economy
are expected to remain tight, although no additional
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tightening that could strongly affect inflation is
anticipated.
The higher dynamism of the economy in the first
quarter of 2018 seems to be transitory. Therefore, in
the horizon of the monetary policy impact, the
balance of risks to the economic growth remains
biased to the downside, given the persistent
uncertainty in the economy, in particular, the
possible impact of a change in trade conditions with
the U.S. and of other domestic factors.
The decline in annual headline inflation in the first
months of 2018 is consistent with the forecast for this
variable presented by Banco de México in the
previous Quarterly Report. In the future, based on
available information and considering the current
monetary stance, the evolution of inflation in the
horizon in which monetary policy operates is
estimated to be similar to that published in the last
Quarterly Report. That is, the forecast for headline
inflation presented in this Report does not imply
considerable changes with respect to those published
in the last Report. However, reflecting the recent
evolution of the different CPI components and of the
different inflation determinants, a relatively lower
trajectory of core inflation is anticipated, which is
offset by slightly higher levels of non-core inflation,
as a result of gasoline and LP gas prices that are
higher than the estimate published in the previous
forecast. In this sense, annual headline inflation is
expected to continue subsiding, approach the 3.0%
target throughout the year and stay close to that
target in 2019. These forecasts consider an orderly
exchange rate evolution, the absence of labor
market-related pressures and that non-core inflation
will continue declining in the remainder of 2018 at
the anticipated pace. The balance of risks for inflation
vis-à-vis the expected trajectory maintains an upward
bias, in an environment of a high degree of
uncertainty.
To guide its monetary policy actions, the Governing
Board will closely follow the inflation evolution with
respect to its forecast trajectory, considering the
adopted monetary policy stance and the horizon at
which it operates, as well as the available information
on all inflation determinants and medium- and longterm inflation expectations, including the balance of
risks. In particular, the Board will maintain a prudent
monetary policy stance and will continue to closely
2

monitor the potential pass-through of exchange rate
fluctuations to prices, the monetary policy stance
relative to that of the U.S. and the evolution of slack
conditions in the economy. In the face of the factors
that, by their nature, may involve risks to inflation
and inflation expectations, if necessary the monetary
policy will act in a timely and firm manner to achieve
its convergence to the 3.0% target and to strengthen
the anchoring of medium- and long-term inflation
expectations, for these to reach the said target.
In accordance with the above, it is relevant to stress
that Banco de México’s transparency is key to
generate confidence and credibility over this Central
Bank’s actions to comply with its constitutional
mandate to procure price stability. Consistent with
the above and in order to continue with the
implementation of better practices of the monetary
policy communication strategy, in addition to the
adjustments to the manner of presenting inflation
forecasts and the incorporation of a comprehensive
analysis of the cyclical conditions of the economy
starting from the previous Report, on April 30, 2018
the Governing Board announced a number of
modifications to its communication strategy: i)
Minutes of the Monetary Policy Decisions will include
the voters’ identity, and, in case of dissent over the
vote, an explanation of the reasons will be included;
ii) transcripts of Board of Governors’ meetings, in
which monetary policy decisions are made will be
released to the public on Banco de México’s web
page three years after the respective meeting (a
shorter period as compared to other central banks);
iii) the Press Release of the Announcement of
Monetary Policy Decisions, as well as the
corresponding Minutes will be published in Spanish
and English simultaneously on the corresponding
dates; and iv) public speeches and presentations of
the Governing Board members will be published on
Banco de México’s web page. These modifications
will contribute to greater transparency and
accountability among the Governing Board, both as a
collegiate body and on the personal level. Similarly,
they will provide the public with more information
regarding the factors considered during monetary
policy decisions, and will expand the scope of the
messages contained in different communication
instruments.
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2. Economic and Financial Environment
2.1.

External Conditions

As a reflection of the continuous recovery of
investment and international trade, the world
economy maintained a generalized upswing during
the first quarter of 2018, although it was at a more
moderate pace than in the fourth quarter of 2017.1
The more moderate growth rate in the first quarter,
especially in some of the main advanced economies
(Chart 1) seems to have largely stemmed from
transitory factors. In this environment, the reduced
slack in advanced economies has led to gradual wage
increments, increases in inflation and inflation
expectations in some of these economies.

economies, especially in the U.S.; ii) a further
escalation of protectionist trade measures, both in
trade and investment; and iii) the materialization of
certain geopolitical events. Throughout the analyzed
period, especially over the last weeks, this perception
of greater risks has been reflected in higher volatility
in international financial markets, and, especially, it
affected most emerging economies’ currencies,
which have faced tighter financing conditions.
Chart 2
World Economic Activity
Growth Forecast of Global Real GDP
Annual percent change
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Chart 1
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The outlook for the rest of 2018 and 2019 continues
pointing to the recovery of the world economic
activity, supported by a further improvement in the
labor markets, higher confidence among economic
agents and the effects of a greater fiscal stimulus in
the U.S. (Chart 2). Nevertheless, for the medium and
long terms, uncertainty and risks to growth, both
cyclical and potential, and to financial stability have
increased. The risks are: i) the possibility of higher
volatility in international financial markets, given
likely inflation shocks in a number of advanced
1

The U.S. economy expanded at an annualized rate of
2.3% in the first quarter of the year, which compares
to 2.9% in the previous one. The GDP growth largely
moderated due to the marked slowdown in spending
on private consumption. Among other factors, it
reflected the delay in the tax return associated to the
fiscal reform. In contrast, non-residential fixed
investment grew at a solid pace, supported by the
rebound in investment in structures, which offset the
deceleration of equipment investment. Meanwhile,
the accumulation of inventories and net exports
positively influenced the GDP growth (Chart 3). The
economic activity indicators and high consumer and
businesses’ confidence point to a rebound in
production
in
the
second
quarter.

Considering the average annual change weighted by the relative
weight of each economy in the global GDP adjusted by the purchasing
power parity.
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Chart 3
Economic Activity in the U.S.
Real GDP and Components
Annualized percent change and contribution
in percentage points, s. a.
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Chart 4
Industrial Activity in the U.S.
Industrial Production and Components
Annualized percent change and contribution
in percentage points, s. a.
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Following a strong growth at an annualized rate of
7.7% in the U.S. industrial activity in the fourth
quarter of 2017, principally thanks to the
reconstruction efforts in the aftermath of the
hurricanes Harvey and Irma, the industrial production
grew 2.3% in the first quarter of the year, as a result,
among other factors, of the drop in demand for
electricity given an unusually warm weather (Chart
4). However, by the end of the first quarter and in
April, the dynamism of industrial production further
increased, in particular in mining, due to the rebound
in oil and gas extraction activities derived from a hike
in their prices, from the electricity and gas supply as
a result of the normalization of temperature, and
from the manufacturing production, in particular of
capital goods.

The dynamism of the U.S. economy continued to be
reflected in the declining slack in its labor market.
Indeed, non-farm payroll expanded, on average, by
200 thousand jobs a month over the first four months
of the year, which was higher than 177 thousand jobs
created in the same period of 2017 and above the
required increment to absorb the increase in the
labor force (Chart 5a). Thus, the unemployment rate
grew by 3.9%, its lowest level since 2000.
Furthermore, other indicators, such as the difficulty
to fill vacancies and fluctuations in hiring and
resignation rates reached the pre-crisis levels.
However, the labor participation rate has remained
relatively stable over the last months, despite the
demographic trends in the U.S., which implied that a
higher number of workers could join the labor
market, although this margin seems to be declining.2
In this environment, the wage growth rate increased
in the reported period (Chart 5b). Nevertheless, there
is still uncertainty over how much these lower slack
conditions in the labor market could be reflected in
significant wage pressures and, therefore, in higher
inflation. This derives from the fact that recently, and
especially starting from the recovery after the global
financial crisis, these indicators have been at
particularly low levels, which possibly implied a
flattening of the Phillips curve in view of the greater
trade openness and the technological change. If the
said openness of the economy happens to reverse, it

2

The trend of the labor participation rate largely responds to structural
factors, such as demographic changes, public health aspects and
education, among others.
4
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could lead to new inflation pressures, as it could
make this curve steeper (see Box 1).
Chart 5
Labor Market in the U.S.
a) Non-farm Payroll
In thousands of jobs, s. a.
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In the Eurozone, the growth rate of the economic
activity moderated during the first quarter of 2018,
as it expanded at an annualized rate of 1.6% after
growing 2.7% in the last quarter of 2017 (Chart 6).
This partly derived from strong snowfalls that struck
northern Europe, strikes and weakness in some
demand indicators. Meanwhile, the industrial
production declined at an annualized rate of 2.4% in
the first quarter of 2018. In this environment, the
unemployment rate dropped to its lowest level since
December 2008, marked 8.5% in March, while the
labor shortage increased and the growth rate of
wages accelerated. The economic activity in the
region is expected to recover in the second quarter,
supported by high households and businesses’
confidence, as well as by credit conditions that
remain accommodative.
Chart 6
Economic Activity in the Eurozone
Real GDP
Annualized percent change, s. a.

b) Wage Indicators
Annual percent change, s. a.
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For the remainder of 2018 and 2019, the consensus
of analysts still anticipate a solid expansion of the U.S.
economy, in part supported by the fiscal impulse and
households and businesses’ confidence that remain
high. However, the growth outlook for this economy
in the medium term could be affected insofar as
certain recently approved tax provisions expire and
greater fiscal restraint is observed.3 As mentioned
above, risks associated with the implementation of
protectionist measures persist as well, which could
reduce the potential growth by affecting productivity
and increasing input costs, in addition to the effects
that these measures could have on consumption and
investment.

3

In this regard, there are different viewpoints on the possible impact of
a higher fiscal deficit and public debt on the potential growth in the
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted figures.
Source: Eurostat.

The GDP of Japan contracted at an annualized rate of
0.6% during the first quarter of the year, reflecting
the drop in fixed and residential investment and the
stagnation of private consumption, as it was affected
by winter storms at the beginning of the year (Chart
7). Nevertheless, the unemployment rate continued
to decline and wages increased moderately. Thus, for
the second quarter of the year, the economic activity
is anticipated to recover driven by higher labor
incomes and corporate revenues, as well as a
rebound in net exports.

future, given the U.S. position as an issuer of a currency that is the
reserve asset.
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Chart 7
Economic Activity in Japan
Real GDP and Components
Annualized percent change and contribution
in percentage points, s. a.
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Emerging economies continued to recover during the
first quarter of the year, and the prospective
indicators suggest that this trend will persist during
the rest of 2018 (Chart 8). However, although
commodity-exporting economies could still benefit
from higher prices of these products, the countries
with high indebtedness levels and those in need of
external funding could be affected by stricter and
more volatile international financial conditions. In
addition, the growth rate in the Asian region is
expected to moderate over the next years, as a result
of the policies encouraged by China to procure a
more moderate and sustained growth. Likewise, the
high indebtedness level and the persistent
uncertainty over the future economic relations with
the U.S. could affect China’s growth outlook. Still, in
the analyzed period, the indicators of domestic and
external demand in China still reflected strong
dynamism.

The environment of sustained growth of the world
economy continued to be perceived in a higher
demand for commodities, which, along with supply
factors, such as the introduction of economic
sanctions against different producer countries,
generated price hikes. In this respect, the lower oil
production in Venezuela, the risk of restrictions onto
crude oil exports from Iran and the escalation of the
military conflict in the region, in view of the recent
U.S. withdrawal from the nuclear agreement and the
relocation of the Israel embassy to Jerusalem pushed
crude oil prices up (Chart 9a). Industrial metal prices,
in particular aluminum and nickel, went up, in part,
due to the concern over the impact that the U.S.
sanctions on Russia could have on their global supply
(Chart 9b). Finally, grain prices (corn and wheat)
exhibited progress in light of the unusually warm
weather conditions that prevailed in the U.S. (Chart
9c).

Chart 8
Economic Activity in Emerging Economies
GDP Growth Forecast in Selected Economies
Annual percent change
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Box 1. The Phillips Curve at the Center of Global Debate
1. Introduction
The cycl ical recovery after the global financial crisis (GFC) has
been characterized by a cl ear trend towards lower slackness
conditions i n the ma in a dvanced economies, i n particular in
l a bor markets. However, over a large part of this process, the
l ower s l ack ha s not been refl ected i n cons iderable wage
pres s ures , a nd, therefore, i n hi gher i nfl a ti on.
Thus , failure of wages and inflation to respond to lower slack
conditions s uggests a possibility tha t the Phi llips Curve has
fl a ttened.1According to this l ine of thought, this can be mainly
a ttri buted to the structural factors, such as the emergence of
gl obal va lue chains i n the world i ntegration process and the
technological cha nge. In pa rti cular, i t i s a rgued tha t the
i nternational ma rket gi ves a ccess to chea per i ntermediate
goods, which l owers the ma rgin for producers and workers to
ra i se their prices and wages a t the l ocal market (Auer, Borio
a nd Fi lardo, 2017). Thus , a n economy ca n i mport certain
i ntermediate goods produced by a nother country’s labor
before facing wage pressures, even i f i ts own market is in tight
conditions. Si milarly, better technology a nd a utomating
processes tha t us ed to be l a bor-intensive ha ve generated
s i gnificant savings i n production costs, along with an additional
“competition” factor that decreases the bargaining power of
workers. Consistent wi th the a bove, gl obalization a nd the
technological progress directly affect inflation, via lower costs
of i nputs a nd goods, a nd i ndirectly, vi a the flattening of the
Phi l l i ps Curve.
In contra st, a nother l i ne of a rgument i ndicates that low
i nflation that has been observed after the GFC i s accounted for
by cycl i cal or tra nsitory fa ctors. In particular, one of these
fa ctors i s hi gh s lack during the first pa rt of this period. It is
a rgued that, despite a s light uncertainty a s to which factors
ha ve pushed inflation downwards, they are possibly tra nsitory,
a nd some of them are related to the drop in commodity prices
(FED, 2018). In l ine with this stance, i nflation will go up once
s l ackness decreases i n the economy a nd the effect o f other
tra nsitory fa ctors fade. Finally, a s a n a rgument against the
gl obal factors, it is stated that prices of tradable goods behaved
s i milarly before and a fter the cri s i s (IMF, WEO Apri l 2018).
To s um up, on the one ha nd, i t i s a rgued tha t the main
determinants tha t expl ain l ow i nflation a re gl obal and
s tructural. In contrast, another point of vi ew i s that they are
es sentially tra nsitory factors, reason why i nflation will increase
once their effect fades. This discussion is highly relevant for the
U.S. ca s e, due to the possible risks of the recently a pproved
fi s cal i mpulse onto i nflation, i n a context of l ower slack
1

The Phillips Curve is an equation that relates the unemployment rate, or another
measure of economic activity, with a measure of wage or prices inflation.
Traditionally, it has been believed that there is an inverse relation between the
unemployment rate and inflation.

conditions a nd the pos sibility of the i mplementation of
protectionist measures on tra de a nd i nvestment, that may
revers e the gl obalization process a nd the di ffusion of
technological innovations, that is, that the negative impact of
gl obalization on the Phi l lips Curve s l ope a nd possibl y on
i nflation reverses. Below, a model i s presented s eeking to
i l lustrate the risks to inflation in the case of the U.S. It should
be noted tha t the us ed model onl y considers one of the
cha nnels by whi ch gl obal fa ctors i mpact i nflation: the one
rel ated to i ntermediate goods a nd i nputs us ed i n global
production cha ins. Other el ements tha t ca n a l so a ffect
i nflation, s uch a s the i mposition of duties, a re not explicitly
cons i dered i n the model .
2. Estimates
Thi s box uses a dynamic model composed by a system of two
Phi l lips curves, one for i nflation of goods a nd s ervices, and the
other one for inflation of wages, and a n equation to determine
the GDP gap. The goal is to research for the case of the U.S. the
rel ative importance of a number of structural factors, including
gl obal a nd tra nsitory fa ctors on the i nflation dynamics. In
pa rti cular, three es timated equations a re s ummarized as
fol l ows :
𝜋𝑡 = 𝑐 𝜋 + 4𝑖=1 𝛾𝜋,𝑖 𝜋𝑡 −𝑖 + 4𝑖=0 𝜃𝜋,𝑖 𝜋𝑡𝑤−𝑖 +
4
4
𝑖=0 𝜅 𝜋, 𝑖 𝑦 𝑡 −𝑖 + 𝑖=0 𝜆𝜋, 𝑖 𝐴 𝑡 −𝑖 + 𝜀𝜋 ,𝑡 ,
𝜋𝑡𝑤 = 𝑐𝑤 + 4𝑖=1 𝛾𝑤 ,𝑖 𝜋𝑡𝑤−𝑖 + 4𝑖=0 𝜃𝑤 ,𝑖 𝜋𝑡 −𝑖 +
4
𝑖=0 𝜅 𝑤 , 𝑖 𝑦 𝑡 −𝑖 + 𝜆𝑤 𝐴 𝑡 −1 + 𝛿𝑤 𝜔 𝑡 −1 +
4
𝑖=0 𝛽𝑤 ,𝑖 𝜔 𝑡 −𝑖 𝑦 𝑡 −𝑖 + 𝜀𝑤 ,𝑡 ,
𝛥𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 𝑦 + 𝑖 𝜑𝑖 𝛥𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑡 −𝑖 − 𝜎𝛥 𝑖𝑡 −1 − 𝜋𝑡 −1 +
𝑤
𝑖 𝜂𝑖 𝛥𝑦 𝑡 −𝑖 + 𝜀𝑦 ,𝑡
Where:
𝜋𝑡 = Annual change of personal consumption expenditure deflator,
𝜋𝑤
𝑡 = Annual change of the hourly remuneration in the non-agricultura l
sector,
𝑦𝑡 = Estimate of the GDP gap,
𝜔𝑡 = Share of imported intermediate goods with respect to GDP (proxy of
trade openness),
𝛥𝐴𝑡 = Change in the ratio of the average monthly labor income of
employments listed as at high risk of being replaced by automatized
processes, with respect to low-risk employments (proxy of the
2
automatization inverse),
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑡 = Fiscal balance with respect to GDP (negative corresponds to
deficit),
𝑖𝑡 = Federal funds interest rate
𝛥𝑦 𝑤
𝑡−𝑖 = Estimate of the world GDP gap (excluding the U.S.), and
𝜀 𝑡 = Error terms.

2

This variable was estimated with data from the population survey of the U.S.
Census Bureau and from Frey and Osborne (2017) occupations classification.
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0.06𝛥𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑡 −4 0.04 𝑖𝑡 −1 − 𝜋𝑡 −1
0.06
−
−
+
(1.23)
−2.38
−1.83
0.37𝛥𝑦𝑡𝑤−1
+ 𝜀𝑦 ,𝑡 .
7.64

Chart 1
Inflation Forecast within the Sample
Base scenario and scenario with constant global f actors, annual change
5
4
3

3. Results

2

The es timates were realized a t a quarterly frequency (19982017). The res ul ts ca n be s umma ri zed a s fol l ows :

1
0

𝜋𝑡𝑤 =

8

3.03
0.26𝜋𝑡𝑤−1 0.21𝜋𝑤𝑡−2 0.67𝜋𝑡 −4
+
+
+
+
(3.72)
(2.46)
(2.41)
(4.24 )
0.57𝑦𝑡 −1 0.15𝛥𝐴 𝑡 −2 0.58𝜔𝑡−4
+
−
−
(3.54)
(0.94)
−3.08
0.10𝜔𝑡 −2 𝑦𝑡 −2
+ 𝜀𝑤 ,𝑡 ,
−2.76

(1a)

201 7

201 5

201 6

201 3

201 4

201 2

201 2

201 0

QIV

201 1

200 8

200 9

200 6

200 7

200 1

200 1

199 9

-2

200 0

𝜋𝑡

200 4

Observed
Pro jection
Pro jection with gl obal fa ctors

-1

0.78𝜋𝑡−1 0.059𝜋𝑤𝑡−2 0.28𝑦𝑡 −1
0.31
=
+
+
−
1.78
8.5
1.32
−2.08
0.34𝛥𝐴
0.32𝑦𝑡
0.32𝛥𝐴 𝑡 −4
𝑡 −2
+
+
−
+ 𝜀𝜋 ,𝑡 ,
(2.36) (0.90 )
−0.89

(2)

Note i n equation (1b) tha t the coefficient a ssociated to
𝜔𝑡 −2 𝑦𝑡 −2 i s negative, which s uggests that the global impact
ca ptured by va riable 𝜔 has indeed flattened the wage Phillips
curve, s o this i mpact has l owered the effect of the output gap
on wa ge inflation, and, indirectly, on price inflation. Similarly,
a utomatization s eems to negatively a ffect pri ce inflation
di rectly a nd i ndirectly, vi a its i mpact on wage i nflation. On the
other hand, results also s uggest that transitory fa ctors, such as
the output gap, affect both price inflation and wage inflation.
Tha t i s, the results are congruent with some of the elements of
the s tances mentioned i n the i ntroduction.
Cons idering these results, Charts 1 and 2 present exercises that
i l lustrate the total i mpact on i nflation generated by the
va ri a bles of gl obal fa ctors a nd a utomatization. In pa rticular,
Cha rt 1 s hows two inflation trajectories, the one obtained using
the observed va lues of 𝜔 (global effects) and the one obtained
a s suming that this va riable does not change a fter 1999, that is
i f the i nflow of i mported i nputs i n the U.S. ha d not been
grea ter. Chart 2 repeats the exercise for the case of variable 𝐴
(the technological change). The results suggest that both global
fa ctors a nd automatization contributed to l owering inflation in
the U.S. duri ng the a na l yzed peri od.

200 5

Si milarly, the general-to-specific procedure was us ed in the
es timation, which i mplied s tarting i n each ca se wi th a high
number of l a gs, whi ch were el i minated when no l onger
s tatistically significant. Thus, the use of a dynamic model allows
to consider the possibility tha t, for example, a technological
i mprovement may l ower i nflation not only a t the moment
when it emerges, but a l s o vi a a l a gged i mpa ct over time.

=

200 2

Pa ra meters in equations (1a) and (1b) were estimated together
us i ng ma xi mum l i kelihood methods, whi le pa rameters in
equation (2) were estimated using ordinary l east squares. The
fa ct tha t the fi rst two equations a re estimated a s a s ystem
a l lows to establish the effect, for example, of automatization
on i nflation not only directly but also vi a i ts i mpact on wage
i nflation. That is, the joint estimation of equations (1a) and (1b)
a l lows the model to s how the existing i nteractions among
s ome of the cons i dered va ri a bl es .

𝛥𝑦𝑡

200 3

Equa tions (1a ) a nd (1b) a re Phi llips curves of pri ces and
s a laries, while equation (2) refers to the determination of the
GDP ga p. Note that the inclusion of va riable 𝐴 𝑡 a nd its lags in
the fi rst two equations a llows to estimate the i mpact of the
technological change, represented by the possible effect of the
a utomatization on salaries a nd prices. In turn, va riable 𝜔𝑡 and
i ts l ags i n equation (1b) allow to estimate the impact of the
forei gn cheaper inputs on the inflation of prices and salaries. In
a ddition, vi a the product of 𝜔𝑡 a nd 𝑦𝑡 a nd their l ags, it is
pos sible to estimate the degree in which these global variables
ha ve ca us ed the fl a ttening of the Phi l lips Curve. Finally,
equation (2) models the output gap as dependent on the fiscal
deficit, which will allow to estimate the response of inflation to
the fiscal impulse. This equation also includes the world output
ga p, constructed using the information from the data base of
the OECD publ ication “Economic Outlook”, to ca pture the
effect of global conditions on the cyclical position of the U.S.

Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,
the U.S. Census Bureau, Frey and Osborne (2017), OECD and IMF.

(1b)
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Chart 2
Inflation Forecast within the Sample
Base scenario and scenario excluding automatization, annual change
5

Chart 4
Out-of-sample Inflation Projection
Base scenario and scenario with higher protectionism, annual change
3
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Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,
the U.S. Census Bureau, Frey and Osborne (2017), OECD and IMF .

4 . Out-of-sample Projections and Risks to Global Financial
Stability
The obta ined econometric res ults a re us ed to es timate the
i mpact on inflation in the U.S. caused by the fiscal impulse or
the possibility that the effect of global factors is smaller (that
i s , that the Phillips Curve steepens again), due to the surge in
protectionist measures. As mentioned above, the used model
onl y cons iders one of the cha nnels through which global
fa ctors a ffect inflation. Other elements that can also affect it
a re not cons idered explicitly. Cha rt 3 s hows the i nflation
forecast that would be obtained i ncluding a nd excluding the
i mpact of the fiscal i mpulse. Chart 4 repeats the exercise for
the ca s e of global fa ctors. The results s uggest that both the
grea ter fiscal impulse a nd a scenario in which a protectionist
pol i cy i s a dopted coul d ra i s e i nfl a ti on i n the U.S.
Thus , the expansionary fiscal policy a nd greater protectionism
a re ri sk factors that could lead to inflation surprises in the U.S.,
a nd, therefore, to hi gher una nticipated i nterest rates,
prompting higher volatility i n i nternational financial ma rkets .
Chart 3
Out-of-sample Inflation Projection
Base scenario and scenario excluding the f iscal impulse, annual change
3

0.5

Pro jection with a hig her degre e of
proteccionism

0
201 4 201 5 201 6 201 7 201 8 201 9 202 0 202 1 202 2 202 3
Note: Charts should not be interpreted as inflation forecasts in the U.S., but rather as
illustrative exercises to evaluate the possible impact of the fiscal expansion and greater
protectionism on inflation in the U.S. That is regardless of the fact that its level also depends
on other factors.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,
the U.S. Census Bureau, BEA, US Congressional Budget Office CBO, Frey and Osborne (2017),
OECD and IMF.

5. Final Remarks
The results of this exercise show that, indeed, globalization and
a utomatization ha ve nega tively a ffected the i nflation
dyna mics. The results also allow to derive the projections of the
i nflation dyna mics tha t a re consistent wi th the estimated
model. These projections s uggest tha t the fi s cal i mpulse
a pproved in the U.S. and the potential implementation of the
protectionist measures could exercise upward pressure on the
i nflation dyna mics, generating a s eri es of ri s ks to global
fi na nci a l s ta bi l i ty.
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Chart 9
International Commodity Prices
a) Crude Oil
USD/barrel
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Chart 10
Slack Conditions in the Labor Market in Advanced Economies
Unemployment Gap
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In particular, in the U.S., inflation continued to
increase during the analyzed period, which reflected
a lower slack in the economy, the rebound in energy
prices that had been observed since mid-2017, and,
recently, the fading of the impact generated by a
drop in telecom prices at the beginning of last year.
Thus, the personal consumption deflator attained the
Federal Reserve 2% target in March, after having lied
at 1.7% in December, while the core component
increased from 1.5% to 1.9% in the said period (Chart
11).
Chart 11
Inflation in the U.S.
Personal Consumption Deflator
Annual percent change, s. a.
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Source: Bloomberg.

2.1.3. Inflation Trends Abroad
A number of advanced economies exhibited a
recovery in wages prompted by a lower slack in their
respective labor markets, which, along with higher
energy prices starting from the second half of 2017,
contributed to a gradual increase in inflation and
inflation expectations (Chart 10).
10

2015

2016

2017

2018

s. a. / Seasonally adjusted figures.
Source: BEA.

In addition, other indicators, such as the producer
price indices and import indices kept reflecting higher
upward pressures, which could eventually pass
through to consumer inflation. In addition, inflation
expectations derived from financial instruments have
approached the Federal Reserve 2% target, although
they imply a higher risk that inflation could exceed
this target over the following months (Chart 12).
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Chart 12
Inflation Expectations in the U.S.
Distribution of 2-year Inflation Expectations Implicit
in Financial Instruments
Probability in percent
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A number of emerging economies, including those
whose cyclical position was more affected by drops in
commodity prices several years ago, tended to
maintain a relatively low inflation, in many cases
below the targets of the respective central banks
(Chart 14). However, in the economies such as
Argentina, Turkey, Ukraine, among others, it
remained above its target, largely due to idiosyncratic
factors.
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Chart 14
Inflation in Emerging Economies
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Chart 13
Inflation in the Eurozone and Japan
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Both in Japan and in the Eurozone inflation has
remained below the respective central banks’
targets. In addition, inflation has been interrupted in
both cases by its gradual upward trend caused by
some idiosyncratic factors (Chart 13). In the
Eurozone, headline inflation went down from 1.4% in
December to 1.2% in April, despite higher prices of
food and energy products, while the core indicator
shifted from 0.9% to 0.7%, as a result of the effect of
the month change of the Holy Week between 2017
and 2018 onto some items in the price index. In
Japan, consumer inflation subsided from 0.9% to
0.7% in annual terms in the referred period due to the
lagged effect of the drop in energy prices. The
measurement excluding fresh foods and energy
products went up from 0.3% to 0.4% between
December and April, a rebound which is in part
attributed to the fading out of the effect of significant
discounts on cell phones at the beginning of last year.

8

Poland

Note: Expectations obtained from swap contracts in which one counterparty
agrees to pay a fixed rate in exchange for receiving a referenced payment at
an inflation rate over a specified period.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from Bloomberg.
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2.1.4. International Monetary Policy, and Financial
Markets
In the period covered in this Report, some of the
central banks of developed economies continued to
shift at different rates towards a more neutral
monetary policy stance, in line with each country’s
position relative to its economic cycle and inflation
pressures each of them face. Although this process is
expected to continue at a gradual pace, there is
greater uncertainty over the inflation evolution in
some of these economies, especially in the U.S. Thus,
a sudden inflation hike in the U.S. could lead to
higher-than-expected interest rates and could
prompt higher volatility in international financial
markets.
As anticipated, in its May meeting the Federal
Reserve maintained its federal funds rate within the
range of 1.5% and 1.75%, after increasing it by 25
basis points in March. In its last projections, this
Institute adjusted its growth forecast for 2018 and
2019 upwards, in light of the expected impact of the
fiscal impulse, while it lowered its expectations for
the unemployment rate, suggesting that it would lie
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below its estimate for the long term. Although the
Federal Reserve confirmed its projection of gradual
increments for this target range, it observed a shift
towards higher rates in its forecasts for subsequent
years. In its last press release, the Federal Open
Market Committee noted that inflation approached
its 2% symmetrical goal, and expected inflation to
fluctuate around this level in the medium term. In
addition, it its last Minute it was stressed that most
Federal Open Market Committee members
considered it necessary to increase its reference rate
again in the near future.
In its last two meetings, the European Central Bank
(ECB) left unchanged its monetary policy stance and
reiterated that the benchmark interest rates will
remain unchanged after the asset purchase program
has been concluded. The ECB noted that this program
will persist at least until September and that the
moderation of the economic activity in the first
quarter of the year could mainly derive from
transitory factors. In addition, it indicated that,
although risks are balanced, the external ones have
increased, in particular those relative to the
implementation of protectionist policies.
In its last meetings, the Bank of Japan maintained
unchanged its short-term deposit rate, the target for
long-term government bonds and the amount of its
asset purchase program. In its quarterly report on the
economic outlook, the Bank of Japan marginally
increased its growth forecasts and inflation, and
eliminated the sentence stating that inflation would
reach its target in 2019.
Meanwhile, since its meeting of November, the Bank
of England has maintained its reference interest rate
unchanged. Although in its meeting of May the Bank
of England reiterated the need to continue with the
gradual adjustment of its monetary policy, it stressed
that the effects of the Pound Sterling depreciation on
prices have faded faster than expected, despite a
greater uncertainty over the growth outlook in the
short term.

in Argentina, Indonesia, the Czech Republic, Romania
and Turkey, in some cases as a response to their
position in the economic cycle and in others due to
greater instability and inflation pressures.
International financial markets displayed volatility in
the period covered by this Report (Chart 15). In
particular, stock markets in advanced economies
presented bouts of strong falls at the end of January
and March, although recently there has been a
certain recovery, backed by solid corporate reports
(Chart 16a). In the U.S., greater uncertainty over the
inflation trajectory and the increase in the issuance of
Treasury instruments as a consequence of the fiscal
stimulus prompted higher interest rates throughout
the yield curve during the reported period, especially
in short- and medium-term instruments (Chart 16b).
In the same vein, interbank and corporate bond
interest rate spreads expanded. Meanwhile, after the
depreciation of the U.S. dollar at the beginning of the
year, during the last weeks it appreciated, supported
by greater interest rate spreads, and, as mentioned
above, by the expectation of a greater divergence in
the monetary policy adjustment rates between the
U.S. and other advanced economies.
Chart 15
Volatility in International Financial Markets
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Among emerging economies, the outlook for
monetary policy actions remained heterogeneous.
On the one hand, there was a certain easing in such
countries as Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Russia and South
Africa, where inflation continued to subside or
remained low. Meanwhile, reference rates increased
12
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1/ The VIX index is a weighted indicator that measures implied volatility in the
options’ market for S&P 500.
Source: Bloomberg.
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Chart 16
Financial Markets in Advanced Economies
a) Stock Markets
Index 01/01/2014=100
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Chart 17
Financial Markets in Emerging Economies
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After the demand for emerging economies’ financial
assets remained solid during the first quarter of the
year, capital flows to these economies have
moderated strongly over the last weeks, reflecting a
lower appetite for risk (Chart 17a). This also led to a
significant depreciation of most emerging
economies’ currencies and to interest rate hikes,
which in some cases were accompanied by
interventions in the exchange markets (Chart 17b).
Thus, spreads between interest rates of advanced
economies broadened and there was a fall in stock
markets, in particular in economies with more
pronounced macroeconomic imbalances (Chart 17c).
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1/ The sample covers the funds used for the sale and purchase of emerging
countries’ shares and bonds, registered in advanced economies. The flows
exclude the portfolio performance and exchange rate adjustments.
Source: Emerging Portfolio Fund Research; Bloomberg.

2.1.5. Risks to World Economic Outlook
In conclusion, risks to the world economic outlook in
the short term appear balanced. Indeed, the
expectation that growth will continue is congruent
with the fiscal impulse in the U.S. and the recent
evolution of productive activity and global trade,
which is reflected in the performance of consumers
and businesses’ confidence indices, and other
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prospective indicators of the global economy.
Nonetheless, weakness of economic indicators of
some of the main European economies and other risk
factors have raised the uncertainty over the duration
of the current expansion cycle. In addition, for the
medium and long terms, risks to the world expansion
have increased. Some of them are:
i. A change to the regional and global integration
model, if the amount of initiatives in favor of trade
liberalization continues to decrease and the
imposition of tariff and non-tariff measures
increases,
which
could
imply
serious
repercussions to the global economy, negatively
affecting growth, inflation and financial markets.4
In this context, there is still uncertainty related to
the NAFTA renegotiations and the future relation
between the U.K. and the European Union. On the
other hand, despite the recent easing of trade
conflicts between the U.S. and China, new
scenarios of tensions cannot be ruled out insofar
as the negotiation process between the two
countries is not concluded.5
ii. A greater-than-anticipated economic deceleration
in China could affect global demand. Among other
reasons, this may be due to possible disruptions
caused by a sudden and abrupt adjustment in the
financial system of China, or as a consequence of
the implementation of protectionist trade
measures in the U.S. against the said country.

remain a source of uncertainty, mainly relative to
crude oil prices.
In addition, there are risks that can generate an
environment of greater volatility in international
financial markets, further limiting the sources of
financing to emerging economies. Some of them are:
i. A further increase in the uncertainty over the
inflation evolution in some advanced economies,
possibly leading to higher interest rates than
those that are currently expected.
ii. A deterioration in the balance sheets of some
financial intermediaries caused by a global
environment of higher interest rates.
iii. High indebtedness levels of the private sector and
macroeconomic imbalances in some emerging
economies.
Finally, it should be noted that one of the main risks
to the world economy is that the current period of
generalized growth would promote the complacency
of the authorities in charge of economic policies. In
particular, that they would fail to adjust the monetary
policy stances in view of the current risks to growth
and stability in international financial markets.

iii. The materialization of geopolitical events in
different regions. This could influence economic
agents’ confidence levels, and thus affect financial
markets, consumption and investment. In
particular, a greater risk of an escalating conflict in
the Middle East should be mentioned, as it would

4

5

In particular, higher production costs of businesses and households’
lower purchasing power would have consequences on consumption,
investment and employment. In addition, higher uncertainty
generated by this environment would delay consumption and
investment decisions, and higher volatility would be observed in
financial markets. Similarly, the potential growth would be lower due
to a smaller increase in productivity.
In March, the U.S. government announced 25% and 10% duty on
imports of steel and aluminum articles, respectively, from a number of
countries, including China. In response, China announced an increase
in duties on imports from the U.S., which amounted to USD 3 billion.
14

Subsequently, the U.S. stated its intention to impose higher duties on
Chinese imports by an amount of USD 150 billion, which, in turn,
resulted in an announcement that China would impose equivalent
retaliatory measures. Commercial tension between China and the U.S.
subsided at the end of May, in light of a tentative agreement so that
China increases its imports of agricultural and energy products from
the U.S. Given the possible agreement between the two countries to
generate more favorable conditions for trade in manufactures and
services, to strengthen the cooperation in the field of intellectual
property, the U.S. government specified that for the moment it would
not impose tariff measures on China.
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Chart 18
Exports in Mexico
Index 2013=100, s. a.
a) Total Manufacturing Exports

Evolution of the Mexican Economy

2.2.1. Economic Activity
140

In the first quarter of 2018, economic activity in
Mexico continued to gain strength, and even
registered a growth rate higher than in the previous
one. This rebound was especially fuelled by the
dynamism of the services’ sector and by the recovery
in industrial activity. Thus, this development stands in
contrast with the slowdown in the first three quarters
of 2017 and with the weakness of some aggregate
demand components that has been observed until
the third quarter of that year, especially in
investment. In particular, in the first quarter of 2018
exports maintained high dynamism and private
consumption kept expanding, although at a lower
rate as compared to the previous quarters, while
investment rebounded relative to the weakness it
had displayed since late 2015.
Delving in the performance of external demand, in
the period of January – March 2018 manufacturing
exports maintained a marked growing trend, both
destined to the U.S. and the rest of the world, which
was in line with the persistent strengthening of global
economic activity (Chart 18a). By type of good, this
performance was observed both in automotive and in
non-automotive exports (Chart 18b and Chart 18c). In
the reference quarter, oil exports increased, although
they are still lower than the ones registered before
the drop in oil prices in mid-2014. This progress was
due to a higher average price of the Mexican crude oil
blend for exports, while the platform of exported
crude oil remained at a level similar to that of the
previous quarter (Chart 18d).
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Chart 19
Consumption Indicators
Index 2013=100, s. a.
a) Total Private Consumption, Consumption of
National Goods and Services

d) Oil Exports and Crude Oil Exports Platform
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted and trend series based on data in nominal dollars.
The former is represented by a solid line, the latter by a dotted line.
1/ 3-month moving average of daily barrels of the seasonally adjusted series.
Source: Banco de México with data from PMI Comercio Internacional, S.A. de
C.V; and SAT, SE, Banco de México, INEGI. Merchandise Trade Balance. SNIEG.
Information of National Interest.

As regards the evolution of domestic demand, the
increase in private consumption in the reference
period is mainly accounted for by the recovery in the
consumption of services, which could have reflected
the fading of the negative effects of the September
2017 twin earthquakes, while the consumption of
goods had a weak performance (Chart 19a).
i. Regarding the consumption determinants, in the
first quarter of 2018 the real wage bill increased,
prompted by the increment in salaried employed
population, and the fact that the real average
income reduced at a lower rate, which stands in
contrast with the reported decreases throughout
2017 (Chart 20a). Consumer credit kept expanding
at moderate rates, which were higher than in the
previous quarter. Finally, incomes from
remittances remained particularly high (Chart
20b), while consumer confidence grew in April,
although it still remains at relatively low levels
(Chart 20c).
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b) Domestic Retail Sales of Light Vehicles and
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted and trend data. The former is represented by a solid
line, the latter by a dotted line.
1/ Prepared and seasonally adjusted by Banco de México. Includes national
and imported goods.
Source: a) Mexico’s National Accounts System (SCNM), INEGI. b) Prepared by
Banco de México with data from the Mexican Automotive Industry Association
(AMIA) and the Monthly Survey of Commercial Establishments (EMEC), INEGI.

ii. More timely consumption indicators, although of
a smaller coverage, performed heterogeneously.
In particular, light vehicles sales maintained a
negative trajectory, while the revenues of retail
businesses slightly recovered with respect to the
evolution during most of 2017 (Chart 19b).
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Chart 20
Determinants of Consumption
a) Total Real Wage Bill
Index 2013=100, s. a.
120

In December 2017 and the first two months of 2018
investment recovered, as compared to its weak
performance since late 2015 (Chart 21a). This growth
reflected the rebound of investment in construction,
which was largely associated to the reconstruction
efforts in the wake of the September earthquakes,
more construction in some cities in the Northern
region of Mexico, certain public infrastructure
projects; as well as the recent recovery of investment
in machinery and equipment (see Box 2).
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted and trend series. The former is represented by a
solid line, the latter by a dotted line.
1/ Prices as of the second fortnight of December 2010.
Source: a) Prepared by Banco de México with data from the National
Employment Survey (ENOE), INEGI. b) Banco de México and INEGI. c) National
Consumer Confidence Survey (ENCO), INEGI and Banco de México.

i. Within spending on construction, in December
2017 and during January – February 2018, the
residential component displayed a favorable
change of trend, which could have been prompted
by the aforesaid reconstruction efforts and the
recovery of this activity in the Northern region. In
contrast, non-residential construction maintained
a negative trajectory, mainly derived from lower
construction of industrial premises and shopping
malls (Chart 21b). By contracting sector, in the
analyzed period, private investment in
construction recovered, which reflected a better
performance of the housing component, while the
non-residential component appears to have
stopped declining. Similarly, in early 2018 the
improvement in spending on public investment in
construction (that had been observed during the
second half of 2017) persisted, after it showed a
declining trend since late 2015, which was
associated to a number of public infrastructure
projects and the reconstruction of buildings and
the infrastructure damaged in the September
earthquakes, hospitals, schools, offices, hydraulic
constructions, among others (Chart 21c).
ii. Within the machinery and equipment component,
in the period of January – February 2018, the
domestic component improved incipiently, while
the imported component maintained the strong
dynamism that had been observed since late
2017. The performance of the latter reflected
higher capital goods imports in the mining and
power generation sectors, which could be related
to the impact of the Energy Reform, as well as in
the subsector of transport equipment and
transport services, among others.
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Box 2. Recent Evolution of Spending on Gross Fixed Investment in Mexico
1. Introduction
In December 2017 a nd in the first two months of 2018, gross
fi xed i nvestment rea ctivated cons iderably, both i n the
cons truction s ector a nd i n s pending on ma chinery and
equipment, a fter the s tagnation that had been observed since
the s econd ha l f of 2015.
The a nalysis presented i n the Box s uggests tha t the recent
recovery of i nvestment seems to be concentrated in specific
projects and activities. Therefore the performance of spending
on i nvestment i n the remaining s ectors of the economy is still
wea k. In addition, the evolution of investment seems to have
res ponded to tra ns itory fa ctors, i n a context i n whi ch high
uncertainty pers ists a s a res ult of domestic a nd external
fa ctors. Thus, high dynamism of investment as a whole over the
l a s t months wi l l not neces s a ri l y s us ta i n i n the future.
2. Gross Fixed Investment Structure
Ba s ed on the Mexico’s Na tional Accounts System (SCNM), in
2017, 57% of gros s fi xed ca pital formation corresponded to
s pending on construction a nd 43%, to s pending on machinery
a nd equipment. Wi thin cons truction, the s hares of the
res idential a nd non-residential components were s imilar,
a round 50%. Wi thin s pending on machinery a nd equipment,
58% corres ponded to i mported goods, while the remaining
42% wa s of domestic ori gin. From a pers pective of a
demanding s ector, a round ha lf of pri va te s ector i nvestment
wa s i n machinery a nd equipment, a nd the other half was in
cons truction, whi le over 90% of public i nvestment was
cha nnel ed to cons tructi on (Ta bl e 1).
Table 1
Gross Fixed Investment Structure, 2017
Item
Gross fixed investment
Total mach. and equip.
National
Imported
Construction
Residential
Non-residential

Total
100
43
18
25
57
27
30

Percent
Private Public
100
100
49
9
----51
91
-----

Source: Mexico’s National Accounts Systems, SCNM (INEGI).

3. Recent Evolution of Investment
The weakness of investment exhibited from mid-2015 to late
2017 ca us ed thi s a ggregate to nega tively contri bute to
economic a ctivity growth i n thi s period. However, between
December 2017 a nd February 2018, s pending on gross fixed
i nvestment recovered significantly, which prompted a better
performance of a ggregate demand a nd i ndustrial a ctivity in
tha t period (see Chart 21a). The rebound in December last year
wa s wi despread a cros s the di fferent components of
i nvestment, while the recovery i n the first two months of 2018
wa s principally fomented by s pending on i mported machinery
1

As stated above, information from ENEC exclusively considers projects constructed
by the formal sector. However, according to data from INEGI’s Satellite Account of
Housing, self-construction and self-production amount to around 66% of the total and
are also considered as spending on gross fixed investment. Thus, a considerable part
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a nd equipment, a nd, to a l ower degree, by residential
cons tructi on (Ta bl e 2).
Table 2
Contributions to Monthly Growth of Investment
Percentage points, s. a.
2017
2018
Item
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Gross fixed investment
-1.52
4.32
1.13
0.49
Total mach. and equip.
-0.32
1.79
0.95
1.07
National
-0.40
0.73
0.36
-0.02
Imported
0.24
1.16
0.33
0.62
Construction
-0.36
2.56
-0.15
0.18
Residential
0.03
0.89
0.41
0.51
Non-residential
-0.03
1.05
-0.61
-0.45
s. a. / Seasonally adjusted data. The sum of components is different from the
total, as they are seasonally adjusted separately.
Source: Mexico’s National Accounts Systems, SCNM (INEGI).

3.1. Investment in Construction
The recent i mpulse of s pending on i nvestment in construction
s temmed from a hi gher i nvestment i n res idential works
(housing), while the non-residential component remains weak
(s ee Cha rt 21b).
The a bove i s consistent with the evolution of the real value of
production in the formal sector of the construction industry, as
reported i n the Na tional Survey of Cons truction Companies
(ENEC) conducted by INEGI. Indeed, both pri va te housing
cons tructed by the formal sector a nd by the public one have
ha d a favorable change of trend s ince the second half of 2017,
the development that persisted over the fi rst two months of
2018. In contra st, pri vate construction excl uding housing
rema ined weak, essentially due to the l ower construction of
i ndustrial fa cilities a nd s hopping ma lls, a nd s ervi ce facilities
(s ee Cha rt 21c).
The rebound in construction could have been associated to the
reconstruction efforts i n the wa ke of the September
ea rthquakes. This reconstruction implied a larger spending of
the pri vate s ector for the reconstruction of housing and other
cons truction projects, a nd of the public s ector for the
reconstruction of damaged buildings and infrastructure, such
a s hospitals, schools, offices, hydraulic construction, highways,
a mong others. Thus, exclusively considering the construction
works in the formal sector, starting from October 2017, the real
va l ue of production i n construction a cross the s tates most
a ffected by earthquakes recovered considerably as compared
to the previous negative trend, while i n the rest of the country
the rebound wa s a l ot more moderate and s eems to be
a s sociated to specific projects of public i nfrastructure and to
housing projects i n the Northern region. The reconstruction
efforts in the wake of the earthquakes could incipiently fuel the
cons truction sector over the next months, but it is likely to tend
to di s s i pa te (Cha rt 1). 1
of reconstruction activities in the wake of the earthquakes is likely to have been part
of the self-construction and self-production segment, while in the most affected
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whi ch has also contributed to the recovery i n construction. In
the future, s ome of these projects a re expected to continue
fa vora bl y a ffecti ng the performa nce of thi s s ector.

Chart 1
Real Value of Production in Construction
Index 2012=100, s. a.
130

Tot al (100.0%)
Affected (12.0%) 1/
Not affected (88.0%)
Northern region (28.4%) 2/
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3.2. Investment in Imported Machinery and Equipment
Si nce late 2017 a nd, more notably, during the first two months
of 2018, the component of i mported ma chi nery and
equipment of the gros s fi xed i nvestment ha s a ccelerated
s i gnificantly (Chart 3). In this context, i n order to single out the
s ectors of the economy that have contributed the most to this
recovery, the i ndicators by s ector of economic a ctivity were
cons tructed based on the disaggregated information of capital
goods i mports .2
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted data.
1/ Includes CDMX, Morelos, Oaxaca, Puebla and Chiapas.
2/ Includes Baja California, Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo León, Sonora and Tamaulipas.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from ENEC, INEGI.
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Chart 2
Population Employed in Construction in the Informal Sector
Index 2012=100, s. a.
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Source: Banco de México with data from SAT, SE, Banco de México, INEGI. Merchandise
Trade Balance. SNIEG. Information of National Interest; and INEGI.
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1/ Includes CDMX, Morelos, Oaxaca, Puebla and Chiapas.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from ENOE, INEGI.

Al though there a re no di rect i ndicators to mea sure selfcons truction and self-production a ctivities, an i ndirect manner
to es ti mate their performance is by measuring the population
employed in the informal sector in construction, as reported in
the Na tional Employment Survey (ENOE), conducted by INEGI.
In this sense, in late 2017 employment in the i nformal sector
cons truction recovered across the entities that were affected
the most by the earthquakes, after the contraction was more
ma rked than i n the remaining entities at the beginning of that
yea r (Cha rt 2).
Si milarly, in late 2017 and in early 2018 there was progress in
certa in i mportant projects of public i nfrastructure, such as
hi ghway expansion, the construction of the new a irport in
Mexi co Ci ty a nd the Toluca-Mexico Ci ty i ntercity train, as well
a s the projects of expanding the Veracruz port, a mong others,
2

Chart 3
Gross Fixed Investment in Imported Machinery and Equipment,
and Imports of Capital Goods
Index 2013=100, s. a.

March

60

In the case of imports of capital goods, a NAICS code (North American Industry
Classification System) was assigned depending on the main economic activity of
economic agents that made the transaction. To do so, data bases were used provided
by the National Registry of Foreign Investments, the Mexican Business Information
System, and the statistics on foreign trade in goods prepared by SAT, SE, Banco de

The res ults of this exercise i ndicate that the recent dynamism
i n i mports of capital goods has been concentrated in specific
economi c s ectors (Ta bl e 3).
Table 3
Imports of Capital Goods by Sector
Contribution to growth with respect to the previous period
2016 2017
Total
Manufacturing of transport equipment
Basic metal industries
Plastic and rubber industry
Transport, mail and warehousing
Power generation and gas distribution
Mining
Construction
Paper industry
Agriculture
Mass media information
Food, beverages and tobacco industry
Trade
Other
Services
Manufactures
Other

-3.69
0.56
-0.43
0.35
-0.47
-0.09
-0.84
-0.62
0.06
-0.01
-0.27
-0.50
-0.76
-0.67
-0.57
-0.15
0.05

3.26
1.21
0.14
0.21
0.66
0.98
0.07
-0.02
0.01
-0.02
-1.15
-0.09
0.89
0.38
-0.44
0.42
0.40

I
-1.86
0.91
0.05
0.25
0.95
-1.23
0.02
0.14
-0.15
0.00
-0.43
0.10
-0.45
-2.01
0.64
-2.12
-0.53

2017*
II
III
4.35 2.21
0.66 -1.24
0.01 -0.81
-0.18 -0.28
0.07 -0.10
1.90 1.02
-0.03 -0.22
-0.05 0.15
0.02 -0.05
0.01 0.02
0.17 0.51
-0.50 0.69
1.49 0.75
0.78 1.77
-0.67 0.09
0.89 1.95
0.56 -0.27

2018*
IV
I
2.03 7.05
1.31 1.28
-0.14 1.26
-0.03 0.83
-0.28 0.80
-0.05 0.46
0.35 0.45
0.78 0.27
0.07 0.12
-0.04 0.03
-0.46 -0.02
0.69 -0.19
0.28 -0.21
-0.44 1.99
0.08 0.58
-1.12 0.25
0.59 1.16

*/ Seasonally adjusted data.
Source: Banco de México with data from SAT, SE, Banco de México, INEGI. Merchandise
Trade Balance. SNIEG. Information of National Interest; and SE.

México, INEGI. Merchandise Trade Balance. SNIEG. Information of National Interest.
For agents who have not had a match in the referred catalogues and who made
considerable imports of capital goods, a NAICS code was assigned, in accordance with
the activity that was considered as the main one.
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Indeed, a fter excluding the operations of s even productive
a cti vi ties wi th the hi ghest contri bution, i mports of ca pital
goods of the rest of the economy remain stagnant. In order of
contri bution, the s even ma in s ectors tha t a ccount for the
expa nsion i n the first quarter of 2018 a re: ma nufacturing of
tra ns port equipment; basic metal industries; plastic and rubber
i ndustry; tra nsport, mail a nd warehousing; power generation
a nd gas di s tri buti on; mi ni ng; a nd cons tructi on (Cha rt 4).
Chart 4
Imports of Capital Goods
Index 2013=100, s. a.

Chart 5
Flow of Direct Investment in Mexico Possibly Associated to Fixed Capital
Formation in Selected Sectors
USD millions
2,500
2016
2,000

150
Sectors with greater dynamism*

cons truction, mi ning, ba s ic meta l i ndustries a nd power
generation displayed a significant i ncrease in the flow of direct
i nvestment with respect to 2016, which could reflect one of the
ma i n sources of financing to make, a mong others, imports of
ca pi ta l goods a nd do i nfra s tructure projects ( Cha rt 5).
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted data.
* The concept “Sectors with greater dynamism” correspond to seven activities that have
contributed the most to growth in the first quarter of 2018 (Table 3).
Source: Banco de México with data from SAT, SE, Banco de México, INEGI. Merchandise
Trade Balance. SNIEG. Information of National Interest; and INEGI.

Ma nufacturing of tra nsport equipment, a nd, s pecifically, the
termi nal automotive industry stand out a mong these sectors.
Thi s could be associated to a utomotive plants’ installation and
expa nsion. Indeed, Nissan, Toyota and Volkswagen increased
thei r i nstalled ca pacity over the l ast years; while Ki a, Audi and
Infi nity s tarted production i n Mexi co i n Ma y a nd September
2016, a nd i n November 2017, respectively. At the same time,
thi s has i mplied a n i ncrement i n ca pital goods i mports of
bus inesses related to this a ctivity i n sectors such as basic metal
i ndustries, that s upply s teel s heets for the production of car
bodies, and plastic and rubber industry that supplies car ti res.
Mos t purchases of ca pital goods a broad i n the tra nsport, mail
a nd wa rehousing s ector coul d be l i nked to s pecific
i nfrastructure projects, such as the construction of the MexicoTol uca Intercity train. In the same vein, imports in the mining
s ector a nd power generation s ector a re generally related to
certa in investment projects associated to the Energy Reform.
In this sense, currently there are projects under development
a i med to generate electric power i n Coa huila, Guanajuato,
Hi dalgo, Nuevo León, Sonora a nd Ta maulipas. Meanwhile, the
cons truction sector has directly i mported considerable capital
goods, which could be related to the rebound that, in turn, was
perceived i n the a bove s a i d i nves tment i n cons tructi on.

Mining

Basic metal
industries

Power
generation

Source: Banco de México.

Des pite the a bove, i t should be kept i n mind that in the case of
s pecific s ectors, s uch a s ba sic metal i ndustries a nd the
a utomotive i ndustry, certa in operations i n recent quarters
coul d possibly be reflecting the decision of some businesses to
fa s t-track the cons olidation of thei r opera tions to take
a dva ntage of the current NAFTA tra de fra mework, gi ven the
uncertainty prevailing around i ts renegotiation and a potential
es calation of protectionist tra de measures. If this is the case,
the rebound observed in capital goods imports in this type of
s ectors coul d di s s i pa te.

It s hould be noted tha t the s ectors tha t ha ve recently
pres ented the greatest dynamism in capital goods purchases
from a broad observed a considerable flow of direct investment
i n 2017, i n particular i n the item of new investments. Indeed,
the a ggregates of ma nufacturing of tra ns port equipment,
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Chart 21
Investment Indicators
a) Investment and its components
Index 2013=100, s. a.
130

Tot al

125

Machinery and equi pment

quarterly rate of 1.13% (a 1.3% annual change with
original data and 2.3% with seasonally adjusted data),
after having increased 0.88% in the last quarter of
2017 (Chart 22a and Chart 22b).6
Chart 22
Gross Domestic Product
a) Quarterly Changes
Percent, s. a.
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted and trend data. The former is represented by a solid
line, the latter by a dotted line.
Source: a) and b) Mexico’s National Accounts System (SCNM), INEGI.
c) Prepared by Banco de México with data from ENEC, INEGI. Seasonally
adjusted by Banco de México, except for the total.

Regarding the evolution of economic activity from
the production side, in the first quarter of 2018 GDP
in Mexico expanded at a seasonally adjusted
6

In the first quarter of 2018, the annual growth rate of GDP (using
original series) was lower than that estimated with seasonally adjusted

The GDP growth in the first quarter of 2018 reflected
the dynamism of the services sector and the
industrial activity recovery as compared to the
negative trend observed during most of 2017. It is
also noteworthy that during the first quarter of 2018
the favorable evolution displayed by the agricultural
sector since the second half of 2017 persisted, which
could be related to the evolution of agricultural
exports, prompted by a higher external demand for
this type of goods (Chart 23, see Box 3). In particular:

data, given that the Holy Week took place in March 2018, while in 2017
it was in April.
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i. During the period of January – March 2018, the
services sector maintained a growing trend,
mainly supported by the contribution of trade;
real estate and rental services; transportation,
mail and warehousing; government-related
services; professional, scientific and technical
services; financial and insurance services (Chart
24).
ii. Within the industrial activity, in the first quarter of
2018 the following stood out: the aforementioned
strong recovery of construction, and the incipient
recovery of manufactures relative to the weak
performance during most of 2017. In particular, in
the period analyzed by this Report, both the
subsector of transport equipment and the
aggregate of the rest of manufactures improved
relative to the levels attained in late 2017 (Chart
25a and Chart 25b). Mainly, the following sectors
have contributed to the favorable evolution of the
latter: the manufacturing of computer equipment,
measurement and other equipment; electronic
components and accessories; food industry;
beverages
and
tobacco
industry;
the
manufacturing of power generation equipment
and electric equipment and accessories.
Although the aggregate of manufactures
excluding transportation had a heterogeneous
performance in its subsectors, in general those
that have recently reactivated their production
levels more are the activities that have also
performed better in exports. This evolution is
correlated with the pattern of comparative
advantages in Mexico. That is, the manufactures
that have managed to expand their production
and exports more tend to be those in which
Mexico has a more notable comparative
advantage (Chart 26a and Chart 26b).
iii. Meanwhile, derived from the drop in the crude oil
production platform, the mining sector
maintained a negative trajectory and continued at
particularly low levels (Chart 25c).
iv. Finally, the seasonally adjusted quarterly
expansion of primary activities in the first quarter
of 2018 was largely caused by a greater cultivated
area in the autumn-winter cycle, in addition to the
larger production of asparagus, green chili, sugar
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cane, beans, grapes, lemon and fodder sorghum,
along with egg for consumption and beef.
Chart 23
Global Economic Activity Indicator
Index 2013=100, s. a.
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted and trend data. The former is represented by a solid
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Source: Mexico’s National Accounts System (SCNM), INEGI.

Chart 24
Gross Domestic Product: Services
Index 2013=100, s. a.
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Chart 26
Revealed Comparative Advantage of Mexico
in the U.S. Market 1/
a) With Manufacturing Production Excluding Transport
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1/ In the panel a) and b), the size of circles is proportional to the structure of
Mexico’s manufacturing production excluding transport in 2013 and to U.S.
imports of Mexican products in 2017, respectively. The revealed comparative
advantage (RCA) refers to the average of each subsector for the period 20082015. For the RCA estimate, see Chiquiar, D., Fragoso, E. and Ramos Francia,
M. (2007), “Comparative Advantage and the Performance of Mexican
Manufacturing Exports during the period 1996-2005”, Banco de México
Working Paper No. 2007-12.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from INEGI U.S. Department
of Commerce.
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Box 3. Impact of International Price Dynamics on the Volume of Agricultural Goods Exports
1. Introduction

Cons equent on a greater i ntegration of the a gricultural sector
i n s ome i nternational ma rkets of a gri cultural products,
domestic pri ces ha ve become more s ensitive to their
i nternational references. In pa rti cular, gi ven tha t these
products a re tradable goods, a gents tend to fa ce a perfectly
el astic demand to the international price of their products in
the external market. In this context, producers would not be
wi l ling to sell these goods at the domestic market for a lower
pri ce, as it is more cost-effective to export them. Therefore, the
domestic pri ce tends to ma tch the i nternational price,
mea sured i n Mexican pesos. Thus, since Mexico has entered
ma rkets of s ome products to a greater degree, not only these
exports a nd their production have grown, but also their prices
ha ve become more l i nked to the i nternational price
fl uctuations i n U.S. dollars a nd to the performance of the
excha nge ra te.
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Over the l a st yea rs, Mexi co’s a gricultural exports i ncreased
s i gnificantly, whi ch s eem to res pond to hi gher external
demand, which, i n turn, has resulted i n higher i nternational
pri ces of a number of these goods. Mexican producers have
focus ed on increasing the exports of products characterized by
a comparative a dva ntage, es pecially, i n thi s context, the
exports of certa in fruit a nd vegetables. As a consequence,
domestic a gricultural production has expanded a nd this has
tra nslated i nto a better performance of a gricultural GDP, as
wel l as in the improved agricultural trade balance. In particular,
the l atter, after being systematically negative over a number of
deca des , ha s turned pos i ti ve s ta rti ng from 2015.

Chart 1
Trade Balance of Agricultural Products 1/
Accumulated flow of 12 months in USD millions

1/ Preliminary data.
Source: Banco de México with data from SAT, SE, Banco de México, INEGI. Merchandise
Trade Balance. SNIEG. Information of National Interest.

Specifically, higher demand for these products has translated
i nto their higher prices i n U.S. dollars, which, combined with
the excha nge ra te performance i n recent yea rs, ha s given
i ncentives to the national producers to increase their exports
of goods wi th the compa rative a dva ntage (Cha rt 2). In
pa rti cular, wi thin the a gri cultural s ector, s ta rting from
December 2014, the tra de ba lance of frui t a nd vegetables,
whi ch has a lready reflected a positive ba lance due to the
general compa rative a dva ntage of these products, has
di s played more notable i ncrements a s compared to other
groups (Cha rt 3).
Chart 2
Trade Balance of Selected Groups in the Agricultural Sector
Accumulated flow of 12 months in USD millions

2. Recent Evolution of Value of Agricultural Products Exports
The forei gn tra de of Mexi co’s a gri cultural s ector ha s not
regi stered a positive tra de balance i n decades, a situation that
cha nged in 2015 and remains so this year so far. This has largely
deri ved from a higher demand for these goods worldwide
(Cha rt 1).
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1/ Preliminary figures.
Source: Banco de México with data from SAT, SE, Banco de México, INEGI. Merchandise
Trade Balance. SNIEG. Information of National Interest .
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Chart 3
Agricultural Sector Trade Balance 1/
Accumulated flow of 12 months in USD millions
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grea test increase in their exports. This analysis will list products
tha t have contributed the most to the value of exports in the
peri od from Apri l 2017 to Ma rch 2018. Thes e a re: a vocado,
l ettuce and cabbage, banana, lemon, mango, gra pes, zucchini,
green chili, cucumber, tomato, onion, beef ca ttle, watermelon
a nd mel on, na tural honey a nd wheat, whi ch represented
a pproximately 65% of the value of exports during the specified
peri od.

0

3. Evolution of Prices and the Volume of Agricultural
Products Exports

-5,000

The goods selected in the previous section had the following
cha ra cteristics during the a nalysis period: a ) growth in their
i nternational and domestic prices; and b) higher dynamism of
thei r exports .

Fruit
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Cereals

Oilseed

Dairy

Other

1/ Preliminary figures.
Source: Banco de México with data from SAT, SE, Banco de México, INEGI. Merchandise
Trade Balance. SNIEG. Information of National Interest .

Moreover, from December 2014 to Ma rch 2018, groups
cha ra cterized by a greater growth i n the value of their exports
were preci sely the ones of frui t a nd vegetables, a s they
exhi bited growth rates of 74.3% and 30.9%, respectively. These
da ta a re compared to the l ower growth i n the groups
mentioned below: cereals with a change rate of 23.5%, oilseeds
-8.1%, l i ve animals -13.4% and dairy -16.0%. Avocado, nuts and
s tra wberries can be listed in the group of fruit characterized by
the greatest growth i n the export a ctivity. These goods have
compl emented the fa vorable evolution of exports of certain
vegetables, s uch a s tomato, l ettuce a nd ca bbage, a nd green
chi l i (Ta bl e 1).
Table 1
Main Contributions to Growth of the Value of Exports in the Agricultural
Sector between December 2014 and March 2018 1/
Accumulated flow of 12 months
Item
Total agricultural products
Vegetables
Tomato
Lettuce and cabbage
Other leafy vegetables
Green chili
Zucchini
Cucumber
Onion
Fruit
Avocado
Nuts
Strawberries
Mango
Lemon
Raspberry, blackberry and other berries
Grapes
Banana
Other agricultural products
White corn
Shrimp and other seafood
Cotton
Watermelon and melon
Natural honey
Beef cattle
Wheat
Other agricultural products

Percentage
Change
37.8

Contribution to
percentage change
37.8

20.2
116.3
52.7
19.8
46.4
24.4
28.9

2.7
1.7
1.8
1.5
1.2
0.8
0.7

124.3
80.7
92.7
61.6
51.0
53.5
60.6
37.8

14.2
2.3
1.8
1.3
1.3
0.9
0.8
0.5

224.3
54.8
144.4
-7.5
-33.9
-13.6
-52.3
12.5

2.3
1.5
0.5
-0.2
-0.4
-0.9
-1.7
2.8

1/ Preliminary figures.
Source: Banco de México with data from SAT, SE, Banco de México, INEGI. Merchandise
Trade Balance. SNIEG. Information of National Interest .

The next section s hows that goods with the greatest growth in
thei r i nternational prices in Mexican pesos during the period
from 2014 to Ma rch 2018 tend to be the ones that also had the

In a ddition, Cha rt 4 s hows tha t a l a rge proportion of the
domestic production of these goods is destined to the exports
ma rket, especially i n the case of zucchini, cucumber, avocado
a nd honey, where 50% or more of production is channeled to
the i nterna tiona l ma rket.
Chart 4
Share of the Volume of Exports with respect to the National Production of
Selected Products from April 2017 to March 2018 1/
In percent
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Cucumber
Av ocado
Natural honey
Tomat o
Grapes
Lettuce and cabbage
Watermelon and mel on
Green chil i
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Banana
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Mango
Beef cattle
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1/ Preliminary data.
Source: Banco de México with data from SAGARPA.

Ta ble 2 presents the accumulated change between 2014 and
Ma rch 2018 for the vol ume of exports, i nternational prices,
both i n U.S. dollars a nd Mexican pesos, a nd consumer prices
for s elected goods. Evi dence s uggests tha t generally most
goods that had a higher i ncrement in their i nternational prices
i n Mexi can pesos in the referred period also presented higher
growth ra tes i n their volume of exports. In fact, Chart 5 shows
the positive correl ation between the growth ra tes of
i nternational pri ces i n Mexi can pesos a nd the vol ume of
exports for s elected goods. These results s uggest that when
external demand for thes e goods goes up, thei r prices in
i nternational ma rkets ri s e, thus generating i ncentives to
Mexi ca n producers to increase their exports. In addition, given
tha t thes e goods a re tra da ble, thei r domestic pri ces also
i ncreased to a greater degree. In particular, Chart 6 shows a
pos itive correlation between the change rate of the analyzed
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goods’ consumer pri ces i n Mexi co a nd the vol ume of their
exports .

CPI

46.79

32.59

International price

1/ 2/

3/

USD

MXN

47.36

104.54

Avocado

41.82

69.02

Banana

40.78

25.70
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40.02

20.35

Mango

38.50

30.47

Grapes

26.62

28.33

26.83

76.05

Zucchini

23.03

31.65

19.03

65.21

Green chili

20.26

26.83

-0.34

38.32

Cucumber

18.56

32.27

4.93

45.64

15.37

45.20

4.18

44.60

9.57

19.79

17.68

63.34

-1.43

Tomato
Onion
4/

Beef cattle
Watermelon and melon
Natural honey
Wheat

4/

4/

58.20

119.58

-2.12

35.86

7.85

49.70

16.67

61.94

27.97

-12.31

21.71

-3.64

20.03

-3.98

33.28

-30.23

31.99

-5.24

31.53

-42.07

11.33

-17.72

14.20

1/ Preliminary data.
2/ Change of each item’s average index of the last 12 months (April 2017 to March 2018)
divided by the average 2014 index.
3/ The international price corresponds to the unit export price estimated by Banco de
México.
4/ The price change corresponds to this item in the PPI.
Source: Banco de México with data from INEGI and SAGARPA.

Chart 5
Exports and Increase in International Prices of Selected Products
In percent

1/

Change of the exports volume
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4. Final Remarks
Thi s Box presents the evidence that exports of a gricultural
products have strongly grown s ince 2015, prompted by higher
external demand. Growth of the worl d demand for certain
a gri cultural products pus hed thei r i nternational prices
upwa rds, which, combined wi th the performance of the
excha nge ra te over the l a st yea rs , prompted Mexican
producers to i ncrease their exports, es pecially of the goods
wi th a comparative a dvantage. This res ulted i n a s urplus in
a gri cultural trade balance starting from 2015, which had shown
a deficit for decades, a nd drove upwards the relative prices of
thes e goods i n the domes tic ma rket a s wel l .
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1/ Preliminary data. Change of the average index of each product of the last 12 months (April
2017 to March 2018) divided by the average 2014 index.
Source: Banco de México with data from INEGI and SAGARPA.
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Chart 6
Exports and CPI of Selected Products in Mexico
In percent
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Regarding Mexico’s external accounts, in a context in
which, given the strengthening of global economic
activity, the dynamism of manufacturing exports in
Mexico remained significant, in the first quarter of
2018 the deficit of the current account lied at 2.3% of
GDP, which is lower than 4% of GDP observed in the
same period of 2017. It should be stressed that this
deficit was the lowest on record for the first quarter
over the last 6 years, both in U.S. dollars and as a
share of GDP (Chart 27b and Chart 27c). The annual
decrease of deficit reflected the higher surplus of the
non-oil trade balance, although the annual decrease
of the primary income deficit and a greater surplus of
the remittances account were also contributing
factors. In contrast, the deficit of the oil trade balance
continued to expand (Chart 27a).
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Source: a) SAT, SE, Banco de México, INEGI. Merchandise Trade Balance.
SNIEG. Information of National Interest., b) Banco de México and c) Banco de
México and INEGI.

2.2.2. Labor Market

Chart 27
Trade Balance and Current Account
a) Trade Balance
USD millions
8,000

c) Current Account
Share of GDP

2017

Labor market conditions remained tight in the
reported period. In the first quarter of 2018, the
national unemployment rate maintained a
decreasing trajectory, and, based on seasonally
adjusted figures, it marked its lowest level since ENOE
started to be conducted in 2005, while the urban
unemployment rate persisted at especially low levels
(Chart 28). In addition, broader measurements of the
unemployment and underemployment rates also
suggest that slackness conditions in the labor market
remain tight (see Box 4). It should be stressed that the
unemployment gap, both estimated based on the
national unemployment rate and that estimated
based on a measure that also considers informal
salaried workers, do not appear to have increased
their tightness at the margin (Chart 29). This has been
observed in a context in which the employed
population and the number of IMSS-affiliated jobs
maintained a growing trend, and in which the labor
informality rate lied around the lowest levels for the
last 13 years.7 The labor participation rate, albeit still
at low levels, has maintained a growing trend since
mid-2017, as a result of a larger participation of
women in the labor force, while the male
participation has declined. A lower participation

2018

Currently, both the unemployment rate and the labor informality rate
are measured based on the results of the National Employment Survey
(ENOE), which started to be conducted in 2005.
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among population between 15 and 19 years old
should also be noted.

125
IMSS-insured workers 2/

Chart 28
Labor Market Indicators
a) National and Urban Unemployment Rates
Percent, s. a.
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c) IMSS-insured Workers, Total IGAE and Working Population
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted and trend data. The former is represented by a solid
line, the latter by a dotted line.
1/ Percentage of Economically Active Population (EAP) with respect to the
population of 15 years and older.
2/ Permanent and temporary jobs in urban areas. Seasonal adjustment by
Banco de México.
3/ It refers to individuals working in non-agricultural economic units, operating
with no accounting records and using households’ resources.
4/ It includes workers who, besides being employed in the informal sector,
work without social security protection, and whose services are used by
registered economic units, and workers self-employed in subsistence
agriculture.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from IMSS and INEGI (SCNM
and ENOE).
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Box 4. Alternative Measures of Labor Underutilization
1. Introduction
In the context of the labor ma rket, the tra ditional i ndicator of
the degree of l a bor uti lization i s the unemployment rate.
Under international standards, the information to estimate this
ra te comes from household s urveys, in which the members of
households a re asked i f, i n the event of not being employed,
they a cti vely l ooked for employment during the week prior to
the data collection, which is known as the reference week. This
ra te i s one of the i ndicators used by Ba nco de México to
eva l uate s lack conditions i n the l abor ma rket, i ncluding its
compa rison wi th the estimates of the unemployment rate
cons istent wi th l ow a nd s table i nflation (s ee Cha rt 28a and
Cha rt 29).
Nevertheless, the unemployment ra te i s not necessarily a
s ufficient indicator of slack conditions in the labor market. In
pa rti cular, the economic l i terature has a rgued tha t the
unemployment ra te could fa il to ful ly refl ect the degree of
l a bor underutilization. This could occur when, for instance,
there is a significant amount of people, who, although do not
s earch for jobs a ctively, would be wi lling to work should an
a dequate job offer a rise. These people are not considered a
pa rt of the l abor force a nd wo uld not be ca ptured by the
unemployment ra te. Gi ven thi s possibility, the empirical
l i terature based on workers’ flows has s hown that in the labor
ma rket a nalysis it i s i mportant to cons ider the behavior of
people that are not part of the labor force.1 In this sense, some
theoretical models ha ve s ought to a dva nce i n the
understanding of decisions a round the margin of participation
i n the l a bor ma rket a nd i ts i mpact on economic a cti vity.2
Another element that could make the reading of the degree of
s l ack difficult based on using solely the unemployment rate is
the presence of underemployed workers, that is people who
a re employed, but who, due to market-related reasons, work
fewer hours than desired given the labor demand conditions,
a s this represents the underutilization of the available labor
force.
Ha vi ng broa der mea sures of unemployment and
underemployment could be useful for a more comprehensive
rea ding of the degree of l a bor uti lization. Th us, thi s box
des cribes three mea sures tha t compl ement the national
unemployment ra te that respond, to a certain extent, to the
previ ous rema rks. Subs equently, thei r performance is
a nalyzed, taking a s a reference point the period prior to the
outbreak of the 2008-2009 Gl obal Financial Cri sis. The main
concl usion is that the complementary i ndicators are congruent
wi th the rea ding derived from the performance of the

tra di tional unemployment rate, which suggests that the labor
ma rket currentl y ha s ti ght condi ti ons .

1

4

2

3

See, for example, Clark and Summers (1979) and Elsby et al. (2015).
See, for example, the research of Krusell et al. (2011, 2017), which aimed to
complement the canonical Mortensen-Pissarides search models (1994) with
decisions at the margin of the labor force participation.
All indicators are calculated based on information in ENOE, conducted by INEGI.

2. Alternative
Rates 3

Unemployment

and

Underemployment

The tra ditional unemployment ra te (TD1) is calculated based
on the fol l owi ng formul a :
TD1 = D/(D+O), (1)
where D i s the unemployed population –the working-age
people who are not employed, but who actively looked for jobs
duri ng the reference week- and O i s the employed population
–the worki ng-a ge peopl e who ha ve a job–.4
The fi rst alternative measure (TD2) i s calcul a ted a s fol l ows :
TD2 = (D+N)/(D+O+N),

(2)

where N is the population with a marginal connection to the
l a bor ma rket –working-age people tha t a re not pa rt of the
l a bor force, but who are available to work and who, in addition,
l ooked for employment a t least once during the three months
pri or to the week when the s urvey was conducted, although
they di d not l ook for employment during the reference week.5
In principle, these people represent a group highly linked to the
l a bor force a nd tha t coul d qui ckl y i ncorpora te i n i t.
The s econd complementary measure (TD3) is calculated with
the fol l owi ng formul a :
TD3 = (D+P)/(D+O+P),

(3)

where P is the population that is not part of the labor force, but
tha t i s available to work i f a job offer is received.6 In addition to
the population with a marginal connection to the labor market,
thi s group i ncludes people wi th a wea ker l i nk to the labor
ma rket, who, despite s howing i nterest i n a job, ha ve not
a cti vel y s ea rched for one duri ng the l a s t three months .
Fi nally, the last complementary measure (TD4) is calculated as
fol l ows :
TD4 = (D+P+B)/(D+O+P), (4)
where B is the underemployed population –the population that
i s employed, but that wishes to work longer hours as compared
to the current situation–. Although this group is already part of
the l abor force, i ts willingness to work more hours without the
opportunity to do so represents an underutilization of the labor
fa ctor.

5

6

In Mexico, the working-age population corresponds to people 15 years and older.
The ENOE allows to take a maximum reference of three months to establish if a
person has actively looked for employment.
It should be noted that N is a subgroup of P.
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3.
Evolution of Complementary
Unemployment and Underemployment

Measures

of

Cha rt 1 s hows the evolution of the na tional unemployment
ra te a nd the evolution of the described complementary rates.
It s ta nds out that the population with a marginal connection to
the l a bor ma rket i s relatively s mall. Hence, the di fference
between the TD1 and TD2 rates is practically i mperceptible. In
contra st, people who are available to work, but have a weaker
l i nk to the labor market and the underemployed population are
more numerous, whi ch ca n be obs erved gi ven a notable
di fference between the TD3 rate and the TD2 rate, as well as
the ga p between the TD4 and the TD3 ra tes. Still, this does not
necessarily reflect s lack i n the l abor ma rket, but ra ther it
represents structural factors that mainly determine the relative
s i zes of the population groups under analysis. In this sense, the
eva l uation of slack conditions based on these complementary
ra tes should be based on their dynamics and not necessarily on
thei r l evel .
Chart 1
Alternative Unemployment and Underemployment Rates
Percent, s. a.
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted data.
Note: The definition of this indicators is explained in Section 2 of this Box.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from ENOE, INEGI.

In thi s s ense, i t i s obs erved tha t a ll ra tes ha ve had similar
pa tterns s i nce the 2008-2009 Gl obal Fi nancial Cri sis. In
pa rti cular, a ll measures s how an i mportant i ncrease at the
beginning of the crisis, although the TD4 rate seems to go up at
a grea ter magnitude than the rest. Indeed, the magnitude of
ra te changes shows that the populations that grew the most
were the unemployed, the available population, especially the
pa rt wi th a weak link to the labor market, and underemployed
workers. That is, in addition to a considerable increment in the
unemployed population, a significant share of the working-age
population left the labor force, while still willing to work, and
a nother fraction remained employed but wished to work more
hours tha n dema nded by the ma rket.
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Over the s ubsequent yea rs , a l l ra tes poi nt to a gradual
s trengthening of the l abor ma rket. Chart 1 i ncludes horizontal
l i nes with the va lue of each ra te exhibited i n the quarter prior
to the Gl obal Fi nancial Cri sis. They a re used to eva luate the
degree of the cycl ical recovery i n the labor utilization that was
obs erved in the wake of the said crisis. It stands out that TD1
a nd TD2 rates attained levels observed prior to the recession in
the fourth quarter of 2016, while TD3 and TD4 rates seem to
rema in l a gged for s everal qua rters wi th res pect to the
performance of TD1 and TD2 ra tes, as they a ttained their precri s is level in the third quarter of 2017. This lag could imply that
pa rt of the population available to work but with weak links
took l onger to i ncorporate into the labor force as compared to
other groups. Based on these results, all unemployment and
underemployment ra tes have recovered wi th respect to the
l evels pri or to the outburst of the Gl obal Financial Crisis. In
a ddition, a ll measures ha ve continued to decl ine a nd are
currently a t the minimum l evels on record since the beginning
of ENOE i n 2005, whi ch s eems to i ndicate that l abor market
condi ti ons a re currentl y ti ght.
4. Final Remarks
Thi s box presents complementary measures to the national
unemployment ra te (TD1) a s a l ternative i ndicators of the
degree of s l ack i n the l a bor ma rket. Thes e measures
s uccessively i ncorporate the population wi th a ma rginal
connection to the labor market (TD2), the population available
wi th a wea ker l i nk to the l a bor ma rket (TD3), a nd the
underemployed population (TD4). It s ta nds out that all
cons idered measures a re a t levels l ower tha n those on record
s i nce ENOE started to be conducted in 2005, whi ch suggests
tha t s lack conditions in the labor market have remained tight
for a number of qua rters .
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expected inflation in the first quarter of the year for
the next 12 months, wage adjustments implied
progress in real terms, both for the economy as a
whole and for IMSS-affiliated workers.

Chart 29
Estimate of the Unemployment Gap 1/
Percent, s. a.
a) Unemployment Rate

Derived from the performance of productivity and
inflation in the first quarter of 2018, labor unit costs
for the economy as a whole in real terms stopped
decreasing and persisted at a level similar to that in
the last quarter of 2017. This development stands in
contrast with the one corresponding to the labor
costs in the manufacturing sector, which maintained
an upward trend at the beginning of 2018 (Chart 31a
and Chart 31b).
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Chart 30
Wage Indicators
Annual change in percent
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s. a. / Seasonally adjusted data.
1/ Shaded areas represent confidence intervals. An interval corresponds to
two average standard deviations among all estimates.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from INEGI (ENOE).

In the reported quarter, the main wage indicators
exhibited higher nominal growth rates than in the
previous one (Chart 30). In particular, the average
wage of salaried workers in the economy as a whole
had an annual growth rate of 5.1%, a higher
adjustment than the 4.1% reported in the previous
quarter. In contrast, the daily wage associated to
IMSS-affiliated workers presented an annual increase
of 5.5%, as compared to 5.2% in the previous quarter.
The average adjustment of contractual wages
negotiated by firms under federal jurisdiction was
5.3% in the first quarter of the year. Thus, as a result
of nominal wage increases, combined with the
evolution of annual inflation in the first quarter of
2018, and in contrast to negative real changes in
2017, real wage increases in the analyzed quarter
were close to zero for the economy as a whole and,
by the end of the quarter, they were positive for
IMSS-affiliated workers. In a comparison with the
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c) Daily Wage of IMSS-affiliated Workers 3/
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1/ To calculate average nominal wages, the bottom 1 percent and the top 1
percent in the wage distribution were excluded. Individuals with zero reported
income or those who did not report it are excluded.
2/ The contractual wage increase is an average weighted by the number of
involved workers. The number of workers in firms under federal jurisdiction
that report their wage increases each year to the Secretary of Labor and Social
Welfare (STPS) is approximately 2.3 million.
3/ During the first quarter of 2018, on average 19.7 million workers were
registered at IMSS.
Source: Calculated by Banco de México with data from IMSS, STPS and INEGI
(ENOE).

Chart 31
Productivity and Unit Labor Cost
a) Total of the Economy 1/
Index 2013=100, s. a.
117
113

s. a. / Seasonally adjusted and trend series. The former is represented with a
solid line, the latter with a dotted line.
1/ Labor productivity based on hours worked.
e/ The figure of the first quarter of 2018 is Banco de México’s estimate based
on the GDP data published by SCNM and ENOE by INEGI.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with seasonally adjusted data from the
Monthly Manufacturing Business Survey and the Monthly Indicator of
Industrial Activity of Mexico’s System of National Accounts. 2013 base series,
INEGI.
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The sources of financial resources of the economy
continued growing at relatively low rates during the
first quarter of 2018, although there was a certain
acceleration relative to its growth rate in 2017. In
particular, its growth was 2.3% in the reference
quarter, which compares to 1.2% in 2017. The
relatively weak growth of the sources of financial
resources largely derives from a larger restriction in
external financing that the Mexican economy has
faced since late 2014 as a consequence of a series of
negative shocks. Some of them are a decline in the
terms of trade –mainly due to lower international
crude oil prices relative to the years prior to 2014-,
the effects that the uncertainty over the
renegotiation of NAFTA has had on Mexican financial
markets, and the impact of the monetary policy
normalization process in the U.S. on emerging
economies, including Mexico. In this respect, while in
the period of 2013-2014 flows of external resources
exceeded the 4% of GDP, between 2015 and 2017 its
annual average was around 1.5% of GDP (Table 1).

Unless stated otherwise, in this Section growth rates are expressed in
real annual terms and are estimated based on balances adjusted for
exchange rate and asset price variations.
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Table1
Total Funding of the Mexican Economy (Sources and Uses)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018 T1

2013

2014

Annual flows as percentage of GDP
Total sources

2015

2016

2017

2018 Q1

Real annual change in percent

10.0

9.7

5.8

7.4

7.9

7.4

6.3

5.6

3.5

4.0

1.2

2.3

5.7

5.6

4.6

5.5

6.6

6.4

5.7

5.2

5.3

5.4

3.7

5.1

Monetary 2/

3.8

3.2

2.7

3.6

4.2

4.3

6.1

4.2

4.7

5.7

3.8

5.9

Non-monetary 3/

1.9

2.4

1.9

1.9

2.3

2.0

5.0

7.0

6.3

4.9

3.4

3.7

4.2

4.1

1.2

1.9

1.3

1.0

7.2

6.3

0.8

1.6

-3.0

-2.2

10.0

9.7

5.8

7.4

7.9

7.4

6.3

5.6

3.5

4.0

1.2

2.3

1.0

1.3

-1.5

0.0

-0.4

-0.2

1.2

2.5

-9.6

-3.5

-8.7

-5.9

Public sector financing

4.1

4.7

4.2

2.9

1.1

2.6

4.8

6.0

6.4

2.5

-4.1

0.8

Federal public sector

3.7

4.5

4.0

2.8

1.1

2.6

4.6

6.2

6.7

2.7

-4.1

1.1

States and municipalities

0.4

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.0

9.1

2.5

2.9

-0.6

-4.6

-4.1

4.2

2.6

3.1

3.0

3.9

3.9

7.0

2.5

5.7

4.3

3.3

4.9

2.5

1.7

3.0

3.0

3.3

3.3

5.4

2.3

9.0

7.5

4.6

6.4

1.7

0.8

0.1

0.0

0.6

0.5

10.8

3.0

-1.5

-3.6

-0.4

0.5

0.7

1.2

0.1

1.6

3.2

1.0

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Domestic sources (F1) 1/

Foreign sources

4/

Total uses
International reserves

5/

Private sector financing 6/
Domestic
Foreign
Other 7/

Note: Annual flows are expressed in % of average annual nominal GDP. The acronym “n.s.” refers to non-significant data.
1/ It corresponds to the aggregate of domestic financial assets F1.
2/ It refers to financial instruments included in the monetary aggregate M3, which is composed of M2 plus federal government securities, Banco de México’s
securities (BREMS) and IPAB securities held by resident money-holding sectors. M2 is constituted by liquid instruments (banknotes and coins and deposit accounts
payable on demand in banks and in savings and popular loan entities) and terms instruments (deposits with a residual term of up to 5 years in banks, in savings
and popular loan entities and credit unions; investment fund shares and repo and creditors from repo operations).
3/ They include housing and pension saving funds, private securities, other public securities and other bank liabilities (debt securities issued by banks with a residual
term of over 5 years and subordinated obligations).
4/ It includes monetary instruments held by non-residents (i.e., MNR aggregate that is equivalent to the difference between M4 and M3) and other non-monetary
sources held by the external sector (foreign financing to the federal government, public institutions and enterprises; commercial banks’ foreign liabilities; foreign
financing to the non-financial private sector; deposits by agencies, among others).
5/ As defined by Banco de México’s Law.
6/ It refers to credit portfolio of financial intermediaries, the National Housing Fund (Infonavit) and the ISSSTE Housing Fund (Fovissste), as well as the issuance of
domestic debt and external financing of businesses.
7/ It includes capital accounts, and results and other assets and liabilities of commercial and development banks, non-bank financial intermediaries, of the National
Housing Fund (Infonavit) and Banco de México –including the securities issued by this Central Institute for the purposes of monetary regulation, especially those
related to neutralizing the monetary impact by the operational surplus –. Similarly, it includes non-monetary liabilities from the Institute for the Protection of Bank
Savings (IPAB), as well as the effect of the change in the valuation of public debt instruments, among other concepts.
Source: Banco de México.

In this context of a low dynamism of external
financing to the economy, the recovery of the sources
of financial resources in the reference quarter is due
to the gradual increase in the domestic sources (Chart
32a). In particular, the tighter monetary stance that
has been implemented by Banco de México, besides
contributing to anchoring medium- and long-term
inflation expectations, has brought about a
reallocation in the intertemporal spending of
economic agents providing incentives for an increase
in savings –especially through long-term instruments,
given the increase in the opportunity cost of holding
cash and other highly liquid instruments-. This,
combined with an improvement in the fiscal stance –
which starting from 2016 has implied a lower
absorption of financial resources by the public sector,
has contributed to mitigate the impact of a tighter
external financing on the Mexican economy, and, in
particular, on the financing conditions faced by the
private sector (Chart 32b).

domestic financial assets F1- grew at a real annual
rate of 5.1%, which is higher than the rate of 3.7%
registered in the previous quarter (Chart 33a). The
recent recovery in the domestic sources has been
reflected, first of all, in a greater holding of monetary
instruments by the resident non-financial private
sector, which would in part be due to a higher relative
yield of these instruments, as well as the recovery of
economic activity. Within the monetary instruments,
resident sectors have favored long-term instruments
over more liquid assets, which derives from higher
relative yields of the former (Chart 33b). Growth of
domestic sources also benefitted from the greater
saving in non-monetary instruments, particularly in
housing and retirement saving funds, which has
reflected the dynamism of formal employment.

Thus, in the analyzed quarter, domestic sources of
financial resources –as measured by the aggregate of
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Chart 32
Total Funding of the Mexican Economy (Sources and Uses)
Real annual change in percent
a) Sources
12

Chart 33
Sources of Financial Resources
a) Domestic Sources (F1)
Real annual change in percent
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c) External Sources
Real annual change in percent and contribution to growth

p/ Preliminary data.
Note: Each item’s definitions are shown in Table 1.
Source: Banco de México.

The external sources of resources declined by 2.2% in
real annual terms, a slightly lower contraction than
that registered in the previous quarter (Chart 33c).
Within it, negative growth rates were observed both
in non-resident monetary instruments’ holdings and
in the external indebtedness of the public sector and
banks. In addition, the external financing to nonfinancial private firms expanded at a relatively low
rate of 0.5%. All this reflects the aforesaid greater
restriction in external financing that the Mexican
economy is currently facing.

5

Total

4

Monet ary

3

Non-monetary

2
1
0

-1
QI p/
-2
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

p/ Preliminary data.
Note: Each item’s definitions are shown in Table 1.
Source: Banco de México.

The use of financial resources of the economy
generally maintained a low dynamism. On the one
hand, financing to the public sector kept expanding at
relatively low rates, as compared to the period prior
to 2016, when the fiscal stance began to improve. In
particular, in the first quarter of 2018 public sector
financing expanded at a real annual rate of 0.8%, and
in 2017 it contracted at a rate of 4.1% in real terms,
which is below the average growth displayed
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between 2014 and 2016 of 5.0% in real terms (Table
1). Meanwhile, the balance of international reserves
in the first quarter of 2018 had a real annual change
of -5.9%, which is largely the consequence of the fact
that Pemex has not sold U.S. dollars to Banco de
México in 2017 and 2018, which in turn reflects the
decline in the oil trade balance. Meanwhile, total
financing to the non-financial private sector
expanded at a rate of 4.9% in the analyzed quarter,
which compares to the 3.3% growth in the previous
one (Chart 34). The following section provides further
detail on the evolution of financing to the public and
private sectors.
Chart 34
Total Financing to Non-financial Private Sector
Real annual change in percent
15

12
9

Gross financing to the federal public sector has had
an upward trajectory as a share of GDP in recent
years, and stabilized at a level around 45% of GDP
starting from 2016 (Chart 35a). This reflects the fiscal
adjustment that was implemented by the Federal
Government starting from that year. Since then, the
growth rate of the received domestic financing has
moderated significantly, from an average above 9% in
real terms between 2013 and 2015, to approximately
2.7% on average during the subsequent years.
Although during 2016 the external financing to the
federal public sector continued to expand at
relatively high rates, as of 2017 it strongly
decelerated and over the last four quarters it has
remained stagnant. After attaining annual growth
rates of over 15% in 2012, financing to states and
municipalities presented a downward trend in its
growth rate for over 5 years, and even contracted in
real terms since mid-2016 (Chart 35b).

6

Chart 35
Financing to the Economy
a) Financing to Non-financial Sectors
Percent of GDP
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*/ Data on external and total financing corresponding to the first quarter of
2018 are preliminary.
1/ These data are adjusted due to the withdrawal from and the incorporation
of some financial intermediaries to the credit statistics. It includes commercial
banks’ credit, development banks’ credit and credit from other non-bank
financial intermediaries.
Source: Banco de México.
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Below, there is an in-depth analysis of the recent
evolution of financing to public and private sectors,
understood as gross financing received by these
sectors from external and domestic financial
intermediaries, as well as via the debt issuance.9 The
public sector considers the Federal Government,
public entities and enterprises, and states and
municipalities. The private sector refers to nonfinancial agents, that is, non-financial businesses and
households.

9

This measure of financing allows having a comparable indicator
between the public and private sectors. Thus, for the public sector –
unlike the Historical Balance of Public Sector Borrowing Requirements,
which is a measure of net indebtedness and that in addition considers
contingent liabilities-, the measure of financing that is used in this

sector does not consider its holdings of financial assets or liabilities of
this sector, such as those corresponding to IPAB and Fonadin (National
Infrastructure Fund), ISSSTE Law bonds, Pemex and CFE pension bonds,
among others.
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b) Financing to Non-financial Public Sector
Real annual change in percent
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firms demand for credit has increased. In turn, based
on both surveys, it appears that these firms’ higher
demand for bank financing in recent years has been
destined above all to cover their working capital
requirements and the need to restructure liabilities,
rather than spending on investment, which is
consistent with the weakness of private investment
during these years, although it has started to rebound
(Chart 39).10,11 Finally, development banks’ credit to
firms also expanded strongly in the reference
quarter, although from relatively low levels (Chart
38).

*/ Data on private sector and total financing corresponding to the first quarter
of 2018 are preliminary.
Source: Banco de México.

Financing to non-financial private sector has
exhibited an upward trajectory over the recent years,
and reached 42% of GDP in the first quarter of 2018
(Chart 35a). In the reference quarter, its greater
dynamism relative to the previous one is mainly
attributed to the acceleration of domestic financing
to firms that have been replacing their external
liabilities with domestic ones, and have increased
their preference for cash for precautionary reasons,
in view of the uncertainty environment caused by
external and domestic factors (Chart 36). In
particular, in the first quarter of 2018 the issuance of
private debt rebounded notably, which, as indicated
by firms in their placement leaflets, was partly
destined to the refinancing of other liabilities, mainly
debts with commercial banks and external debts
(Chart 37). Commercial bank credit kept expanding in
a sustained manner (Chart 38), especially credit to
large firms. Indeed, the Credit Market Survey
conducted by Banco de México among Mexican
businesses suggests that the share of businesses that
reported to have used bank credit –both new credits
and pre-existing credit lines–, remains high, in
particular among firms with over 100 employees.
Similarly, in the Survey on General Conditions and
Standards in the Banking Credit Market (EnBan)
commercial banks have reported that among larger
10

11

For additional information, see the press release on the Quarterly
Evolution of Financing to Firms during the quarter January – March
2018, available at the following link:
http://www.banxico.org.mx/informacion-para-laprensa/comunicados/sector-financiero/financiamientoempresas/index.html
For additional information, consult the press release of the Survey on
General Conditions and Standards in the Banking Credit Market during
the quarter January – March 2018, available at the following link:
36

Chart 36
Domestic Financing to Non-financial Private Firms 1/
Real annual change in percent
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1/ These data are adjusted due to the withdrawal from and the incorporation
of some financial intermediaries to the credit statistics. It includes credit from
commercial banks, development banks and other non-bank financial
intermediaries.
Source: Banco de México.

http://www.banxico.org.mx/informacion-para-laprensa/comunicados/resultados-de-encuestas/encuesta-sobrecondiciones-generales-y-estandares-/condiciones-en-creditobancar.html
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Chart 37
Net Placement of Medium-term Securities of
Non-financial Private Firms 1/
MXN billion

b) Factors Related to Large Firms’ Credit Demand according to
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1/ Placements excluding amortizations (maturities and prepayments) in the
quarter.
Source: Banco de México.

Chart 38
Performing Credit to Non-financial Private Firms
Real annual change in percent

The costs of financing to non-financial private firms
remained practically unchanged with respect to the
previous quarter, although they remain at higher
levels than those observed on average during 2017,
which largely reflects higher funding costs of financial
intermediaries (Chart 40).
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1/ For each quarter the diffusion index can take a value from -1 to 1, where
the positive (negative) values denote increases (decreases) in the respective
concept.
Source: The Credit Market Survey and the Survey on General Conditions and
Standards in the Banking Credit Market, Banco de México.
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Chart 39
Use of Bank Credit by Large Businesses
a) Main Purpose of New Bank Credit according to Firms with
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b) Annual Interest Rates of New Credits 3/
Quarterly average in percent

quarter, although in general they are at levels above
those observed on average during the previous year.
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Chart 41
Total Credit to Households 1/
Real annual change in percent
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1/ Average weighted yield to maturity of issuances, with a term over 1 year, at
the end of the month.
2/ Average weighted rate of private debt placements, with a term of up to 1
year, expressed in a 28-day curve. It only includes stock exchange certificates.
3/ The average rate weighted by the associated balance of performing credit
for all terms.
Source: Banco de México.

In the reference quarter, credit to households –both
housing credit and consumer credit- grew at a
moderate rate, although it was higher than the
registered during the previous quarter, which could
be related to the recovery of economic activity and of
the real wage bill. In particular, between the fourth
quarter of 2017 and the first one of 2018, its real
annual change shifted from 2.5% to 4.2% (Chart 41).
Delving in the evolution of this indicator, mortgage
portfolios of both the National Housing Fund
(Infonavit) and commercial banks slightly recovered,
although they maintain a moderate growth rate
(Chart 42). This is congruent with a lower dynamism
of demand for housing credit, as reported by the
banks in the Survey on General Conditions and
Standards in the Banking Credit Market since the
fourth quarter of 2016 and during most of 2017. In
turn, the interest rates of new credits for housing
acquisition were similar to those observed on
average in 2017 (Chart 43).
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1/ These data are adjusted due to the withdrawal from and the incorporation
of some financial intermediaries to the credit statistics.
Source: Banco de México.

Chart 42
Performing Housing Credit
Real annual change in percent
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1/ These data are adjusted due to the withdrawal from and the incorporation
of some financial intermediaries to the credit statistics.
2/ Figures are adjusted in order to avoid distortions by the transfer and the
reclassification of direct credit portfolio, by the transfer from the UDIS trust
portfolio to the commercial banks’ balance sheet and by the reclassification of
direct credit portfolio to ADES program.
Source: Banco de México.

Commercial bank consumer credit incipiently
recovered in the reference quarter. Within it, most
components of the portfolio showed higher growth
rates. Auto loans are an exception –they constitute
92% of credit for acquisition of consumer durables-,
which kept decelerating in line with the low trajectory
of light vehicle sales (Chart 44). Interest rates of
different segments of consumer credit did not show
important adjustments with respect to the previous
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Chart 43
Annual Interest Rate of Credit to Households
In percent
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1/ The average rate weighted by the associated balance of performing credit.
It includes credit for acquisition of new and used housing.
2/ The source is the information data base relative to credit cards. It refers to
the average rate weighted by performing credit cards and the generalized use
of non-revolving customers.
Source: Banco de México.

Chart 44
Performing Commercial Bank Consumer Credit
Real annual change in percent
35
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orderly and efficient transition of the Mexican
economy in an external environment characterized
by the financing conditions that are estimated to
become tighter.
2.2.3.3.

Domestic financial assets –measured by the
aggregate F-, grew at relatively low rates during the
first quarter of 2018, mainly due to the unfavorable
performance of equity instruments (Chart 45).12 This
is in part due to the negative impact of the valuation
of shares issued by Mexican firms, the price of which
decreased during the quarter, in line with the drop in
advanced economies’ stock market indices in an
environment of higher volatility in international
financial markets. Within the aggregate F, the stock
of instruments held by non-residents (FNR) was
affected, due to the high share of equity instruments
that compose this portfolio and the lower holding of
short-term fixed rate instruments.
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1/ It includes auto loans and credit for acquisition of other movable properties.
Source: Banco de México.

In sum, the adjustments in Mexico’s macroeconomic
stance, particularly in monetary and fiscal matters,
have contributed to higher domestic saving and
lower absorption of financial resources by the public
sector, even in light of a larger restriction in external
financing. In turn, this has attenuated pressures on
loanable funds markets in Mexico, and, thus,
mitigated the consequences that a larger restriction
in external financing may have had on the private
sector financing conditions. In the future, the
sustained consolidation of public finances is
especially important, as it would contribute to the
12

The aggregate F is calculated as the sum of aggregates F2 and FNR. F2
measures domestic financial assets held by residents and includes F1
plus variable rent and hybrid instruments held by money-holding
resident sectors and are emitted by institutions based in Mexico
(shares of private firms listed in the Mexican Stock Exchange; shares of
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Source: Banco de México.

2.2.4. Slackness Conditions of the Economy
Regarding the cyclical position of the economy, in
early 2018 slackness conditions generally seemed to
have remained tight. In particular, such indicators as
the estimate of the output gap excluding the oil
sector and those related to the labor market point to
tight conditions, while the indicators related to

variable rent investment funds; Real Estate Trust Certificates and
Certificates of Capital Development). On the other hand, FNR measures
domestic financial assets held by non-residents, which is constituted
by this sector’s holdings of financial instruments included in F2.
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Chart 46
Output Gap Estimate 1/
Percentage of potential output, s. a.
a) Gross Domestic Product

consumption and demand conditions in the loanable
funds market presented a lower degree of tightness.
2.2.4.1. Slack Indicators
Derived from the performance of economic activity in
the first quarter of 2018, the output gap lied at a level
close to zero, while the positive output gap excluding
the oil sector (which prevents the impact on oil
supply from being interpreted as a cyclical weakness)
presented higher levels than in the previous quarter
(Chart 46a and Chart 46b).
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In the fourth quarter of 2017, slackness conditions, in
line with the index based on 12 quarterly indicators,
remained at a level similar to that registered in the
previous quarter, while the reading of slack
conditions based on the 11-indicator monthly index
suggests that they remained tight at the beginning of
2018 (Chart 47a and Chart 47b).13 By groups of
indicators, based on data as of the last quarter of
2017, the economic activity index and aggregate
demand displayed tight conditions similar to those in
the previous quarter. On the other hand, using the
information as of February 2018, the index of the
labor market seems to have tightened at the margin,
while consumption and demand indices in the
loanable funds market appear to have maintained
similar levels to those registered at the end of the
previous year (Chart 48). Thus, a number of
abovementioned indicators signal that slack
conditions remained tight in early 2018.
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s. a. / Prepared with seasonally adjusted data.
1/ Estimated using the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter with tail correction; see
Banco de México Inflation Report, April- June 2009, p.69.
2/ GDP figures as of the first quarter of 2018, IGAE figures as of March 2018.
3/ Confidence interval of the output gap calculated with an unobserved
components’ method.
4/ GDP excluding oil and gas extraction, excluding mining-related services and
those derived from oil and carbon.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from INEGI.

See Box 4. “Slack Indicators to Identify Inflation Pressures”, in the
Quarterly Report October – December 2017, pp. 47-49.
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Chart 47
First Principal Component by Frequency of Indicators 1/
In percent
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and 12 indicators, respectively. The first component represents 51% and 58%
of the joint variation of monthly and quarterly indicators, respectively. Grey
lines correspond to individual slack indicators used in the principal
components analysis.
Source: Estimated with data from INEGI and Banco de México.

Chart 48
First Principal Component by Group of Indicators 1/
In percent
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1/ The constructed indices are based on the MCS methodology; see Box 4 of
the Quarterly Report October – December 2017. The slack indices related to
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individual slack indicators used in the principal component analysis.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with data from INEGI and own data.
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2.2.5. Stability of the Financial System

all received funding slightly went up in the quarter in
an aggregated form, but the financial burden grew
more considerably for lower income borrowers.

2.2.5.1. Aggregate Financing
Total financing to the non-financial private sector
continued to expand during the first quarter of the
year. Thus, its balance as a share of GDP is still above
its long-term trend, albeit at lower levels as
compared to those displayed in the previous years
(Chart 49).

Chart 50
Total Financing to Households as Share of GDP 1/
In percent
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1/ The data of March 2018 are preliminary.
2/ The long-term trend is estimated using the one-tail Hodrick-Prescott filter
with a smoothing parameter equal to 400,000.
3/ The credit gap is calculated as the difference of the financing-to-GDP ratio
of the long-term trend.
Source: Banco de México.

Although this indicator (the deviation of credit-toGDP ratio from its long-term trend) has been used to
try to capture the excessive growth of credit, which
could pose risks to the financial system, it presents a
number of limitations. In particular, this indicator
does not allow to capture the quality of the granted
credit, or to identify if the observed dynamism
responds to the increase in demand for credit or to a
higher appetite for risk among lenders. Neither does
it consider that credit can be increasing starting from
relatively low levels as compared to GDP, which is the
case when the comparison is made against other
economies.
In the analyzed quarter, total financing to firms and
households as a percentage of GDP marginally
increased (Chart 50). With respect to payroll loans,
the percentage of income destined to the payment of
14
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2.2.5.2. Credit Risk
2.2.5.2.1. Bank Credit Risk
During the first quarter of the year, delinquency rates
of credit to firms and housing have stabilized, with
the respective average of 1.74% and 2.72%, levels
that were close to the lowest figures on record for the
last three years (Chart 51 and Chart 52). In the same
vein, the evolution of the adjusted delinquency rate
of these portfolios is similar (2.56% for business
portfolio and 3.69% for housing portfolio). In
contrast, the delinquency rate of credit to
consumption has shown a growing trend since
October last year, although it declined slightly at the
end of the first quarter of 2018, with an average of
the delinquency rate at 4.51% (Chart 53).
On the other hand, the price index of housing of the
Federal Mortgage Society (FMS) increased 1.84% in
real terms in the last quarter at the national level,
without considerably affecting the origination
conditions of mortgages granted by commercial
banks (Chart 54).14

The Federal Mortgage Society index includes new and used housing at
the national level, housing of social, economic, medium and residential
interest, and is constructed based on appraisals.
42
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1/ Data of March 2018 are preliminary.
Source: Banco de México.
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Chart 51
Delinquency Rates of Credit to Non-financial Private Firms
In percent
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1/ The delinquency rate is defined as the stock of non-performing loans
divided by the stock of total loans.
2/ The adjusted delinquency rate is defined as the non-performing portfolio
plus debt write-offs accumulated over the last 12 months divided by the total
portfolio plus debt write-offs accumulated over the last 12 months.
Source: Banco de México.
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Delinquency Rates of Housing Credit
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1/ It includes Sofomes ER subsidiaries of bank institutions and financial groups.
2/ The delinquency rate is defined as the stock of non-performing loans
divided by the stock of total loans.
3/ The adjusted delinquency rate is defined as the non-performing portfolio
plus debt write-offs accumulated over the last 12 months divided by the total
portfolio plus debt write-offs accumulated over the last 12 months.
4/ It includes auto loans and credit for acquisition of other movable properties.
Source: Banco de México.
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1/ The indicator at the national level includes new and used housing. The
indicator is in real terms, as it consists in the constant quality index of fixed
weights.
Source: Federal Mortgage Society (FMS).

The credit risk of the commercial banks’ portfolio to
the non-financial private sector remained at levels
observed during the recent years, as measured with
the Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) as a share of total
portfolio (Chart 55). 15

15

The Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) gives a measure of potential losses
that a credit portfolio may incur. The CVaR allows to analyze the losses
in the distribution tail, as it represents the expected value of the loss

when it is greater than VaR. The CVaR of credit is estimated using a
capitalization model and credit risk. See Banco de México: Report on
the Financial System, May 2017, pp. 64-67.
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Chart 55
Annual Conditional Value at Risk at 99.9% by Type of Credit
In percent of portfolio
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2.2.5.2.2. Non-financial Private Firms in the Mexican
Stock Exchange
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A considerable part of total indebtedness of nonfinancial private firms in Mexico is denominated in
foreign currency (51.4%). In case of businesses listed
in the Mexican Stock Exchange, this share is even
higher (72.5%). Therefore, non-financial firms can be
vulnerable to fluctuations in the exchange rate and in
interest rates in U.S. dollars.
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During the first quarter of the year, the decrease in
net revenues of non-financial private firms listed in
the Mexican Stock Exchange, albeit moderate,
prompted leveraging risk indicators, indicators of
debt service and of refinancing to increase slightly
(Chart 56).
Chart 56
Leveraging, Debt Service Capacity and Risk of Refinancing of
Non-financial Private Firms listed in the Mexican Stock
Exchange
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1/ Net debt = total debt with cost excluding liquidity divided by annual EBITDA.
Debt service = annual accrued interests divided by annual EBITDA. EBITDA is
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization.
Source: Mexican Stock Exchange and Bloomberg.

However, most firms with liabilities in foreign
currency have taken steps to mitigate exchange rate
risks and interest rate risks they face. Therefore, the
exchange rate depreciation and higher interest rates
in U.S. dollars observed in recent months have not
considerably affected the risk indicators of the set of
these firms. Among the taken steps are the early
amortization, refinancing liabilities on a longer-term
basis, and, in some cases, replacing liabilities
denominated in foreign currency by liabilities in
Mexican pesos. Similarly, a number of businesses
have acquired exchange rate and interest rate
hedges. In addition, some firms have a natural hedge,
as a considerable part of their revenues comes from
abroad and is also denominated in foreign currency.
Ultimately, an important increase in the
accumulation of liquid assets has been observed over
the last quarters.
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2.2.5.3. Market Risk
The depreciation of the Mexican peso has raised the
credit risk of the businesses with liabilities
denominated in foreign currency. In case of
commercial banks, although around 24% of the
portfolio of non-financial private firms is
denominated in U.S. dollars, the delinquency rate
trend of this portfolio subset has consistently
remained below the delinquency rate of the portfolio
denominated in Mexican pesos (Chart 57). However,
during the first three months of the year, the
delinquency rate of the portfolio denominated in U.S.
dollars strongly increased due to the breach of two
firms.
Chart 57
Delinquency Rates of Credit to Non-financial Private Firms by
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1/ The dotted line corresponds to delinquency that would have been observed
but for the breach of the two firms.
Source: Banco de México.

2.2.5.4. Other Risks: Cyber Attacks
Progress in digital technology has implied important
improvements in the operation of markets and
financial institutions. However, they also gave rise to
the emergence of new risks, the possible cyberattacks
against
financial
institutions
and
infrastructures, among them. As stated by Banco de
México in previous reports, the sophistication,
severity, potential and frequency of cyber-attacks at
the international level have increased in recent
years. 16
The growing use of digital technologies, along with
the high degree of interconnection among financial
institutions have left the financial system particularly
16

vulnerable to this type of attacks. The potential costs
of cyber-attacks can be high, both for financial
institutions and for their clients. These costs naturally
include direct economic losses, suspension or loss of
operations’ agility and possible lawsuits.
Higher potential costs of cyber-attacks derive from
affecting the financial stability. A cyber-attack that
succeeds in affecting the performance of financial
infrastructures can jeopardize the good functioning
of the payment systems and can spread across the
total financial system. Considering that the payment
system allows the efficient settlement of a great
number of transaction in the economy, the cyberattacks that affect its functioning can strongly
influence the economic activity (see Box 5). Damage
to the financial system can be lasting if the reputation
and the credibility of its institutions are affected,
which could undermine users’ confidence in the
services provided.
Therefore, multilateral entities, central banks and
national regulatory agencies, as well as the financial
industry itself have acknowledged that cyber-attacks
can become systemic. Furthermore, this potential
source of a systemic risk has a very specific character,
since, in principle, it is independent from economic
and financial cycles, and can manifest at any given
moment, which makes it less predictable. Similarly,
the different techniques used to carry out these
attacks and their fast evolution make them hard to
predict. Lack of detailed and sufficient information on
the occurrence of these attacks in Mexico and abroad
makes the design of cyber security strategies even
more complex. In addition, cyber-attacks represent a
risk to information security.
Financial institutions’ investment in information
security as well as the full compliance with the
measures established by the financial authorities in
this matter have become a precondition to ensure
the continued financial stability. The measures that
can be taken in terms of information security not only
lower the risk faced by institutions that implement
them, but also the risk faced by their counterparties
and their clients. As a consequence, the benefits of
investing in information security for the financial
system as a whole exceed the private benefits of the

Banco de México: Report on the Financial System, October 2017, pp.
53-55.
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individual institutions that carry them out. This
highlights the key role of financial authorities in
preserving the stability of the financial system in light
of cyber-attacks.
The risk of simultaneous cyber-attacks against a
number of institutions has materialized in Mexico in
April 2018. The combination of technological
sophistication and the logistics used is
unprecedented in Mexico. The attack caused damage
to the financial institutions’ systems and working
accounts. A large number of account holders across
Mexico participated in this attack. Upon receiving the
resources in their accounts, they withdrew cash at
the counter during the minutes following the attack,
which caused total losses of approximately MXN 300
million. The mentioned attack did not affect either
clients’ accounts or their resources (see Box 6).
It should be stressed that all financial institutions that
make use of SPEI should comply with information
security requirements established in the regulation
issued by Banco de México in July 2017 (14/2017
Circular).
On May 16, 2018, Banco de México released 10 key
points on the current situation with SPEI. 17 In the said
press release, Banco de México requested the
participants with a higher risk profile to migrate
operations to a contingent platform, which slowed
down the payment flows. This was done to safeguard
the operational continuity. Priority was given to
payments security, although the operating time has
been affected. SPEI continues to process participants’
payment orders. In fact, on April 30, 2018 a historical
maximum of 6.8 million operations was processed,
amounting to over MXN 1,400 billion. In the same
vein, monitoring processes have begun to meet the
information safety requirements, and the level of
compliance
among
the
participants
was
heterogeneous. Finally, Banco de México issued a
number of provisions that grant space to credit
institutions and other entities that transfer funds, so
that they can implement additional control
measures. Banco de México reiterates its
commitment to normalize the operating time of all
SPEI operations without delay.

17

Banco de México: Important Points on the Current Situation of SPEI. This
document
can
be
consulted
at:
46

http://www.banxico.org.mx/inicio/banner/informacion-importantesobre-la-situacion-del-spei/spei.html.
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Box 5. Interbank Electronic Payment System (SPEI)
The pa rti cipants i nvolved i n the funds’ tra nsfer are
i nformed about it, the receiving participant confirms that
the funds have been credited to the client’s account and
s ends the information to Banco de México to generate the
El ectroni c Proof of Pa yment.

5.

1. What is SPEI?
Interbank El ectronic Pa yment Sys tem (SPEI) i s Banco de
Méxi co’s payment i nfrastructure that allows the participant
fi nancial i nstitutions (ba nks, brokerage fi rms , peoples
fi nancial companies (SOFIPOs) and other regulated financial
enti ties) to s end a nd receive funds tra nsfers i n Mexican
pes os .
Thus , SPEI ca n be conceptualized a s a pipeline or a central
hi ghway to which all participants connect and through which
di fferent participants’ a ccounts are charged or credited with
Ba nco de México in order to settle transactions, either sent
i ndependently or by their clients. SPEI allows the participant
fi nancial i nstitutions to provi de the end-users wi th the
el ectroni c tra ns fer s ervi ce i n rea l ti me.
Currentl y, SPEI has 100 participants and functions 24 hours a
da y 365 da ys a yea r. Credi t i nstitutions, jus t l ike clearing
houses a re required to process payments under 8 thousand
pes os a t a ny ti me.
2. How does SPEI work?
To tra ns fer funds vi a SPEI the following s teps should be
s ucces s ful l y fol l owed (s ee di a gra m):
1. The end-client (the a ccount holder) uses their electronic
ba nking or mobile a pp to s end a n i nstruction to the
pa rti cipant institution i ndicating the payment they wish to
ma ke. This is done following tight security protocols, such
a s passwords, tokens a nd the proof of device possession
(i .e., messages to pre -registered cel l phones), among
others .

Diagram
Banco de
México
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3. Use of SPEI
Si nce SPEI s tarted i ts operations, the public’s use of this
mea ns of electronic payments has expanded markedly. Thus,
whi le i n 2005, 5 mi llion 520 thousand 597 tra nsactions were
conducted, in 2017 the number amounted to 480 million 4
thousand 665 tra nsactions, whi ch i mplied a compound
a nnual growth ra te of 45.1% during this period (Cha rt 1a ). 1
The a mount of realized tra nsactions using the SPEI platform
s hi fted from MXN 93.5 tri l lion i n 2005 to MXN 270.5 trillion in
2017, whi ch implied a compound annual growth rate of 9.3%
duri ng the s a me peri od (Cha rt 1b).
Chart 1
SPEI
a) Number of Transactions

2. The pa rti cipant va l idates the s ecurity el ements of the
i ns truction and keeps evidence that the validation has been
compl eted.
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3. The pa rticipant prepares the i nstructions of their clients,
i ncl uding a dditional security elements (subject to 14/2017
Ci rcul ar), which only they can control, and these are sent to
Ba nco de México’s SPEI. To make the connection with SPEI,
pa rti cipants make own developments or hire third parties
to ha ve thi s s ervi ce (thi s i s the s ta ge tha t, in some
pa rti cipants’ ca s es, wa s vul nerable i n the operational
events of Apri l a nd Ma y 2018).
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2/ Accumulated flows during the year.
Source: Banco de México.

4. Ba nco de Méxi co veri fies the pa rti cipants’ el ectronic
s i gnatures, which gives certainty of the i ntegrity of the
pa yment i ns truction, a nd goes on to process and
s ubsequently s ettle the pa yment wi th the receiving
pa rti ci pa nt.
1

The compound annual growth rate is used to describe the average annual growth
during a period over one year. The compound annual growth rate is calculated
with the following formula:

1

Compound annual growth rate =

𝑉𝑡𝑛
𝑣𝑡0

𝑡𝑛 −𝑡0

− 1,

where 𝑉𝑡 𝑛 is the value during last year, 𝑉𝑡 0 is the value in the first year and 𝑡 𝑛 − 𝑡 0
corresponds to the number of years transpired.
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Box 6. Information on Attacks on Users of Interbank Electronic Payment System (SPEI)
1. Introduction
Between the s econd half of April a nd the first half of May
2018, fi ve pa rticipants of SPEI (Interbank El ectronic
Pa yment System) experienced attacks on applications used
to prepare their payment orders a nd to connect to SPEI.
It s hould be s tressed that, despite the s aid a tta cks, the
centra l system of SPEI has not been affected and has not
been the ta rget. In the s ame vei n, the resources of the
fi nancial i nstitutions’ cl ients a re s afe a nd have not been
jeopa rdi zed.
In res ponse to thes e events, Ba nco de México
i mplemented a series of measures to contain the possible
da mage derived from thes e a tta cks on the a ffected
pa rti cipants, as well as in the payment system in general.
Some of thes e measures a re: (i ) mi grating the a ffected
pa rti cipants, as well as those with a higher ri sk profile to a
conti ngent operational platform; (ii) the i mplementation
of a l erts in SPEI to detect a nomalies i n payment messages
a nd the i mplementation of a dditional controls in
a pplications us ed to connect SPEI wi th the pa rticipants;
a nd (iii) introducing the regulation to create s pace so that
the entities that gi ve fund tra nsfer s ervi ces implement
control measures to s trengthen their systems of irregular
tra ns fers detection, to veri fy the i ntegrity of their
operations, a s wel l a s to veri fy the s a fety of cash
wi thdra wa l s .
2. Summary of Operational Events in April and May
On Apri l 17, Ba nco de México detected breach of a SPEI
pa rti cipant derived from the cyber-attacks. After that, four
a dditional events were i dentified: two on April 24, one on
Apri l 26 a nd a nother one on Ma y 8.
The a ttacks have focused on a number of elements of the
a pplications used by participants to prepare their payment
orders a nd to connect to SPEI, as well as on the computer
a nd telecomm i nfrastructure of ba nks that us e the said
a ppl i ca ti ons .
In thi s res pect, i t s hould be mentioned that Banco de
Méxi co neither offers said applications to participants, nor
certi fies or va lidates them, but rather each participant is in
cha rge of having the service, either granted by third parties
(i n mos t ca s es) or own devel opments. Nota bly, in all
i dentified a nd reported ca ses of cybersecurity incidents,
connection apps had been developed by a third party (see
Ta ble 1). However, the vulnerability could have been also
a s sociated to the s ystems, or the i nfrastructure where it
ha d been i ns ta l l ed.
Al though the a tta cks a re s ti ll under i nvestigation, the
modus operandi that has been identified so far is described
bel ow:
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• Atta ckers da mage the pa rti cipants’ technological
i nfrastructure and insert illegitimate transactions at a
certa in stage of the process carried out by applications
to connect to SPEI (s ee Cha rt 2).
• Il legitimate tra nsactions i nclude the inexistent sender
a ccount a nd a rea l recei vi ng a ccount.
• Pa rti cipants s i gn a nd s end these i l legitimate
tra nsactions to SPEI vi a thei r a pplications, which
va l i da tes them.
• SPEI confi rms tha t operations a re s i gned by
pa rti cipants, processes them and credits funds to the
pa rti ci pa nt recei vi ng a ccount.
• The recei ving pa rti cipant ma kes the res pective
pa yment to thei r cl i ents’ accounts, i n this ca se, the
reci pi ent of i l l egi ti ma te res ources .
• Fi nally, the i llegitimate resources a re wi thdrawn as
ca s h.
Table 1
Share of the Market of Different SPEI Participants
Percent of total

Directly attacked
institutions: 5
Affected institutions and
with a higher risk profile2/
Institutions not affected
with the external provider
Institutions not affected
with own developments

Number of
transactions

Amount of
transactions1/

13.1

7.6

19.5

28.8

7.2

14.7

73.4

56.5

1/ The amounts of the transactions exclude the securities settlement system,
because there are no direct instructions of the general public.
2/ It includes directly attacked institutions.
Source: Banco de México.

The a ffected pa rticipates have noticed these illegitimate
i ns tructions through two channels: (i ) vi a internal alerts as
a res ult of the processes of tra nsaction validation and (ii)
vi a a l erts from other pa rti cipants tha t ha ve received
s us picious operations. Thanks to these alert mechanisms,
s ome of the i dentified transactions were s topped by the
recei ving pa rticipants, whi ch prevented the i mproper
wi thdra wa l of thes e fra udul ent res ources .
The cl i ents’ resources have not been jeopardized. The
a tta ckers’ goa l wa s to da mage the connections of
pa rti cipants with SPEI, which only involves the resources of
the a ffected i nstitution. In fa ct, cl i ents’ res ources are
s tored i n a s eparate s ystem wi th i ndividual a uthenticity
va l i dations by tra nsaction a nd present no sign of having
been breached. In contrast, clients have been affected by
the s l owing down of those tra nsactions tha t i nvolve an
a ffected institution, or a n institution with a high risk profile
to s end pa yment orders vi a SPEI.
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3. Reaction Protocol to Cybersecurity Incidents
In ea ch ca se of a cybers ecurity i ncident, a protocol is
a pplied which i mplies cutting off the a ttacked institution
a nd i nitiating operations vi a the contingency s chemes .
To thi s end, Ba nco de Méxi co ha s a ba ck-up s ys tem to
ma ke SPEI tra nsactions ca l led Al ternative SPEI Client
Opera tion (COAS). The operation vi a thi s contingency
s cheme l owers the risk, as i t is a different infrastructure
from the one tha t ha s been affected. However, the
operation through thi s s cheme i s s emiautomatic, as a
res ult of which transfers are not sent and/or deposited in
rea l time.
Once a ttacks to a given institution a re identified, common
ri s k el ements a re pi npointed a mong other pa rticipants.
Ba s ed on this information, a statement is released to those
pa rticipants i n whose ca ses a hi gher ri sk was identified,
who would ha ve to connect to SPEI vi a COAS i n their
fa ci l i ties i n the future.
Des pite the attacks, SPEI has continued to provide services
i n a s a fe ma nner a nd to process l a rge qua ntities of
pa yments. It should be noted that on April 30, this payment
s ys tem rea ched i ts hi s torical record ma xi mum as it
processed over 6.8 million payments. In the same way, the
a ffected participants have recovered the operational level
i n SPEI, once the contingent processes have stabilized (See
Cha rt 1).
4. Cybersecurity Requirements Applicable to Participants
Some of these requirements a re related to the safety of
SPEI connection a pplications a nd to the a l ternative
opera tion s cheme (COAS), s uch a s :
 Ha ve procedures to eva l uate the communication
protocols used in the technological infrastructure and
wa i ve the ones tha t a re cons i dered uns a fe.
Chart 1
Number of Transactions Processed by SPEI during the Operational
Contingency
Millions of transactions
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0

 Ha ve procedures that allow to manage vulnerabilities
to computer s ecurity, derived, a mong other fa ctors,

from cha nges, upda tes or errors i n technological
i nfra s tructure.
 Ha ve procedures to detect a nd ma nage computer
s ecurity incidents that would ensure the identification,
containment a nd a dequate recol lection and
s a fegua rdi ng of s a fety evi dence.
 Ha ve procedures to ens ure tha t the components
gra nting security to computer systems a re up-to-date.
 Al l SPEI pa rticipants s hould comply wi th s trict
requirements i n the fi eld of computer cybersecurity
a nd opera tiona l continui ty.
 These requirements were pres ented to SPEI
pa rticipants a nd to the entities s eeking to enter the
s ys tem i n the 14/2017 Ci rcular issued i n July 2017 and
tha t ca me i nto force on January 31, 2018, time frame
tha t i s deemed s ufficient by Banco de México for the
pa rticipants to do the necessary modifications to their
computer s ys tems, a s wel l a s other necessary
modi fi ca tion to compl y wi th the regul a tion.
 Pa rticipants’ compliance wi th the technical standards
i n 14/2017 Ci rcul ar a nd with res pect to Ba nco de
Méxi co in February (extensions were given to a number
of pa rticipants) has to be a s sessed by a n external
a udi tor.
 The requirements of cybersecurity and of operational
continuity s pecified i n 14/2017 Ci rcul ar i nclude the
preemptive measures aimed a t preventing the a ttacks
s uch a s thos e i n the l a s t weeks .
 Ful l compliance with the required provision to connect
to SPEI i s a n i ndispensable el ement for a l l SPEI
pa rtici pa nts .
 Fa i lure of certai n pa rticipants to comply wi th the
provi sions s eriously a ffects the whole system, raising
the probability of further a ttacks s uch as described
a bove, wi th cl ear i mpacts on a l l us ers of electronic
tra ns fer s ervi ces. Supervision processes a re being
rei nforced to ensure full compliance with the norms by
a l l pa rtici pa nts .
 Requirements related to the safety of SPEI connection
a pplications a nd to the alternative operation scheme
(COAS) (cont.):
 Ha ve procedures that allow to monitor, audit and
tra ck operations carried out via computer systems;
 Ha ve procedures to hi re a nd tra in personnel to
ens ure tha t the s taff i nvolved wi th the SPEI
operation have the required skills, competence and
knowl edge for the pos i tion they hol d; a nd
 Prove tha t they ca n continue wi th the operation
a fter the a ctiva tion of the “SPEI Al ternative
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Opera tion Procedure”, a s wel l a s us i ng the
contingency procedure referred to a s “SPEI
Al terna tive Opera tion Cus tomer”.
 Fol lowing the s upervision processes that s tarted in
2017, the pa rticipants of SPEI a nd other pa yment
s ys tems operated by Ba nco de Méxi co s howed a
heterogeneous l evel of compliance i n terms of
cybers ecurity requi rements a nd operational
continui ty.
 It s hould be mentioned that Ba nco de Méxi co will
i ntens i fy i ts s upervi s i on proces s es i n thi s a rea .
5. Communication with Participants and the Public
Communication with participants

6. Risk Mitigation
Technological actions
 Pa rticipants wi th detected i ncidents opera te via
a l ternative wa ys a nd ma intain their ca pacity to send
tra ns fer orders to SPEI i nfra s tructure.
 Al erts were established i n the central SPEI to detect
a noma l i es i n mes s a ges .
 Rei nforced 24/7 technical s upport ha s been
ma i ntai ned for the pa rtici pa nts .

Bul letins ha ve been del ivered for a l l pa rticipants,
prompting them to increase monitoring and surveillance in
operations and to reduce the probability of further attacks:

 Provi ders of SPEI connection s ervi ces ha ve been
obl iged to i ncorporate a dditional controls i n their
a ppl i ca tions .

 On Apri l 17, vul nerabilities i n one i nstitution were
detected, a nd it was requested to exerci s e ca ution.

 Pa rticipants have been requested to conduct a deep
a nalysis of thei r i nfrastructures to detect dormant
s oftwa re.
Operational measures

 On Apri l 24, a second event was reported, elements of
concern were s pecified a nd a dditional measures and
control s were reques ted.
 On Ma y 8, controls were requested to be set up in all
connection wi th a l l i nfra s tructures .
 On Ma y 10, i t wa s reiterated that i nstitutions should
ha ve the connection to COAS for s a fety rea s ons .
In a ddition, on April 26 a nd May 7 a nd 8, s tatements were
extended to hi gher-risk pa rticipants wi th requests of
s peci fi c a ctions .
Communication with the public
The fol l owi ng pres s rel ea s es ha ve been i s s ued:


On Apri l 27, operational events were reported in 3
i ns titutions, along with the system slowdown on the side
of cl i ents .



On Apri l 30, more details a re given regarding the previous
s tatement, i ncl uding the expl anation of s ome of the
preemptive measures tha t ha d been a dopted by
i ns tutitions (i n conjunction wi th the Mi nistry of Finance
a nd the National Banking and Securi ties Commi s s i on ).



On Ma y 14, a ctions taken by Ba nco de México i n terms of
cybers ecurity, operational and regulatory a reas are made
known to the publ i c.
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 On Ma y 16, Ba nco de Mexico’s web page i ncorporates
a mi cro-site wi th i mportant da ta on the s ituation of
SPEI tha t wi l l i ncorporate new i nformation on an
ongoi ng ma nner.

 Pa rti cipants whos e a pplications a nd computer
i nfrastructure to connect to SPEI were a ffected have
been requi red to take mea sures to renew their
operators’ s ecurity el ements to a uthenticate in the
pa yment systems operated by Banco de México, while
thi s Central Institute has expanded and strengthened
the s upport s cheme of all participants of the s ys tem.
 Ba nco de Méxi co rei nforced the monitoring of its
i nfrastructure a nd the s ys tems to detect a ny
performa nce a noma l y.
Regulatory measures
 Ba nco de México published provisions (4/2018 Ci rcular
a nd 5/2018 Ci rcular) that grant credit institutions and
other entities that give the fund tra nsfer service space,
for them to i mplement a dditional control measures in
order to s trengthen their s ystems of irregular transfers
detection, verify the i ntegrity of their operations and
prevent possible impacts to these i nstitutions, the rest
of the pa rtici pa nts a nd the s ys tem a s a whol e.
 In a ddition, these provisions consider s pace to verify
the s a fety of ca s h wi thdra wa l s .
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Chart 2
Diagram of the flow of sending and receiving fund transfers via SPEI
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Source: Banco de México.

Chart 58
Evolution of Regulatory Capital
In percent of risk-weighted assets

2.2.5.5. Financial Situation of Commercial Banks
Considering the above described risks, it should be
stressed that Mexico’s banking institutions are in a
position of strength. In this respect, banks’
capitalization indexes improved last year (Chart 58).
Commercial banks’ capacity to absorb negative
shocks depends on their capitalization level,
measured with the Capital Weighted Index (CWI),
which increased last year, mainly due to the growth
in fundamental capital, associated to higher retained
earnings. In March 2018, it lied at 16%. In addition,
the Leverage Ratio is around 9.9%, which
considerably exceeds the minimum 3% established in
the Basil III agreement.
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Source: Banco de México.

Mexican banks’ capitalization levels are well above
the regulatory minimums, which is translated in a
considerably soundness of institutions. Similarly,
banks’ strength is attributed to high indexes of
liquidity coefficients. On the one hand, banks
continue to comply with the Liquidity Coverage Ratio
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(LCR) (Chart 59a).18 Although the minimum LCR
requirement is between 80% and 90%, depending on
the commercial bank,19 most banks show levels
above 100%. In addition, starting from January 1,
2018, banks are required to report and meet the LCR
on a daily basis, which implies that banks
permanently meet the minimum LCR requirement. In
other words, these financial institutions have
sufficient liquid assets to meet their net liquidity
outflows, in a liquidity-stress scenario that may last
for at least 30 days.
Meanwhile, based on the information provided by
commercial banks to the authorities, most banks
comply with the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR)20 at
100% (Chart 59b). Although this requirement has not
come into force yet, banks have adjusted their
balance sheets. In particular, they have increased
their stable financing, so that most banks with NSFR
below 100% until several months ago have already
attained this level. This allows to prevent a situation
in which banks’ liquidity could deteriorate abruptly,
in a negative scenario in financial markets, while the
institutions fund their assets, mainly the credit
portfolio and less liquid assets using stable capital
and financing.

Chart 59
Commercial Banks’ Profitability and Solvency
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18

For a detailed description of the Liquidity Coverage Ratio, see Box 2 in
Banco de México: Report on the Financial System, October 2014, p. 68.
19 The minimum LCR requirement started with 70% in 2015 in the case of
the biggest banks of the system and it goes up by 10 percentage points
a year, reason why it has to be met 100% starting from January 2019.
For the remainder of banks the timeline has been adjusted. In
particular, for banks that have been operating for at least five years at
the moment when this rule came into force, the minimum requirement
52

20

was compulsory starting from July 2015, and it goes up by 10
percentage points in July each year.
The Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) is a structural liquidity
requirement that prompts banks to finance their activities using stable
funding sources, consistent with their assets’ liquidity and maturity,
mitigating the risk of liquidity stress episodes in the future. For a
detailed description of NSFR, see Box of the Report on the Financial
System released by Banco de México in October 2017.
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3. Recent Evolution of Inflation
3.1. Inflation
After having closed 2017 at its highest level since May
2001, over the first months of 2018 annual headline
inflation notably reduced, which was congruent with
this Central Institute’s forecast in the previous
Quarterly Report. In particular, while in the fourth
quarter of 2017 annual headline inflation displayed
an average of 6.59%, reached 6.77% in the last month
of that year, in the first quarter of 2018 its average
lied at 5.31% and marked 4.46% in the first fortnight
of May. This result has been attributed to a number
of factors. First, the implemented monetary policy
actions are noteworthy. Despite a number of shocks
on inflation, the referred actions did not generate
second-round effects on the price formation process
of the economy. Medium- and long-term inflation
expectations have remained well-anchored, albeit
above 3%. The referred monetary policy actions also
contributed to an orderly adjustment in Mexican
financial markets, in an uncertain environment,
including the exchange market. In particular, it stands
out that the monetary stance has operated via the
interest rate spreads between Mexico and the U.S.,
and allowed the referred orderly adjustment in the
foreign exchange market via the risk-taking channel.

In early 2018, the exchange rate appreciated, which
derived from the monetary policy actions and the
U.S. dollar weakness in this period, as well as the
perception of a certain improvement relative to the
NAFTA negotiations. However, in recent weeks the
Mexican peso has weakened, which was associated
to higher interest rates in the U.S. and the
strengthening of the U.S. dollar, as well as to a
number of domestic factors. The decrease in the
general inflation level this year so far has been a
consequence of the fading of shocks that had been
registered the previous year, which derived from
higher energy prices, particularly gasoline and LP gas
prices at the beginning of 2017. Meanwhile, both
core inflation and in particular the annual growth rate
of merchandise prices, and non-core inflation
showed a clear downward trajectory throughout the
year (Table 2 and Chart 60).
In particular, annual core inflation shifted from an
average of 4.85% to 4.29% between the fourth
quarter of 2017 and the first one of 2018. This trend
kept consolidating in the first fortnight of May and
marked 3.69%. Annual non-core inflation declined
from 12.00% to 8.32% in the same time span, and
reached 6.79% in the first fortnight of May (Table 2).
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Table 2
Consumer Price Index, Main Components and Trimmed Mean Indicators
Annual change in percent
2017

CPI
Core
Merchandise
Food, bevera ges a nd toba cco
Non-food mercha ndi s e
Services
Hous i ng
Educa tion (tui tions )
Other s ervi ces
Non-core
Agriculture
Frui t a nd vegetabl es
Li ves tock
Energy and government approved fares
Energy
Government a pproved fa res

2018

I
4.98

II
6.10

III
6.48

IV
6.59

I
5.31

1F May
4.46

4.19

4.78

4.91

4.85

4.29

3.69

5.33
5.93
4.83
3.23
2.52
4.37
3.62
7.38
-0.20
-6.88
4.02
12.28
16.85
3.91

6.22
6.82
5.73
3.55
2.56
4.39
4.34
10.31
6.39
9.60
4.54
12.90
15.72
7.99

6.37
7.29
5.60
3.68
2.61
4.56
4.53
11.51
12.07
21.80
6.50
11.14
13.68
6.82

6.11
6.80
5.53
3.77
2.66
4.74
4.63
12.00
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are part of the headline and core baskets are grouped
into four different categories: i) items with a price
change below 2%; ii) between 2% and 3%; iii) greater
than 3% and up to 4%; and iv) over 4%. In the same
vein, the percentage of these baskets is presented in
two additional categories: the one with monthly price
changes smaller or equal to 3%, and the one with
monthly price changes over 3% (Chart 61).
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To analyze headline and core inflation trends and
their performance at the margin, some indicators
that yield complementary information are analyzed
below.
In the first place, the proportion of the CPI basket is
analyzed, which presents monthly (seasonally
adjusted and annualized) price changes that are
grouped into different intervals. Thus, the items that
54

This analysis shows that the percentage of both the
headline index and core index basket (with price
increments less than 3%) has increased recently (blue
and green areas, Chart 61). In particular, the share of
the basket of the headline index with monthly
annualized price changes below or equal to 3% (the
area below the black line) was 45% in the fourth
quarter of 2017 and 46% in the first one of 2018, and
lied at 50% in the first fortnight of May. For the core
index basket, the shares were 46% and 47% in the
respective quarters, and marked 53% in the first
fortnight of May.
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Chart 61
Percentage of CPI Basket according to Intervals of Monthly
Annualized Increment, s. a. 1/
Percent
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the price adjustments in some tourism services.
However, the measurement of the trend of the
services price subindex has declined and is currently
very close to 3% (Chart 62).
Chart 62
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Secondly, the evolution of monthly (seasonally
adjusted and annualized) changes of both headline
and core indices was generally to the downside this
year, although in the first fortnight of May these
changes rebounded. In the case of core inflation, this
rebound is attributed to higher prices of certain
tourism services, which plunged during the previous
month, while the uptick in the headline index, in
addition, reflects the recent price hikes of LP gas. In
turn, the measurement of the trend, represented by
a 6-observation moving average of both indices,
shows a downward trajectory, which is slightly more
accentuated in the case of headline inflation. The
monthly (seasonally adjusted and annualized)
changes of merchandise have declined since early
2018, and have recently somewhat stabilized close to
3%. The monthly (seasonally adjusted and
annualized) changes of services have subsided, and
lied below this level. At the margin, this indicator
rebounded, which was associated, as stated above, to
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Chart 63
Price Indices and Trimmed Mean Indicators 1/
Annual change in percent
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Trimmed Mean indicators are below the inflation
levels, although this difference has been decreasing.
In the case of headline inflation, this difference
suggests that certain changes in particular prices
have been affecting its level, although at the margin
the impact of these extreme changes has been
dissipating and, thus, contributing to lower headline
inflation. In the case of core inflation, despite a
certain difference, at the margin both indicators are
already at very similar levels, which implies that the
downward trend of this index is relatively widespread
in the prices of goods and services that comprise it,
and do not derive from the performance of some
generic items. In particular, the Trimmed Mean
Indicator for headline inflation shifted from 4.69% in
the fourth quarter of 2017 to 4.21% in the first
quarter of 2018, and marked 3.85% in the first
fortnight of May. As regards annual core inflation, the
Trimmed Mean Indicator marked 4.49% and 4.00% in
the said quarters and 3.51% in the first fortnight of
May (Chart 63 and Table 2).

21

In the Quarterly Report October – December 2017, an indicator
“Fundamental Core Inflation” was presented, which is based on the
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monthly seasonally adjusted changes of the generic items of the price index
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biggest and the smallest variation are excluded, considering in each
distribution tail up to 10 percent of the price index basket, respectively; and
iii) using the remaining generic items, which by construction lie closer to the
center of the distribution, the Trimmed Mean Indicator is calculated.
Source: Prepared by Banco de México with own data and data from INEGI.

3.1.1. Core Inflation
Fundamental Core Inflation maintains a trajectory
similar to that of core inflation, which is consistent
with a consolidation of a downward inflation trend,
even in the case of the index that better responds to
the cyclical conditions of the economy (Chart 64).21
However, Fundamental Core Inflation rebounded
slightly at the margin, which was essentially
attributed to price increases in the referred tourism
services.

methodology applied in the European Central Bank (ECB). See Box 5
“Fundamental Core Inflation”.
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Chart 64
Core Inflation and Fundamental Core Inflation
Annual change in percent

reflection of the fading out of the indirect effects
generated by energy products and agricultural
price increases onto costs in 2017. In the first
fortnight of May, the annual change of the
services price subindex lied at 3.37% (Chart 65b).
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The dynamics of core inflation derive from lower
annual growth rates of merchandise and services
prices. This resulted both from the monetary policy
actions implemented by Banco de México and the
fading of the indirect effects of the shocks that had
affected the prices of a number of inputs used to
manufacture different items comprising this
subindex during the previous year. Regarding core
inflation components, the following was observed:
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i. The average annual change of the merchandise
price subindex declined from 6.11% in the last
quarter of 2017 to 5.20% in the first quarter of
2018, and marked 4.06% in the first fortnight of
May. Both the price subindex of food merchandise
and non-food merchandise displayed a decreasing
trend in the reported period (Chart 65a). Thus, the
former fell from an average annual change rate of
6.80% to 5.93% between the said quarters and
lied at 4.77% in the first fortnight of May.
Meanwhile, the non-food merchandise price
subindex declined from 5.53% to 4.58% in the
same quarters, and further to 3.47% in the first
fortnight of May.
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Thus, impacts on annual headline inflation of
merchandise and services have tended to decrease
this year (Chart 66).

ii. The average annual change rate of the subindex of
services prices also decreased from 3.77% to
3.50% between the fourth quarter of 2017 and the
first one of 2018. An important part of this
performance derived from lower annual change
rates of the segment of services other than
education and housing, which shifted from an
average of 4.63% to 4.07% in the same time span.
In addition, the prices of certain food-related
services decreased their growth rates between
January and the first fortnight of May, in part, as a
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Chart 67
Price Index of Selected Fruits and Vegetables
Annual change in percent
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3.1.2. Non-core Inflation
The impact of non-core inflation onto annual
headline inflation has also been decreasing (Chart
66). In particular, between the last quarter of 2017
and the first one of 2018 reductions in the price
growth rates of energy products and fruit and
vegetables were notable. In the first fortnight of May,
non-core inflation continued to decline, as a result of
lower price increments of agricultural products,
which was in part offset by additional price hikes in
gasoline and LP gas. In particular:
i. The average annual change rate of the subindex of
agricultural product prices increased slightly from
8.99% in the last quarter of 2017 to 9.39% in the
first one of 2018. This derived from higher annual
growth rates of livestock product prices, which
went up from 5.06% to 6.25% in this time span,
especially chicken and egg price, while the annual
growth rate of agricultural product prices
continued subsiding in this period. Nevertheless,
in the first fortnight of May, the annual change of
the agricultural price subindex declined to 3.12%,
reflecting, among other factors, price decreases of
a number of fruit and vegetables, such as tomato,
avocado and chayote (Chart 67).
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ii. The average annual change of the price subindex
of energy products and government approved
fares subsided between the fourth quarter of
2017 and the first one of 2018 from 13.92% to
7.70%. This decrease is mostly attributed to lower
annual change rates in various energy products,
especially gasoline and LP gas, as a result of the
fading of impact generated by a strong price hike
at the beginning of last year. In the first fortnight
of May, this subindex increased 9.09%, which
derived from higher prices of gasoline and LP gas
(Chart 68).
Chart 68
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Delving in the above:
• In the reference quarter, the average monthly
price change of gasoline was 2.89%, while in the
fourth quarter of 2017 it was 0.77%, and 0.62% in
the first fortnight of May. The evolution of these
energy prices reflects the performance of their
international references converted to the
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Producer Price Index

Between the fourth quarter of 2017 and the first one
of 2018, the Producer Price Index (PPI) of total
production, excluding oil continued registering a
decrease in its average annual change rate from
5.03% to 3.42%, and marked 4.00% in April 2018
(Chart 69). Within this indicator, the average annual
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• Regarding electricity tariffs, following a 2%
reduction in low consumption electricity tariffs for
domestic sector in early 2016, they have remained
unchanged. The evolution of high consumption
electricity tariffs depends on the input costs
required to generate electric power. Thus, during
January, February and March, DAC tariffs
observed monthly changes of 2.9%, 1.5% and
3.9%, respectively. In April and May, its monthly
change was -4.2% and -0.1%, in the same order.

The subindex of finished goods for domestic
consumption has the most predictive power on the
evolution of prices of the merchandise destined to
consumers, included in the core subindex.22 The
average annual growth rates of this subindex also
decreased between the referred quarters from 6.40%
to 4.71%, while in April it was 4.48%.
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• The natural gas price is determined in accordance
with its international references. Thus, between
the fourth quarter of 2017 and the first one of
2018, its average monthly change shifted from
0.02% to 0.78%, and observed no adjustment in
the first fortnight of May.
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8.52

• Average monthly changes of LP gas price dropped
from 5.04% in the fourth quarter of 2017 to
-1.55% in the first one of 2018. Thus, following
considerable price increments of this fuel during
2017, the price of LP gas declined in the first
months of 2018, in part reflecting decreases in its
international references. However, in the first
fortnight of May its price increased 5.27%.

growth rate of the component of finished
merchandise and services decreased between the
mentioned quarters from 4.69% to 3.24% from the
fourth quarter of 2017 to the first quarter of 2018,
and reached 3.73% in April 2018. The average annual
growth change of the subindex of merchandise and
services for exports subsided from 2.68% to 0.27%
between the fourth quarter of 2017 and the first one
of 2018 and marked 2.39% in April. Meanwhile, the
subindex of intermediate goods and services
observed a reduction in its average annual change
rate from 5.82% to 3.84% between the fourth quarter
of 2017 and the first one of 2018, and lied at 4.61% in
April.
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Mexican peso, which have displayed a certain
upward trend, while its impact on consumer
prices has been mitigated by the Federal
Government price smoothing policy.
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1/ Total Producer Price Index, excluding oil.
Source: Banco de México and INEGI.

See Box 1 of the Quarterly Report April – June 2016 “Can Inflationary
Pressures be Identified when Measured with CPI by means of the
Performance of PPI Merchandise Subindices?”
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4. Monetary Policy and Inflation Determinants
To guide its monetary policy actions, Banco de
México’s Governing Board closely follows the
evolution of inflation vis-à-vis its anticipated
trajectory, considering the horizon at which
monetary policy operates, as well as the available
information concerning inflation determinants and
medium- and long-term inflation expectations,
including the balance of risks to them. Likewise, in the
presence of risks that, by nature, imply a high degree
of uncertainty over the consequences for inflation
and inflation expectations, monetary policy is
required to act in a timely and firm manner. This
propitiates the inflation convergence to its target and
strengthens the anchoring of medium- and long-term
inflation expectations.23
Thus, given the deteriorated inflation outlook in late
2017 and the expected tighter monetary conditions
in the U.S. economy, in the meeting of February 2018
the Governing Board decided to adjust the monetary
stance and raised the Overnight Interbank Interest
Rate by 25 basis points to a level of 7.50%. The goal
of this adjustment was to have a monetary policy
stance that could face the deterioration in the
inflation outlook, could prevent further inflation
shocks from generating second round effects on the
price formation process in the economy and that
could strengthen the decreasing trend of annual
headline inflation towards its target. The above
should consider the cyclical position of the economy
and the high inflation levels by the end of last year,
which could make the assimilation of shocks difficult.
Subsequently, in its April and May meetings the
Governing Board has decided to maintain its
reference rate unchanged (Chart 70). This,
considering the recent inflation evolution relative to
its forecast trajectory, which so far has been in line
with the expectation presented in the last Quarterly
Report, and that the current monetary policy stance
is congruent with the downward trend of annual
headline inflation towards its target implicit in such
forecasts. It should be stressed that through these
actions, and considering the evolution of 12-month
inflation expectations, the interest rates have
23

Box 8 presents the main changes in Banco de México’s communication
strategy over the last years.
24
For a description of the estimation of the short-term neutral interest
rate, see Box “Considerations on the Evolution of the Neutral Interest
60

increased to a real ex ante level close to 3.5% (Chart
71). To put this level into perspective, consider that
the estimated range for the short-term neutral rate is
from 1.7% to 3.2%, with a median at 2.5%.24
Chart 70
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Chart 71
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In particular, considering the horizon at which
monetary policy operates, the actions taken during
this period have been influenced by: i) the
performance of inflation relative to its forecast
trajectory; ii) the performance of the main inflation

Rate in Mexico”, in the Quarterly Report July-September 2016. For this
Quarterly Report, the estimation was updated to include data up to
December 2017.
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determinants and its outlook; and, iii) the evolution
of medium- and long-term inflation expectations.
Regarding the evolution of inflation relative to its
projections, it stands out that the decline in annual
headline inflation over the first months of 2018 is
congruent with the forecast presented by this Central
Bank in the aforementioned Quarterly Report.
Likewise, considering the recent data, the estimated
performance of inflation in the horizon at which
monetary policy operates is still very similar to the
forecasts published in that Report. Therefore,
generally, as will be seen below, this forecast remains
practically unchanged.
As regards inflation determinants, the one referring
to the potential pass-through of exchange rate
adjustments into prices should be highlighted. It
should be remembered that changes in the real
exchange rate are a natural adjustment mechanism
of the economy in view of different disturbances, and
that they lead to changes in the relative prices of
merchandise with respect to services. Thus, the role
of monetary authority is to ensure that these
adjustments take place in an orderly manner, without
generating second-round effects on prices.
In this sense, relative to the performance of the
exchange rate during the analyzed period, it stands
out that from early January to mid-April 2018 the
Mexican peso appreciated 7.75% against the U.S.
dollar, and reached a level of MXN/USD 17.98.
Similarly, its volatility decreased during this period.
This was partly related to: i) Banco de México’s
monetary policy stance; ii) the generalized weakness
of the U.S. dollar during this period and iii) the
perception of an improvement in the NAFTA
negotiations.

process in Mexico. Regarding the above evolution,
although the Mexican peso appreciated against other
emerging economies’ currencies in the period from
late 2017 to the first quarter of this year, this
performance reverted starting from the second half
of April. In contrast, survey-based expectations for
the exchange rate at the end of 2018 and 2019 have
remained relatively stable at MXN/USD 18.80 and
MXN/USD 18.60, respectively, over most of the
reference period, although during the last month
these expectations increased slightly (Chart 72 and
Chart 73). It should be noted that, if the economy
faces a scenario that prompts an adjustment in the
real exchange rate, just like in the past, Banco de
México will remain cautious to ensure it takes place
in an orderly manner and without generating secondround effects on the price formation process.
Chart 72
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However, since mid-April to date, the Mexican peso
has increased its volatility and has depreciated
considerably, which placed it around MXN/USD 19.60
in late May. Among the factors that have pressured
the exchange rate to the upside are higher interest
rates in the U.S. and the generalized strengthening of
the U.S. dollar, which has affected most emerging
economies’ currencies, as well as a number of
domestic factors, such as the uncertainty associated
with the NAFTA renegotiations, and the electoral
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Chart 73
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Financial markets maintain an expectation of a less
accommodative monetary policy stance in the U.S.,
including the program of reducing its balance sheet
that started in October 2017, which will continue in a
gradual manner. However, recently the number of
estimated increments in the federal funds rate for
this year has risen. This, along with an important
increment of medium- and long-term interest rates in
the U.S., contributed to a moderate decrease in
interest rate spreads between Mexico and the U.S.
for all terms, particularly medium and long terms,
although recently they have increased. Nonetheless,
they are still high in historical terms, at levels that had
not been observed since late 2008, as well as relative
to those of other emerging economies (Chart 83 and
Chart 85).
The cyclical position of the economy, that is the slack
conditions and their role in the price formation,
remain tight, especially in the labor market.

between December 2017 and April 2018, while the
implicit expectation for the non-core component
went up from 5.04% to 5.51% (Chart 74). 25 Similarly,
the expectation for headline inflation at the end of
2019 continued at a level close to 3.60%, while the
mean of core inflation expectations declined from
3.43% to 3.36%, and the implicit mean of the noncore component went up from 4.11% to 4.33% (Chart
75).26 Finally, medium- and long-term expectations
remained stable at 3.50% during the reference period
(Chart 76).27 Relative to the above described
development, it should be noted that the dispersion
of inflation expectations for the end of 2018 and 2019
reduced during the analyzed period. Thus, the data
collected through surveys suggests that, given a
number of shocks on inflation, medium- and longterm inflation expectations have remained stable,
although above the target.
Chart 74
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Source: Banco de México’s Survey.

With respect to inflation expectation, as a result of
additional inflation shocks at the end of 2017,
between December 2017 and February 2018 the
mean of inflation expectations corresponding to the
end of 2018 adjusted upwards from 3.85% to 4.13%.
Nevertheless, after the observed inflation data lied
below analysts’ expectations from February to April
this year, the mean of these expectations subsided,
and is currently at 3.98%. In contrast, the mean for
core inflation at the end of 2018 remained at 3.5%
25

26

The mean of headline inflation expectation for the end of 2018, based
on the Citibanamex survey, declined from 4.05 to 3.90% between the
surveys of December 19, 2017 and May 22, 2018.
The mean of headline inflation expectation for the end of 2019, based
on the Citibanamex survey of May 22, 2018, marked 3.60%.
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27

Regarding the mean of long-term headline inflation expectations,
based on the Citibanamex survey (for the next 3-8 years), it maintained
around 3.5% between the surveys of December 19, 2017 and May 22,
2018.
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Chart 75
Average Headline, Core and Non-core Inflation
Expectations as of End of 2019
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Chart 78
Estimate of Annual Inflation Expectations
Implicit in Market Instruments 1/
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Chart 76
Average Headline Inflation Expectations for Different Terms
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The break-even inflation (the difference between
long-term nominal and real interest rates) declined
between December and April (Chart 77). Regarding
its components, inflation expectations implicit in
market instruments with 10-year maturities
somewhat increased. This rise mainly responds to the
upward adjustment in shorter-term inflation
expectations (1 to 5 years) in the same time horizon,
while longer-term ones (6 to 10 years) remained
stable (Chart 78). Meanwhile, the estimate of 10-year
inflation risk premium declined in the same time
period (Chart 79). 28
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1/ The inflation expectation is calculated based on a similar model using data
from Bloomberg, PIP and Valmer, based on Aguilar, Elizondo and Roldán
(2016).
Source: Estimated by Banco de México with data from Bloomberg, Valmer and
PIP.

Chart 79
10-year Inflation Risk Premium 1/
Percent
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1/ The inflation risk premium is estimated based on an affine model using data
from Bloomberg, PiP and Valmer, based on Aguilar, Elizondo and Roldán
(2016).
Source: Estimated by Banco de México with data from Bloomberg, Valmer and
PIP.

28

For a description of the estimation of long-term inflation expectations,
see Box “Decomposition of the Break-even Inflation” in the Quarterly
Report October-December 2013. Starting from the Quarterly Report

October–December 2017, the estimation includes data up to
November 2017.
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In the period covered by this Report, short-term
interest rates (shorter than 1 year) in Mexico
increased, consistent with the increment in the target
for the Overnight Interbank Interest Rate. In
particular, the 3-month interest rate went up 40 basis
points from 7.3% to 7.7%. In contrast, although
medium- and long-term rates closed the period at
levels similar to those observed in late 2017, they
dropped significantly between the beginning of the
year and mid-April, and later went up again. Thus, in
the total reference period, the 2-year rate declined
20 basis points, from 7.6% to 7.4%, while the 10-year
rate persisted at 7.7% (Chart 80 and Chart 81). This
prompted the slope of the yield curve (10-year and 3month rate) to remain relatively flat (Chart 82).
Chart 80
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Source: Proveedor Integral de Precios (PiP) and U.S. Department of the
Treasury.

During the first quarter of 2018 and in the second
quarter so far, spreads between Mexican and U.S.
interest spreads have remained high, especially
shorter-term ones. However, important hikes
throughout the U.S. yield curve caused the yield
spreads between Mexico and the U.S. to decrease in
the analyzed period. Nonetheless, as previously
mentioned, they remain high in historical terms, at
levels that had not been observed since late 2008, as
well as with respect to those of other emerging
countries. Hence, the spreads of 3-month, 2-year and
10-year rates declined by 10, 80 and 60 basis points,
respectively and in mid-May marked levels of 580,
490 and 470 basis points for said terms (Chart 83,
Chart 84 and Chart 85). 29
Chart 83
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Source: Proveedor Integral de Precios (PiP).

See Box 7 as a reference on the development of financial markets in
Mexico.
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Chart 84
Curve of Spreads between Mexican and U.S. Interest Rates
Percentage points
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Finally, market indicators that measure the domestic
sovereign credit risk increased slightly. Over the
latest weeks, these indicators for Mexico and other
emerging markets have adjusted upwards and
exhibited higher volatility, which reflects a lower
appetite for risk in an environment of a certain
idiosyncratic deterioration in some of these
economies, such as, for example, problems in public
finances in Argentina and Turkey. Similarly, for the
case of Mexico, the uncertainty related to the NAFTA
renegotiation and the electoral process could also
have an impact (Chart 86).

1/ For the U.S. target rate, the average of the interval considered by the
Federal Reserve is considered.
Source: Proveedor Integral de Precios (PiP) and U.S. Department of the
Treasury.

Chart 85
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Box 7. Recent Evolution of Financial Markets in Mexico
Chart 2
Average Number of Events Operated by Minute of the Mexican Peso
Number of events

1. Introduction

The existence of deep a nd efficient financial markets prompts
the economic a gents’ a dequate s ignal extra ction a nd price
di s covery, whi ch generates greater certa inty a nd flexibility
duri ng the deci sion-making process. Si milarly, i t hel ps to
develop the nominal s ystem of the economy a nd favors a
better functi oning of the monetary policy transmission
cha nnels, thus fomenting the preservation of macroeconomic
s ta bi l i ty i n Mexi co.
Thi s Box briefly describes the evolution of the exchange rate
ma rkets and government bond markets, as well as its current
s tructure a nd cha ra cteri s ti cs .
2. Evolution of Exchange Market
Si nce the adoption of the flexible exchange ra te regime, the
ma croeconomic s trength of Mexi co a nd the measures
i mplemented by this Central Institute to foment the creation of
new i nstruments, such as the authorization i n 1995 to trade in
deri vatives on the Mexican peso and free convertibility, have
fa vored the deepening of Mexico’s exchange market, which in
turn a l lowed the development of l i quid a nd deep exchange
ra te deri va ti ves (Cha rts 1 a nd 2).1
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Over the last twenty years, foreign exchange markets and bond
ma rkets ha ve evolved considerably. Indeed, the a doption of
the fl oating exchange ra te regime, along with other economic
pol icy a ctions i mplemented in Mexico over the last decades,
s uch a s Ba nco de Méxi co’s autonomy, the a doption of the
i nflation ta rgeting regime a nd a better fiscal discipline, along
wi th a n a dequate fi nancial regulation to a l a rge extent
contri buted to s trengthening the macroeconomic framework
of the country a nd to generating an environment of certainty
a nd confidence, whi ch, i n turn, helped the development of
Mexi ca n fi na nci a l ma rkets .

Note: Considers the events in the Reuters Matching platform. Data starting from January
2018.
Source: Banco de México with data from Reuters.

Li kewise, the derivatives market, the underlying of which is the
Mexi ca n pes o, ha s grown s i gnificantly, whi ch ha s been
refl ected i n hi gher tra ns action vol umes of financial
i ns truments, s uch a s forwards, futures, opti ons a nd foreign
excha nge swaps. This has given s ignificant a dvantages to the
pa rti cipants of Mexico’s exchange ra te market. Some of these
a re: i ) a better price determination; ii) broadening options to
di s tribute and cover ri sk of different economic agents; and, iii)
grea ter certainty in busines s es ’ deci s i on -ma ki ng proces s .
Thus , ba sed on the updated da ta from the Ba nk for
International Settlements’ Tri ennial Central Ba nk Survey of
forei gn excha nge a nd OTC deri vatives ma rkets, Mexican
forei gn exchange market attained an average daily operational
a mount of a round USD 97 billion i n April 2016. 2 Locally, on a
da ily basis the operations with the Mexican peso amount to
a pproximately USD 20 bi llion i n s pot ma rkets of forwards,
futures, foreign exchange swaps and options (Chart 3). 3 That is,
i t s tands out that a great part of the operational volume with
Mexi ca n pesos i s realized by counterparties based a broad, the
U.S. dol lar being the main currency a gainst which the Mexican
pes o operates. In this way, consistent with the said BIS Survey,
the Mexi can peso is the 11th most operated currency in the
worl d, even a bove s ome developed countries’ currencies. It is
a l so the s econd most operated currency a mong emerging
countri es, second onl y to the Chi nes e renmi nbi (Cha rt 4).

6

4
2

0
1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2017

Note: Until 2002 the spread of closing prices was used, since 2003 the intraday average
spread has been used.
Source: Reuters with estimates by Banco de México.

1

2
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Free convertibility refers to the legal possibility to freely convert from one currency
to another.
It refers to the amount of transactions in over the counter markets.

3

The volume of Mexican peso transactions includes Mexican peso exchange rate
transactions against the U.S. dollar and other currencies in the spot market,
forwards, exchange rate swaps, cross -currency swaps and options.
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Chart 3

3. Evolution of Government Securities’ Market
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Chart 4
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In recent decades, Mexi co ha s ma naged to es tablish an
a dequate ma croeconomic envi ronment tha t ha s a llowed to
develop the government securities’ market. This was a dynamic
process, in which the authorities’ efforts to build and maintain
the Federal Government credibility a s the debt i ssuer were
i nvolved. The fol lowing fa ctors a re noteworthy: i ) lower
vul nerability to external shocks tha nks to the policies
propi tiating greater macroeconomic s tability; i i) the release of
ca pi tal fl ows tha t l ed to the i nflow of more i nternational
i nvestors; i ii) cl ear a nd predictable debt i ssuance policy; iv)
1997 a nd 2008 reforms to the pension s ystem, which allowed
the tra nsition to the i ndividual a ccount s ystem managed by
pension funds (AFORES) tha t currently i nvest i n s ecurities
i s sued by the Mexi ca n government; v) the development of
deri vatives ma rkets of the TIIE ra te tha t ha s a llowed the
covera ge of l onger-term ri s ks; vi ) the i ntroduction of the
ma rket ma kers s cheme, whi ch a re credit i ns titutions and
brokerage fi rms s eeking to a ctively pa rticipate i n the
government bond market; and, finally, vi i) modifications in the
fi nancial system regulations that allow greater legal certainty,
whi ch i nclude the regulation i ssued by thi s Central Bank to
tra de i n s ecurities, i ncluding s ecurities l ending, repos and
deri vatives under the i nternational s tandards, along with the
mechanisms and infrastructure to settle them, in conjunction
wi th the INDEVAL.
Chart 5
Yield Curve: Government Securities
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The fi nancial authorities in Mexico at all times have maintained
the free floating of the national currency, a nd exchange rate
i nterventions have been occasional a nd through mechanisms
cha ra cterized by pre -established rules that a re consistent with
the excha nge ra te regi me. Thus, for over 22 yea rs the
i nterventions i n the exchange ra te market have s ought to
provi de l i quidity i n the ma rket duri ng the bouts of high
vol a til i ty.
Recently, by rei nforcing i ts commi tment to fos ter the
development a nd efficient functioning of the exchange rate
whol esale market i n Mexico, Banco de Mexi co published its
a nnouncement of the a doption of the pri nciples of good
pra ctices a nd the Declaration of Commitment to the Global
Code of Conduct of the Exchange Ma rket.4 In the same sense,
on November 7, 2017, thi s Central Bank set up the Mexican
Foreign Excha nge Committee, which s erves as a discussion
forum a mong l ocal exchange ra te market participants. Its goal
i s to promote integrity and the adequate functioning of the said
ma rket, i n l i ne wi th the i nternationally a ccepted global
pri nci pl es of good pra ctices .

4

1/

The Foreign Exchange Global Code is a set of global principles of good practice
developed to provide a common set of guidelines to promote a robust, just,
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As a result of the above, the Mexican authorities managed to
ha ve the debt ma rket expand i ts ma turity s tructure in the
peri od of 7 yea rs (from 1999 to 2006). In 1999 the yi eld curve
onl y reached one year a nd was extended to i nclude maturities
of 30 yea rs (Chart 5). Deep a nd l iquid secondary market was
developed in all terms. Thus, the average maturity term of the
Mexi ca n debt shifted from 6 months i n January 1990 to 1.5
yea rs i n 2000 a nd 7.9 yea rs i n Ma rch 2018 (Cha rt 6).

liquid, open and transparent market for the participants of the global foreign
exchange market.
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Chart 8
Daily Volume of Transactions: Government Bonds
MXN billion, 20-day moving average

Chart 6
Average Weighted Term: Government Bonds
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Mea nwhile, the vol umes of tra nsactions i n Mexican s overeign
bond market have increased considerably and, in a ccordance
wi th the s urvey conducted by the Emerging Ma rkets Trading
As s ociation (EMTA), Mexican bonds denominated in Mexican
pes os ha ve the hi ghest number of tra nsactions a cross
emerging economies (Chart 7). Accordi ng to this s urvey, the
da ily vol ume of Mexi ca n debt tra nsactions s hifted from
a pproximately MXN 30 bi llion i n 2005 to a round MXN 120
bi l l i on i n 2018 i n da i l y terms (Cha rt 8).
Chart 7
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A developed government bonds market should be backed by
a n effi cient a nd l i quid s econdary ma rket. The Federal
Government reforms have allowed to adjust the debt market
mi crostructure a nd to prompt the development of the
s econdary ma rket i n Mexico. The fi gure of market makers has
contri buted to making the primary government bond market
more effi cient a nd s ophisticated a nd to fos tering their
s econdary market. When market makers emerged in 2000, the
government’s domestic financing was focused on short-term
i ns truments and bonds with revisable coupons. Market makers
ha ve helped to considerably increase liquidity in the secondary
ma rket, a s they ha ve the obl igation to provi de bids in
government bonds ’ purcha s es a nd s a l es .
The devel opment of the domestic ma rket of government
bonds has presented great benefits. Some of them are: i) more
a l ternatives of financing for the government and for the private
s ector, which are reflected in longer terms and lower costs of
fi nancing; i i ) i ssuing s ecurities i n Mexi can pesos l owers the
excha nge-rate risk, which has been translated in a composition
of the federal government debt, when the share of external
debt vs the domestic debt decreased (Cha rt 9); i ii) the
development of the curve of securities lowers the renewal risk;
i v) a deeper i nvestors ba se, wi th di fferent i nterests and
i nvestment horizons, which promotes the secondary market of
s ecurities; v) the a ttainment of Banco de México’s goals and
functions, as interest rates ca n be used to tra nsmit monetary
pol icy s ignals throughout a whole a rray of events; and, vi)
Ba nco de México acquires the Federal Government securities
to a tta in i ts monetary policy operational target to sterilize
l i qui di ty s urpl us es .
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Chart 10
Historical Holdings by Sector of Government Bonds
MXN millions

Chart 9
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It should be noted that, although each participant’s adhering to the Code is
voluntary, one of the first steps in its implementation was to establish the adhering
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Source: Banco de México.

Source: Ministry of Finance (SHCP).

In recognition of the positive changes i n the government bond
ma rket, the free-floating a nd ca pital flows regime, as well as
the ma croeconomic fundamentals reflected i n the degree of
i nvestment granted by credit rating agencies which Mexico has
ma i ntained s ince 2002, Mexi can s overeign debt i nstruments
denominated in Mexican pesos were included among the main
i nternational fi xed-income i ndexes. It s ta nds out that in
October 2010 Ci ti group decided to i ncorporate fi xed-rate
Mexi ca n government bonds denominated in Mexican pesos to
the World Government Bond Index (WGBI), Mexico being the
fi rs t La tin American country to be pa rt of thi s i ndex. The
i ncl usion of these i ndices fostered the i ncrement a nd the
di versification of Mexican bond holdings by foreigners in longterm i nvestment, as well as the medium term of the Mexican
government debt (Cha rts 10 a nd 11).
Si milar to the case of the exchange market, in November 2017
the fi nancial a uthorities a nd fi nancial i nstitutions i n Mexico
prepared The Code of Conduct for the Money and Fixed Income
Ma rket i n Mexi co to es tablish the guidelines to promote a
robus t, equal ma rket, free of fa vori tism or di s crimination,
l i quid, open a nd tra nsparent, that would preserve its integrity,
protect i nvestors’ i nterest, mi nimize the ri sks derived from
debt tra ns a cti ons a nd fos ter s ound competi ti on. 5
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1/ The vertical line corresponds to October 2010 when Mexican government bonds were
included in the WGBI index.
Source: Banco de México.

4. Final Remarks
Des pite the s everity a nd the ma gnitude of external and
domestic s hocks fa ced by the Mexi ca n economy, financial
ma rkets have continued an orderly functioning, supported by
the pers istence of res ponsible fi scal a nd monetary policies.
Therefore, given the s hort-term a nd l ong-term risks to the
Mexi ca n economy, i t i s key to ma i ntain the a dequate
coordi nation between the fiscal a nd monetary a uthorities. The
ma nner in which Banco de México conducts its monetary policy
s trongly affects the structure and development of government
bonds. Finally, the foreign exchange a nd bond ma rkets also
generate more flexibility i n the economic a gents’ decisionma king process and propitiate greater certainty for mediuma nd l ong-term i nves tment deci s i ons .

to it as an obligatory requirement for institutions that wish to participate in the
Market Shapers program.
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Box 8. Improvements in the Communication Strategy, Transparency and Accountability of Banco de México
1. Importance of Communication for Central Banks



Moneta ry Progra m

A centra l bank’s communication strategy is a key i nstrument
for the conduction of i ts monetary pol icy, a s wel l as a
mechanism of a ccountability cl osely rel ated to the central
ba nks’ a utonomy.1 In a ccordance wi th the l i terature, the
effectiveness of the monetary policy l argely depends on the
cl ear a nd tra nsparent communication of monetary
a uthorities.2 Provi ding more i nformation on the monetary
pol icy rea ction to di fferent s cenarios (the rea ction function)
hel ps the economic a gents’ expectations converge to the
ta rget a nnounced by the a uthori ty.3



7

Al though i t is difficult to define the elements of a n effective
communication s trategy, a number of studies s uggest that the
centra l bank’s communication should be simple and useful in
the forma tion of economic a gents’ expectations based on
rel evant a nd necessary i nformation (“crea ting news”) and
s hould prevent misinformation (“reducing the noise”).4 In this
s ense, i n recent years central banks have made considerable
efforts to broa den a nd i mprove their communication
mecha ni s ms wi th the publ i c.
Centra l ba nks a dopted di verse communication s trategies.
Mos t ha ve tri ed to i mprove thei r communication vi a the
publication of press bulletins, press conferences, presentations
a nd s peeches, as well a s the periodical publication of minutes
a nd monetary policy a nd inflation reports. It should be noted
tha t s i nce s everal years a go Ba nco de Méxi co i ncorporated
s ome of these instruments as part of a continuous process to
i mprove its strategy of communication with the public. This Box
bri efly s ummarizes the ma in changes a nd i mprovements of
Ba nco de México’s communication s trategy i n recent years,
empha s i zi ng the recentl y a nnounced mea s ures .
2. Banco de México’s Communication Strategy
The counterweight of Banco de México’s autonomy, granted in
Apri l 1994, i s the regime of a ccountability, tra nsparency and
a ccess to i nformation. In thi s s ense, Ba nco de México is
required to report on its policies, activi ties and budget to the
Congress and the President, as well as to present i ts monetary
pol icy program a t the beginning of each year, a mong other
requirements. In particular, certain instruments contemplated
i n Ba nco de Méxi co’s La w tha t s us tain the a ccountability
mechanism a nd thus s trengthen the a utonomy of the
Ins ti tuti on a re:


1
2
3
4
5

6

Appea ra nce before the Sena te

5

Blinder et al. (2008), Woodford (2005).
Blinder et al. (2008),Woodford (2005).
Kahveci & Odavas (2016).
Blinder et al. (2008), Haldane & McMahon (2018).
Article 47, Section XIII of Banco de México´s Law establishes that the Governor has
to appear before the committees of the Senate of the Republic each year to
present a report on compliance with the mandate.
In line with Article 51, Section I of Banco de México’s Law, in January each year this
Central Institute has to present to the President and to the Congress of the Union

Qua rterl y Report

6

Al though thes e el ements ha ve been es tablished i n the
fra mework of a democratic process of a ccountability, they
ha ve also contributed to a better comprehension of the Central
Ba nk’s deci s i ons by di fferent economi c a gents .
The formal implementation of the inflation targeting regime by
Ba nco de México in 2001, as a framework to conduct monetary
pol icy, requires the i nstitutional commitment to a ttain an
expl icit i nflation ta rget; a s well as the i mplementation of the
monetary policy i n a fra mework of tra nsparency, under the
pri nciple of cl ear communication wi th the publ ic. On
a cknowledging the i mportance of these elements, Banco de
Méxi co ha s s ought to i mprove a nd ma ke progress in its
communication s tra tegy. In thi s s ense, the i n formation
di ssemination and the communication of Banco de México’s
goa ls, i nstruments, forecasts a nd decisions ha ve been key
el ements i n performing i ts functi ons to comply wi th its
cons titutional ma ndate a nd to generate confi dence and
credi bility i n its actions. Thus, some additional instruments to
thos e es ta bl i s hed i n Ba nco de Méxi co’s La w a re:


Pres s rel eases on the monetary pol icy decisions
a nnouncements



Mi nutes of the moneta ry pol i cy deci s i ons



Qua rterl y Report pres s conferences



Pres enta ti ons a nd s peeches



Pol i cies for Publ ic Cons ultation of General Provisions
Is s ued by Ba nco de Méxi co

The next s ecti on bri efly des cribes the evol ution of these
i ns truments over ti me.
2.1 Banco de México’s Communication Strategy (2000 – 2017)
Ba nco de México has made continuous efforts to i mprove its
communication, transparency a nd accountability (Table 1). As
pa rt of these efforts, a nd as an a dditional step in the transition
towa rds the implementation of the i nflation targeting regime,
s i nce 2000 Ba nco de Méxi co ha s published a number of
i ns truments tha t ha ve a llowed to communicate the aspects
cons idered i n i ts monetary policy decisions to the public.
Among them are a press release to a nnounce the modification
i n the operational ta rget used to i mplement the monetary
pol icy, a nd a Quarterly Inflation Report, a ccompanied by a
pres entation a nd a press conference. Similarly, i n order to

7

or to the Permanent Commission the guidelines to be followed regarding the
monetary policy conduct for the corresponding year.
These Reports started to be published in 2000 by order of Banco de México’s
Governing Board. However, after a decree published in Mexico’s Official Gazette
on January 10, 2014, there was an adjustment in Article 51 of Banco de México’s
Law, by which the obligation to present the annual report was waived. Instead, it
became legally binding for Banco de México to present to the President of the
Republic and the Congress of the Union a Quarterly Inflation Report on the
performance of the economic indicators of the country (Article 51, Section Ii of
Banco de México’s Law).
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enhance the effectiveness of i ts policies, i n 2003 the prees tablished da tes to a nnounce monetary po l icy decisions
began to be released. As a result of achievements i n curbing
i nflation a nd i ts vol atility, the number of these meetings
decrea s ed from 23 i n 2003 to 8 s tarting from 2011.
In 2010, fa n cha rts were i ntroduced to present inflation and
economic a ctivity forecasts in the a bove mentioned Report.8
Si milarly, since 2011 Ba nco de México has started to publish
the Mi nutes of each monetary policy decision. 9 Finally, starting
from 2017 the Report includes central trajectories of inflation
a nd economic activity forecasts a nd their comparison with the
previ ous report.
2.2 Recent Actions with regard to Communication (2018)
Recently, Ba nco de Méxi co has ma de efforts to provide the
public with more information on the analysis and the elements
cons idered by the Board of Governors in the monetary policy
deci sion. The Qua rterly Report October – December 2017
i ncl uded a technical box, expl aining the di fferent i ndicators
tha t a l low the Boa rd of Governors to ha ve a more
comprehensive a s sessment of the degree of s l ack i n the
economy. These i ndicators continued to be published in the
Report together wi th i nformation on Fundamental Core
Inflation, which allows to better i dentify pressures on inflation,
es pecially pressures associated to the cycl ical evolution of the
economy.
For the fi rs t time, this Quarterly Report i ncorporated the
publication of a poi nt forecast of a vera ge a nnual quarterly
i nflation changes for the next 8 quarters. This strengthens the
rol e of Banco de México i n shaping expectations a nd providing
a reference to eva luate the obs erved i nflation tra jectory
rel ative to Banco de México’s forecast, and, thus, in i dentifying
pos sible deviations, which i n turn s hould be a nalyzed by the
Ins titution a nd taken i nto a ccount i n i ts monetary policy
a ctions. In addition, when inflation is at levels different from its
target, when announcing the expected inflation trajectory by
Ba nco de Mexi co i n the horizon i n which monetary policy
operates, both the time hori zon a nd the s peed a t which
i nflation is estimated to return to i ts target are communicated
to the public. Thus, the monetary policy i nstruments to impact
the i nfl a tion expectations a re rei nforced.10
Si milarly, as part of the efforts in terms of accountability, and
cons idering i ts ca pacities to i ssue general provisions on an
a rra y of ma tters, on Ma rch 7, 2018 the Governi ng Board
published “Pol i cies for Publ ic Cons ultation of General
Provi s ions Issued by Ba nco de Méxi co”. Wi th these public
cons ultations, the Ba nk s trengthens i ts compliance with the
pri nciples that i t must follow when i ssuing directives that by
l a w i t i s permitted to, s i nce, a mong thes e pri nciples an
es pecially i mportant one i s the protection of the public’s
8
9
10

11
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See the Inflation Report July - September 2010.
See the Inflation Report July - September 2010.
See the Monetary Program for 2018 and Quarterly Report October - December
2017.
See Press Releases on the public consultations referent to “Regulation of exchange
rate operations with credit and debit cards”, “Regulation of credits to workers via

i nterest. These public cons ultations of pol icies s tem from
Ba nco de México’s regulatory i mprovement objective, which it
s eeks to promote. And they ha ve the ul timate goal of
a dva ncing a process by whi ch general provi s ions are
es tablished through cons ultations open to a ny i nterested
pa rty, a llowing, i n particular, agents s ubject to the regulation
by Ba nco de México to comment a nd provide opinions on
provi sions that the Bank intends to issue. The above processes
a re undertaken i n a context of tra nsparency a nd openness,
a dopting regulatory pri nciples a nd good practices. Following
thes e pri nciples, up to the time of publication, Ba nco de
Méxi co ha s rel ea s ed four publ i c cons ul tations .11
Gi vi ng continuity to the above mentioned efforts, on April 30,
2018, the Governing Boa rd a nnounced a number of
modi fication to its monetary policy communication strategy, in
order to continue i mprovi ng i t.12
i . Minutes of the Governi ng Boa rd meetings regarding
monetary policy decision will disclose voters’ identities,
a nd i n ca se of dissent over the vote, a n explanation of the
rea s ons wi l l be i ncl uded.
ii. Transcripts of the Governing Board meetings, during which
monetary pol icy decision-making takes pl aces will be
a va ilable to the public three yea rs a fter the respective
meeting.
iii. The Press Release of the Announcement of monetary policy
deci sions, a s well a s the corresponding minutes will be
published i n Spanish a nd English s i multaneously on the
corres pondi ng da tes .
i v. Publ ic speeches a nd presentations of the Governing Board
members wi l l be a va i l a bl e to the publ i c.
These modifications wi ll contri bute to grea ter tra nsparency
a nd accountability among the Governing Board members, both
a s a collegiate body a nd on an individual level. Similarly, they
wi l l provide the public wi th more i nformation regarding the
el ements taken i nto consideration during monetary policy
deci sions, and will expand the reach of the messages contained
i n di fferent communication i ns truments to a non-Spanish
s pea ki ng communi ty.
Thus , Ba nco de Méxi co continues ma king progress in the
i mplementation of better pra ctices i n the monetary policy
communi ca tion s tra tegy.
3. Conclusions
The i mplementation of a transparent and clear communication
s tra tegy with the public is a key component for the effective
monetary policy in an inflation-targeting regime, used by Banco
de Méxi co to conduct monetary policy, as i t helps to generate
confi dence a nd credibility i n the Institution and thus comply
wi th i ts constitutiona l ma nda te to procure pri ce s tabi l i ty.

12

the use of their payroll account”, and “Regulation applicable to subordinated
debentures that credit institutions seek to issue”.
See the Press Release “El Banco de México modifies its monetary policy
communication strategy”. April 30, 2018.
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Progress a chieved i n thi s a rea over the l a st decades has
represented i mportant efficiency ga ins for this Central Bank in
terms of the convergence process to i ts i nflation target.13
Ba nco de México confirms its commitment to proceed with its
efforts to i mprove i ts communication s trategy, a s well as to
s trengthen the a utonomy of thi s Institution through greater
tra ns pa rency a nd a ccountabi l i ty.
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Table 1. Evolution of Banco de México’s Communication Strategy
Year
2000

Actions in the field of Communication Strategy
Publication of the press statement to announce mondifications in the operational target, using which monetary policy is conducted.
Beginning of the publication of the Quarterly Inflation Report.

2001

The formal adoption of the inflation targeting regime.

2003

Release of the preestablished dates of MPD.
Publication of at least one monetary policy press statement at the end of the month, and an intermediate one if the monetary policy is modified.

2006

Reduction in the number of MPD from 23 to 12 a year.

2008

Reduction in the number of MPD from 12 to 11 a year.

2010

Use of fan charts to announce inflation forecasts and economic activity forecasts in QR.

2011

Publication of MPD minutes.
Reduction in the number of MPD from 11 to 8 a year.
QR video transmission.

2017

Incorporation of the central inflation and economic activity forecasts in fan charts.

2018

Publication of current forecasts of average annual quarterly changes of inflation in QR.
Establishment of the policies to submit general draft provitions to public consultation before Banco de México intends to issue them by virtue of
the powers confered to it by the law.
Inclusion of the voters' identities in MPD minutes, and in case of dissent during the vote, an explanation of the reasons.
Simultaneous publication in English and Spanish of the press release of the MPD announcement on the correponding dates.
Announcement that the transcrpits of the Board of Governors' meetings in which MPD are made will be available to the public three years after the
meeting.
Speeches and presentations of the Board of Governors' members are made available to the public.

13

See Box 2 “Recent Changes in the Transmission Mechanism of Monetary Policy in
Mexico”; Quarterly Report January - March 2016.
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5. Forecasts and Balance of Risks
Chart 87
Fan Chart: GDP Growth, s. a.
Annual percent

5.1. Forecasts for Economic Activity
GDP growth: The forecasts for economic growth in
Mexico remain unchanged with respect to those
published in the previous Quarterly Report. Thus, for
2018 GDP is still estimated to grow between 2.0% and
3.0%, while for 2019 GDP is still expected to expand
between 2.2% and 3.2% (Chart 87 and Chart 88).
Derived from the higher-than-anticipated dynamism
of economic activity in the first quarter of 2018,
growth for 2018 could lie in the upper range of the
abovementioned interval. The expected growth
trajectory for the remainder of the year and for 2019
is based on estimation forecast of a moderate
recovery of private investment and spending on
public infrastructure projects, as well as of a
strengthening of external demand, which would
continue to support economic activity in Mexico.30
These forecasts assume that the authorities will
remain committed to preserving a solid
macroeconomic framework, along with sustainable
public finances and policies to promote investment
and productivity growth.
Given that the forecasts for economic activity
consider growth close to its potential and a balance
of risks biased to the downside, tight slack conditions
of the economy are estimated to ease throughout the
forecast horizon. In particular, it is anticipated that
the positive levels of the output gap estimate that
exclude the oil sector and of the quarterly slack
indicator will decline gradually over the next
quarters, and the estimate of total output gap is
expected to remain at levels close to zero (Chart 89,
Chart 90 and Chart 91). Therefore, in the forecast
horizon, no additional tightening of slack conditions
is expected in the economy, which could considerably
affect inflation.

30

In particular, the expectations for the U.S. industrial production in 2018
and 2019 were adjusted from 3.3% and 2.4% in the previous Report to
74
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Chart 88
Fan Chart: GDP Growth Excluding Oil Sector, s. a.
Annual percent
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3.6% and 2.6% in the current one, based on the consensus among
business analysts surveyed by Blue Chip in May 2018.
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Chart 89
Fan Chart: Output Gap Estimate, s. a.
Percentage of potential output
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Chart 90
Fan Chart: Output Gap Estimate Excluding Oil Sector, s. a.
Percentage of potential output
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Chart 91
Quarterly Slack Index
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Current Account: For 2018, deficits in the trade
balance and the current account are anticipated to
amount to 1.1% and 2.1% of GDP, respectively (US$
14.0 billion and US$25.2 billion, in the same order),
which ae similar to the projections in the previous
Report of US$13.7 billion and US$25.9 billion, in the
same order. For 2019, deficits in the trade balance
and the current account are estimated to be 1.1% and
2.3% of GDP, respectively (US$15.0 billion and
US$30.5 billion, in the same order), which compare to
1.2% and 2.3% of GDP released in the previous
Report, respectively (US$15.0 billion and US$30.5
billion, in the same order).

4

3
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Employment: The forecasts for the number of IMSSaffiliated jobs for 2018 and 2019 remain unchanged
with respect to the previous Report. In particular, in
2018 an increase by between 680,000 and 780,000
jobs is expected, while for 2019 growth of between
690,000 and 790,000 is projected.
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Q2 Q4
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Notes:
i) The estimated performance of this indicator is consistent with the GDP
forecasts excluding the oil sector.
ii) A fan chart for the quarterly slack index cannot be calculated, given the
manner in which its forecast was estimated.
Source: Banco de México.

Despite the recovery at the end of 2017 and in early
2018, the Mexican economy continues to face
considerably downward risks, given the uncertainty
persisting in the economy. Hence, the balance of risks
for economic growth maintains its downward bias,
especially in the medium term.
The main downward risks in the forecast horizon are:
i. Uncertainty
associated
to
the
NAFTA
renegotiation and the electoral process in Mexico
that could cause a number of businesses to delay
their investment plans in Mexico or prompt
Mexican consumers to cut down their spending as
a precaution. Regarding the NAFTA renegotiation,
this risk could be exacerbated as the timeline for
this process lengthens.
ii. Volatility bouts in international financial markets,
derived, among other factors, from inflation
surprises in the U.S. that generate higher-thanexpected increases in interest rates in that
country, or from geopolitical events that constrain
the sources of financing.
One of the main upward risks to growth in the
forecast horizon is that:
i. Uncertainty over NAFTA renegotiation is resolved,
reinvigorating investment in a sustained manner.
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In addition to the above, the Mexican economy is
facing a number of additional risks that, if they
materialize, not only could affect the cyclical growth,
but also could negatively influence its growth
potential in the medium and long terms. Some of
these risks are:

monetary policy stance, in the horizon in which
monetary policy operates the evolution of inflation is
expected to be similar to that published in the last
Report. That is, the forecasts for headline inflation
presented in this Report are consistent with those
announced in the previous one. Within this
projection, the most recent data signal a relatively
more favorable trajectory for core inflation,
essentially due to the better-than-estimated
evolution of merchandise prices, which is offset by an
estimation of a slightly higher non-core inflation,
derived from relatively higher prices of some energy
products, as compared to those anticipated in the
previous forecast (Table 3).

i. An unfavorable outcome in the NAFTA
negotiations for the Mexican productive sector,
or, even, that the failure of these negotiations
leads to its cancellation.
ii. An escalation of protectionist measures
worldwide, which would negatively affect global
economic growth and the role of certain
economies (including Mexico) in the global value
chains.

Annual headline inflation is expected to continue
subsiding, to approach its 3.0% target throughout the
year and to stay close to that target in 2019. During
2018, as mentioned above, the trajectory of core
inflation is expected to show a slightly better-thananticipated performance. Hence, annual core
inflation is forecast to continue declining gradually to
consolidate its convergence to 3.0% during 2019. The
above estimates consider an orderly evolution of the
exchange rate, the absence of labor market-related
pressures and that non-core inflation will keep
subsiding during the remainder of 2018 at the
anticipated pace (Chart 92 and Chart 93).

iii. A number of factors (external or domestic) affect
competitiveness of the Mexican economy.
Among them are corporate tax cuts in the U.S.
and public safety issues in Mexico.
5.2. Inflation Outlook
Inflation: The decline in inflation during the first four
and a half months of 2018 is consistent with the
forecast presented by Banco de México in its
October-December Quarterly Report. Based on
available information and considering the current

Table 3
Headline and Core Inflation Forecasts
Annual change in percent
2018

2019

2020
I

I

II

III

IV

I

II

III

IV

5.3 *
5.5

4.6
4.8

4.3
4.3

3.8
3.8

3.3
3.2

3.1
3.0

3.1
3.1

3.1
3.2

3.1

4.3 *
4.4

3.7
4.0

3.6
3.8

3.4
3.6

3.2
3.3

3.2
3.2

3.1
3.1

3.0
3.0

3.0

CPI
Current report
Previous report
Core
Current report
Previous report
*/ Observed data.
Source: Banco de México and INEGI.
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Chart 93
Fan Chart: Annual Core Inflation 1/
Percent

This scenario is subject to risks. The main upward
risks are:

8.0
7.5
7.0
6.5
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5.5
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2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

i. That the exchange rate remains under pressure
due to an environment of higher external interest
rates, U.S. dollar strength, and the uncertainty
associated with the NAFTA renegotiation and
Mexico’s presidential elections this year.
ii. Shocks in agricultural product prices and upward
pressures in the prices of certain energy goods.
iii. Given the economy’s cyclical conditions, unit labor
costs could lead to inflationary pressures.

The balance of risks for inflation relative to the
expected trajectory maintains an upward bias
associated to the described risks, in an environment
characterized by high uncertainty.
Chart 92
Fan Chart: Annual Headline Inflation 1/
Percent
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1/ Quarterly average of annual headline inflation. The next four and six
quarters are indicated, using as a reference the second quarter of 2018; that
is, the second and the fourth quarters of 2019, time intervals over which
monetary policy transmission channels fully operate.
Source: Banco de México and INEGI.
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1/ Quarterly average of annual core inflation. The next four and six quarters
are indicated, using as a reference the second quarter of 2018; that is, the
second and the fourth quarters of 2019, time intervals over which monetary
policy transmission channels fully operate.
Source: Banco de México and INEGI.
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To guide its monetary policy actions, Banco de
México’s Governing Board closely follows the
development of inflation vis-à-vis its anticipated
trajectory, taking into account the monetary policy
stance adopted and the time frame in which
monetary policy operates, as well as available
information on inflation determinants and mediumand long-term inflation expectations, including the
balance of risks. Looking ahead, the Governing Board
will maintain a prudent monetary stance and will
continue to follow closely the potential pass-through
of exchange rate fluctuations on prices, the monetary
policy stance relative to that of the U.S., and the
evolution of slack conditions in the Mexican
economy. In the presence of factors that, by their
nature, may involve risks to inflation and inflation
expectations, if needed, monetary policy will be
conducted in a timely and firm manner to attain the
convergence of inflation to its 3.0% target and to
strengthen the anchoring of medium- and long-term
inflation expectations to reach this target.
The adopted monetary policy stance, combined with
the attainment of the fiscal objectives and the
resilience of the financial system has contributed to
the continued growth of the Mexican economy,
despite a number of severe and simultaneous shocks
it has faced. The strengthening of the
macroeconomic framework in Mexico has also placed
the country in a better position to face a complex
environment, while in the short and medium terms
important risks persist. However, to take on the
challenges that may arise and to enhance the
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economy’s ability to face adverse shocks, it is key that
Mexico further strengthens its macroeconomic
stance, particularly relative to the structural situation
of its public finances. Similarly, actions should be
taken to improve competitiveness across the country
and to foment higher productivity of the economy.
Efforts should also be made to develop infrastructure
and to consolidate the recovery of investment.
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Additionally, as stated in previous Reports, it is
important to undertake reforms and broad actions
that improve public safety conditions, legal certainty
and economic competition, all of which would be
beneficial for investment and economic growth, in an
environment of low and stable inflation, for the
benefit of the Mexican population.
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6. Annex 1. Banco de México’s Publications in the Quarter January – March 2018
1. Publications
1.1. Monetary Policy Programs
30/01/2018

Monetary Policy Program for 2018

1.2. Quarterly Reports
28/02/2018

Quarterly Report, October - December 2017

1.3. Regional Economic Report
15/03/2018 Regional Economic Report, October - December 2017
1.4. Reports on current expenditure budget and physical investment
07/02/2018

Report on the approved budget of current expenditure and physical investment in
2018

1.5. Budget exercise reports
31/03/2018 Budget Exercise Report as of the First Quarter of 2018

2. Working Papers
04/01/2018 2018-01 Labor Heterogeneity and the Pattern of Trade
04/01/2018 2018-02 Ethnic and Racial Disparities in Saving Behavior
19/02/2018 2018-03 The Effect of Uncertainty on Foreign Direct Investment: the Case of Mexico

3.

Speeches and presentations by Governing Board members
3.1. Speeches
18/01/2018

"La política monetaria en México al inicio de un año complejo", Javier Guzmán, Deputy
Governor of Banco de México (available only in Spanish)

16/02/2018

"Mexico's monetary policy and economic outlook", Javier Guzmán, Deputy Governor
of Banco de México

08/03/2018

"81° Convención Nacional Bancaria", Alejandro Díaz de León, Governor of Banco de
México (available only in Spanish)

"Educación económica y financiera: implicaciones para la economía y papel del banco
16/03/2018 central", Javier Guzmán, Deputy Governor of Banco de México (available only in
Spanish)
"Celebración del octogésimo quinto aniversario de la fundación del Banco Nacional de
22/03/2018 Obras y Servicios Públicos (BANOBRAS)", Alejandro Díaz de León, Governor of Banco
de México (available only in Spanish)
11/01/2018

"Retos para la política monetaria en México", Alejandro Díaz de León, Governor of
Banco de México (available only in Spanish)

15/01/2018

"Mexico's monetary policy: outlook and challenges", Javier Guzmán, Deputy Governor
of Banco de México
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4. Press Releases
4.1. Monetary Policy
4.1.1. Announcements of Monetary Policy Decisions
08/02/2018 Target for the Overnight Interbank Interest Rate will increase by 25 basis points
4.1.2. Minutes of the meeting of Banco de México's Governing Board on the occasion of the monetary
policy decision
22/02/2018

Minutes of the meeting of Banco de México's Governing Board on the occasion of the
monetary policy decision announced on February 8, 2018

4.2. Banco de México
4.2.1. Weekly balance statement
03/01/2018

Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of December 29 and December
2017

09/01/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of January 5, 2018
16/01/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of January 12, 2018
23/01/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of January 19, 2018
30/01/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of January 26, 2018
07/02/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of February 2 and January 2018
13/02/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of February 9, 2018
20/02/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of February 16, 2018
27/02/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of February 23, 2018
06/03/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of March 2 and February 2018
13/03/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of March 9, 2018
21/03/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of March 16, 2018
27/03/2018 Banco de México’s balance statement of the week of March 23, 2018
4.2.2. Weekly information of the Consolidated Account Statement
03/01/2018 Weekly information as of December 29, 2017
09/01/2018 Weekly information as of January 5, 2018
16/01/2018 Weekly information as of January 12, 2018
23/01/2018 Weekly information as of January 19, 2018
30/01/2018 Weekly information as of January 26, 2018
07/02/2018 Weekly information as of February 2, 2018
13/02/2018 Weekly information as of February 9, 2018
20/02/2018 Weekly information as of February 16, 2018
27/02/2018 Weekly information as of February 23, 2018
06/03/2018 Weekly information as of March 2, 2018
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13/03/2018 Weekly information as of March 9, 2018
21/03/2018 Weekly information as of March 16, 2018
27/03/2018 Weekly information as of March 23, 2018
4.3. Financial Sector
4.3.1. Monetary aggregates and financial activity
31/01/2018 Monetary aggregates and financial activity in December 2017
28/02/2018 Monetary aggregates and financial activity in January 2018
28/03/2018 Monetary aggregates and financial activity in February 2018
4.3.2. Quarterly evolution of financing to firms
26/02/2018 Quarterly evolution of financing to firms during October - December 2017
4.4. External sector
4.4.1. Balance of payments
23/02/2018 Annual balance of payments 2017
4.4.2. Revised information of foreign trade
11/01/2018 November 2017
09/02/2018 December 2017
09/03/2018 January 2018
4.5. Survey results
4.5.1. National survey on consumer confidence
11/01/2018 Consumer confidence index: December 2017
06/02/2018 Consumer confidence index: January 2018
06/03/2018 Consumer confidence index: February 2018
4.5.2. Surveys among private sector specialists
01/02/2018 Survey among private sector specialists: January 2018
01/03/2018 Survey among private sector specialists: February 2018
4.5.3. Survey on General Conditions and Standards in the Banking Credit Market (EnBan)
12/02/2018

Survey on General Conditions and Standards in the Banking Credit Market during the
quarter October - December 2017

4.5.4. Business opinion indicators
04/01/2018 Manufacturing orders’ index: December 2017
01/02/2018 Manufacturing orders’ index: January 2018
01/03/2018 Manufacturing orders’ index: February 2018
4.6. Miscelaneous
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02/01/2018

Publication of guidelines for the third issue of Reto Banxico, an academic competition
among Bachelor’s degree students in Mexico

24/01/2018

The Permanent Commission of the Congress of the Union voted through Irene
Espinosa Cantellano as a Deputy Governor of Banco de México

26/01/2018

First meeting of the Central Banks and Supervisors Network for Greening the Financial
System, on January 24, 2018 in Paris

29/01/2018 Banco de México releases to the public a tool to conduct credit card market analysis
31/01/2018

Redefinition of monetary aggregates and improvements in the financial activity
statistics in Mexico

12/02/2018

Publication of the Survey on General Conditions and Standards in the Banking Credit
Market

07/03/2018 Policies for the public consultation of general provisions issued by Banco de México
13/03/2018 Second Session on Labor Equality and Non-discrimination in Banco de México
15/03/2018 The Financial System Stability Council Updates its Balance of Risks
Banco de México is the first central bank to obtain the leading global certification in
16/03/2018 workplace gender equality and has been recognized with the EDGE Certified
Foundation’s EDGE Assess level
21/03/2018

Public consultation of Banco de México’s provisions projects: regulation of exchange
rate transactions with credit and debit cards

4.7. Circulars issued by Banco de México
1/2018 Circular. Procedures for market makers and Udibonos market makers to have
26/01/2018 the right to purchase government bonds and take loans on these bonds with Banco de
México as the financial agent of the Federal Government (market makers)
26/01/2018 2/2018 Circular. Government bond auctions (market makers)
26/01/2018
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3/2018 Circular (Published in DOF on January 26, 2018). Auctions to place Udibonos
segregated coupons (market makers)
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

May 2018
Agosto 2012
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